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HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT education programming coordinator; 
Only one Fayette County resident Norma Adams, Pulaski, lawyer; 
made it onto a list of nominees being Hilma Prather, Pulaski, · educator; 
considered by Gov. Paul Patton for a Theodore Lavi!, Marion, lawyer; Doug 
new 13-seat board that' will govern Cobb, Jefferson, venture capitalist; 
Kentucky's-revamped higher education Benjamin Richmond, Jefferson, Url;>an 
League director; Ron Greenberg, Jeffer-
syStem. · son, health-care executive; Maureen 
Th~ list of 39 nominees for (he McGowan, Jefferson, finance; Charlie 
Council on Post-secondarym'ducation Johnson,. Jefferson, executive; Steve 
wa~ rel~se_d last week by the gover- •Barger, Jefferson, labor leader; Kevin 
nor .s .office. The names were f~rwa_rd-. ;Hable, Jefferson,Jawyer; 
ed to . th~ governor by a nommatmg ' Gail Strange; Jefferson, executive; 
comm1ss1on. . . . Kimberly Greene, Jefferson, lawyer; 
The counc!l·was a key prov1S1on of Lila Bellando Madison business own-
Patton!s plan for r~forming h_igher ~u, er; Marcia Ridings, Laurel, lawyer; 
~tion, pa_ssed_ durmg a special leg1sl~- 1George Wilson, Franklin, executive; 
t1ve .session m May. The_ body_ will !Marlene Helm, Jessamine, educator; 
take the place of the Councilc9.n.Higher 'Wanda Collins, Shelby, consultant; 
Education. · Sherry Jelsma, Shelby, executive direc-
Lee Todd, chief executive officer of tor, Kentucky Center for the Arts; 
DataBeam Corp., is the only Lexington Peggy Bertlesman, Campbell, edu-
resident among the nominees. cator; Lawson Walker, Kenton, lawyer; 
The list included five people from Jua_11ita Mills, Kenton, business owner; 
Northern Kentucky and 11 people from Mackey McNeill, Kenton, · busiiles 
Jefferson County, including Kim Burse, owner; John Stanton, Kenton, lawyer; 
former state revenue secretary, and Robert Matthews, Shelby; retired; 
Leonard Hardin, chairman of National Charles Whitehead, Boyd, executive· 
City Bank in Louisville. . Lois Weinberg, Knott, educator. . P.8 ' 
Othe:. nan;ies on the list! including The governor's office also relea~d 
the n?mmees home counties and oc- a list of 12 nominees for. a four-!lliat 
cupat1ons were: . . . Community Technical• College Syste'm 
Pamela Dallas, Hopkms, chmc ex- Board of Regents 1,iJ 
ecutive; Shirley Menendez, McCracken, . · . ,,: f 
educator- Ron Sheffer Henderson Those nommees mclude: ·>l 
lawyer; Nancy Lovett, Calloway, edu'. Roger Per_ry, Marshali lawyer; 'Rij<l 
cation administrator; John Begley, Bar- Kuegel, J?av1e~s, farmer; Ma_rv Rj!~· 
ren, college chancellor; Phillip Huddle- sow,. Bullitt, umon represe!ltanve;. Lor-
ston, Warren, lawyer; James Miller, na L1ttrell, Henders~_n, busmess ow~; 
Daviess, lawyer; David Searles, Donna Kane, Jefferson, health care;Ji,l 
Daviess, author; Walter A: Baker, ~ar- Mark Mitchell, Jefferson, Jaw~er; 
ren, lawyer; Esther P. Jansmg, Daviess, Frazier Curry, Jefferson, retired; ()yfi-
thia Read, Jefferson, training coordina' 
tor; Michael Hoseus, Fayette, human 
resources; Jack Moreland, Campbell,:re-
tired educator; W.S. Taylor, Lawr~. 
plant manager; Ishmael Stevens, Bwd; 
manager of technical training. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KV. ■ Tuesday, July 1,199? 
U of L hoping program· 
in. Hong_ Kong survives 
Umversity of Louisville officials in charge of a mas-
ter of business administration degree program in Hong 
Kong are hoping for the best After 156 years of British 
rule, Hong Kong reverted to Chinese sovereignty yes-
terday. In the pact governing the transfer, China made 
a 50-year pledge not to tamper with Hong Kong's·way 
of life, which is defined by its exuberant capitalism. U 
of L officials are waiting to see whether the Chinese 
pledge to observe a "one-country, two-systems" policy 
cove,rs academic programs .. If it doesn't, they say, 
they II pull out. Last year, the Chinese announced a reg-
ulation requiring 51 percent Chinese control of all over-
seas degree programs offered in China. If that policy is 
applied in Hong Kong, it would "make it impossible for 
us to offer our MBA," because U ofL insists on retain-
ing complete control of all its degree programs, said 
Henry Enck, head of the university's Institute for Inter-
national Development. 
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Reform; plan. changes- budget rules 
for Kentu~ky schools,-
Universities 
now must qualify 
for new money 
By MICHAEL JENNiNGS 
The Courier-Journal 
nance and administration at Western 
Kentucky University, said yesterday 
that formula-driven bud§eting was 
out of touch with reality. 'We nad to 
think up ways to spend the money'' 
the formula called for, he said. 
The recommended new process -
described yesterday at a meeting of a 
team that is laying the groundwork 
for the new-state system of communi-
ty and technical_ colleges - is the pre-
FRANKFORT, Ky,_c State budget dictable result of the reforms enacted 
officials sa_y they see no need for by the legislature •in May, said Ken 
funding wish-lists from Kentucky's Walker, a Council on Postsecondary 
universities and colleges this year. Education staff member who helped 
Changes under the state's higher draft it. It simply "brings all of the 
education reform plan that take elfect known information together," he 
today force the schools to qualify for said. , 
most new money for post-secondary Walker said university and college 
education. Smaller, across-the-board officials familiar with the recommen-
funding increases will take place· dation had voiced no objection to it. 
automatically. "I would think that the people I talk 
By long-standing practice, each to would.be pleased about ii because 
university and. the ·state community ! it relieves them of a duty of general-
college system has submitted a budg' ing the request," he said. 
et request in the September ·before Michael Curtin, deputy director for 
each regular legislative session. Gov. planning anil budget at the University 
Paul Patton's. budgetary aides say th~ of Louisville, called the recommended 
new funding rules makes that prac- change welcome. 
lice irrelevant. _ ''We were concerned originally that 
Ron Carson, deputy state budget di- we would have to jump through a lot 
rector, yesterday recommencfed a of bureaucratic· hoops," as -college 
streamlined·budget development pro- budget officials were required to do 
cess that leaves schools no significant when the funding. formula was in 
role. The process would start and end play, Curtin said. As long as college 
at the state level,.with three new poll- presidents have a say in developing 
_cc .cy.boards·=--tlie Council on Postse- standards for the investment and in-
condary Education, the Kentucky - cenlive funds ~ as Walker said they 
Community and Technical College would - then leaving schools out of 
System board and the Strategic Com- budget develo~ment seems a good 
mittee on Postsecondary Education - idea, Curtin srud. 
all taking a hand in it. Under Carson's plan, schools' base 
The runounts they will have to work funding would include an inflationary 
with come to $38 million in the fiscal adjustment of less than 3 percent in 
year that starts today, $7q _million the 1999 amf 2000 fiscalyears. Other 
next fiscal year and $100 million the adjustments could be made. to reflect 
year after that. . . bond obligations and U of L's hospital 
_Each y~ar,. $23 million of the total contract, but there is no plan to adjust 
will_ be distnbuted to sch?ols auto- for enrollment changes. 
matically, m the form of higher base 
funding, and the rest will go into in- .Walker said the legislature could 
vestment and incentive funds de- review enrollments in 2000 to see if 
signed to spur sc~o~l;; to improve and they warranted a change in base 
adapt to state pnonties. funding. He said schools' enrollments 
. Smee the early_ 1980s, the ~udget- would be expected to_ stay within 
mg process for high_er education has ranges indicated in a strategic agenda 
centered on a fun,dmg fo~ula that for post-secondary education that will 
assumed Kentucky s educational yro- be. worked out by state policy boards. 
grams should be funded as wel as 
those in neighboring states. Schools' 
· requests were shaped to match what 
the formula said they should get (but 
never did get, because state funds 
never stretched far enough). 
State Budget Director Jrunes Rrun-
sey, who is also vice president for fi• 
He said university and college 
presidents will review Carson's bud-
geting recommendation and the 
Council on Postsecondary Education 
and the governor's Office for. Policy 
and Management will decide jointly 
whether to •~opt it. 
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Budg~ting~:~ay be· stEeamlined~ 
. . . . 
Nq need.seen·.for 
funding wish lists · 
ASSOCIATED PRESS . 
FRANKFORT - New funding 
rules that took effect yesterday 
make it unnecessary· for Ken-
tucky's universities and colleges to 
submit budgetary wish lists from 
the state this year, Gov. Paul Pat-
ton's aides say. 
Changes under the state's high-
er education reform plan force the 
schools to qualify for most new 
money for post-secondary educa-
tion. Smaller, across-the-board 
funding increases will take place 
automatically. 
Ron Carson, deputy state bud-
get director. on Monday recom-
mended a streamlined budget de-
velopment process that leaves 
schools no significant role. The 
process would start and end at the 
state level, with three new policy 
boards - the Council on Postsec-
ondary Education, the Kentucky 
Community and Technical College 
System board and the Strategic 
Committee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation - all taking a hand in it. 
Tne amounts they will have to 
work with come to $38 million in 
the fiscal year that started yester-
day, $70, million next fiscal year 
and $100 million the year after 
that. 
Each year, $23 million of the to-
. tal will be distributed to schools 
automatically, in the form of higher 
base funding. The rest will go into 
investment and incentive funds de-
signed to spur schools to improve 
and adapt to state priorities. 
Since the early 1980s, the bud-
geting process for higher education 
has centered on a funding formula 
that assumed Kentucky's educa-
tional programs should be funded 
as well as those in neighboring 
states. Schools'. requests were 
shaped to match what the formula 
said they should get but never did 
get, because state funds never 
stretched far enough. 
State Budget Director James 
Ramsey, who is also vice president 
for finance and administration at 
Western Kentucky University, said 
on Monday· that formula-driven 
budgeting was out of touch with 
reality. "We had to think up ways 
to spend the money" the formula 
called for, he said. 
The recommended new process 
was described Monday at a meet-
ing. of a team that is laying the 
groundwork for the new state sys-
tem of community and technical 
colleges. The process is the pre-
dictable result of the changes en-
acted by the General Assembly in 
May, said Ken Walker, a Council 
on Postsecondary Education staff 
member who helped draft it. It sim-
ply "brings all of the known infor-
mation together," he said. 
Walker said university and col-
lege officials familiar with the rec-
ommendation had voiced no objec-
tion to it. "I would think that the 
people I talk to would be pleased 
about it because it relieves them of 
a duty of generating the request," 
he said. 
Michael Curtin, deputy director 
for planning and budget at the Uni-
versity of Louisville, called the rec-
ommendation a welcome change. 
"We were concerned originally 
that we would have to jump 
through a lot of bureaucratic 
hoops," as college·budget officials 
were required to do when the fund-
ing formula was in play, Curtin 
said. As long as college presidents 
have a say in developing standards 
for the investment and incentive 
funds - as Walker said they 
would - then leaving schools out 
of budget -development seems a 
good idea, Curtin said. 
THE COURIER.JOURNAL• 'WEDNESDAY, JULY 2, 1997 
Murray- State official. takes new post 
FRANKFORT, . Ky. - An accreditation expert from Munay State 
Unfyersity was hired .Monday to assist in the transition to a single 
system for community anil technical colleges. . 
Anita Lawson· is· retiring from Munay State, where she was assis-
tant to !lie president, and Ilaison to the Council on Higher Education 
and the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. 
The General Assembly created a Kentucky Community and Techni-
cal .College S~-as part of an overhaul of-post-secondary educa-
tion, The new system is .to contain 13 community colleges historically 
run by the Unive!,;ify of Kentucky;plus vocatibnaMechnical schools 
that were part of- the· Workfon:e Development Cabinet 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY. ■ WEDNESDAY, JULY 2, 1997 
---.1UK to·track welfare families' fates 
Research is response 
to new federal law 
setting 2-year cutoff 
BY VALARIE HONEYCUTT 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER 
People on welfare in Lexington faced 
a tough reality yesterday as a new federal 
law took effect: Most have two years to 
find work or lose the.aid they receive. 
To see how welfare recipients fare 
under the new reform law, University of 
Kentucky researchers announced yester-
day that they will begin tracking 400 
families. 
After an initial 45-minute meeting 
with each family, researchers will check 
on them at least once each year for five 
years and document what happens to 
them. 
The families, which will also include 
the working poor, will be chosen at ran-
dom this week, said Claudia Peck-Heath, 
associate dean and professor in UK's Col-
lege of Human and Environmental Sci-
ences. 
As an incentive, the families will 
probably receive a $20 gift certificate 
· from a grocery store, said Mary Secret, 
assistant professor in the UK College of 
Social Work, . · 
Before welfare reform starts, Secret 
said, the families will be asked some ba-
sic questions: "How are your children do-
ing in school? Have you been hungry? . 
Have you had to go places to get food? 
Have you been successful in getting a · 
job?" The same questions, which will also 
cover child and medical care, will be 
asked each year. 
Peck-Heath said the survey, which is 
patterned after a similar questionnaire by 
the Washington-based Urban Institute, 
· ~-•,moN HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON; KY. ■ WEDNESDAY, JULY 2, 1997 
Scholarship appeal 
at Morehead denied 
W1RE, STAFF REPORTS performance is misguided. 
MOREHEAD - Morehead 
State University's scholarship com-
mittee turned down an appeal from 
Kyle Sherman to retain his basket-
ball scholarship. 
Sherman, a former Mason 
County basketball player, said he 
will remain in school. 
-Sherman appeared before the 
committee Monday along with 
~forehead assistant coach Wayne 
Breeden, who was representing 
new head coach Kyle Macy. 
Sherman's scholarship was not 
renewed for the 1997-98 year, and 
teammates Heston Beverly and Mark 
Spurlock received the same fate. 
Sherman said he suggested the 
coaching staff didn't· have enough 
time to evaluate his ability before 
the decision not to rene,v the schol-
arship was made. 
Sherman's father, Keith Sher-
man, said the decision to strip the 
scholarship based solely on athletic 
could be adapted for use by the entire 
state.• 
By Oct. 1, at least 25 percent of adults 
in one-parent families must be working at 
least 20 hours a week. By 2002, 50 per-
cent of adults in one-parent families who 
. receive welfare benefits must work at 
least 30 hours a week. . 
The survey can help show politicians 
and the public what the law accomplishes 
and perhaps how to improve the law, said 
several people involved in the project. 
Some politicians think that with the 
end of the traditional federal welfare sys-
tem, that people off welfare will be happy 
and employed and their children well tak-
en care of, said Jack Burch, executive di-
rector of the Community Action Council. 
Others, Burch said, think welfare re-
form is a disaster and that it will destroy 
families and children. 
"The reality is somewhere in be-
tween," he said. 
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Panel t,oughens 
graduati':)n 
requirements 
BY LONNIE HARP 
HERAl.0-lEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
FRANKFORT - After long 
and contentious deliberation, a 
legislative panel finally ap-
proved tougher high school 
graduation requirements. for 
Kentucky students yesterday. 
The most noticeable differ-
ence for students will be the re-
quirement to take algebra, geom-
:.rv and art. · 
· Tbe higher standards were 
pummeled on a number of 
fronts: Critics said they would 
hamper special education stu-
dents, force high schools to 
abandon a six-period day, curb 
enrollments in vocational cours-
es and cause more dropouts. 
Opponents also argued that 
omlher minimum requirements 
mter to the more impor-
·.:ept of local control. 
in the end, the joint 
rtouse-Senate education commit-
tee voted 18-9 to make the new 
requirements law. 
High school s tudents _in the 
Class of 2002 will be the first to 
have to abide by the more rigorous 
minimum coursework. 
Those students, who will start 
the e1g!1th grade this fall , will be 
expected to complete 22 credits. 
That number is up from the cur-
rent mandate of 20. 
Under the changes, students 
wi ll have to earn a credit in Alge-
bra I and geometry. The state has 
never before stipulated what math 
courses students had to take. 
Kentucky joins Georgia. '.'Jorth 
Carolina. and Louisiana in requir-
ing students to take algebra to earn 
a diploma. 
LEXINGTnN HE'l~LD LE•r;F P Lc'\INGTON Kv ■ T1-1t 1PS[).\Y, Jul~ 3. 1997 MSU ARCHIVES 
Students also will have to get 
at least one credit in visual or per-
forming arts. State officials pushed 
for the arts requirement largely be-
cause the state's standards for 
schools require an understanding 
of the subject. It is also covered on 
the state's test. 
Arts proponents yesterday 
were encouraged by the legisla-
ture's vote. 
"We are pleased that the bar in 
general has been rai~.'.' ~id Cecil-
ia Wooden, execunve director of 
Kentucky Citizens for the Arts .. a 
grass-roots group based in 
Louisville. "It is important that 
schools recognize that an 1. cnt1cal 
for all students.'' 
Some backers of the art require-
ment added that expanded arts 
courses may be one way to keep 
students from dropping out. Other 
proponents said many s tudents 
fi nd high school offers too few 
challenges, not too many. 
··we are already getting tons of 
calls about implementing these re-
quirements,·· said Pat Hurt, a con-
sultant for the state Education De-
partment. ''Many high schools a re 
gearing up to s tart doing this next 
year." 
LEXINGTON H ERALD-LEADER. LEXINGTON, K Y. ■ THURSDAY, JULY 3. 1997 
■ OWENSBORO 
Finalist named for college president: 
Owensboro Community College's governing board has 
recommended that Jacqueline Addington be the ne.'<t 
president of the college. If the recommendation is . 
approved. Addington would be the first woman presi-
dent of OCC and one of only three fema le presidents in 
the University of Kentucky community college system. 
The others are at Prestonsburg and Lexington. 
Addington. 55. is assistant \"ice president for academic 
affairs at Western Kentucky University. The board's 
recommendation goes to James Ramsey, state budget 
director for Gov. Paul Pa tton and chairman of the 
eight-member team that will oversee the transition to 
the new Kentucky Community and Technical College 
System. Ramsey could accept the recommendation for 
Addington. or he could choose one of the other two 
tinalis ts. according to Ben Carr. chancellor of the UK 
Community College System. 
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COMMENTARY 
Rosenberg: No one 
ridicules him anymore 
BY MICHAEL WINERIP 
T
he first time John Rosenberg drove into David, 
Ky'., in the early 1970s, fresh from Washmgton 
and eager to fight the War on Poverty, he was 
struck by how little there :,vas there. What once had 
been a thriving coal camp of a hundred homes, a com-
pany store, a sw..imming pool and ballfields had be-
coine an Appa.]achian shantytown of boarded-up 
shacks. When' ihe coal was mined out, the company 
abandoned David, Ky., selling the town to an absentee 
landlord. On the day that Rosenberg appeared out of 
the East, 30 tenant families remained. Untreated· 
sewage flushed into the creeks. . 
Residents had to cart in their drinking water. Peo-
pfe giving directions to David· joked, "It's right on 404 
- you can't _111iss it, unless you get luck(' . . 
. That tinit,iin\e John Rosenberg drove mto David, 
. the townspeople eyeing this bald-headed lawyer in a 
V cilkswagen :bus ;were also struck'oy how little there 
was there, Rosenberg is 5 feet g;· inches tall; 135 
p<ionds - small even for a legal service lawyer -
and easy to underestimate. He has a: high-pitched 
voice, and when he gets excited about something, 
which is often, he squeaks. Townspeople had trouble 
siliing him up; he does not stand still very long. 
"Whirlwind guy," says Danny Greene, a resident. 
;, Rosenberg went to David to help the remainmg 
families in a tenant dispute with 'the town landlord. He 
i,l'still there, a quarter of a century later. 
" The landlord had seen the downside of owning a 
to'l)'l1 and quickly agreed to sell David for $110,000. 
Rosenberg drew up incorporation papers and helped 
tenants buy their homes. He supervised applications to 
get grants·for new·water. and sewage systems. 
, : When the rebuilding faltered, Rosenberg respond-
ed. .jn classic fashion: He assigned the town its own 
lawyer. Rosenberg runs an 11-office legal service oper-
ation in Eastern Kentucky that stretches over an area 
twice the size of New Jersey, and he never has enough 
attorneys to go around. But he took the risk of assign-
ing one full time to the little town, giving his new man 
the usual marching orders. "John always says, 'Good 
lawyering is not just sitting behind the desk,' " said 
David Rubinstein, who came to the town right from 
law school. · 
The new lawyer's first assignment was to dig a 
large hole. A water main was supposed to be buried 
three feet down so it wouldn't freeze, but townspeople 
suspected the contractor had cut comers. So Rosen-
berg's attorney got a tape measure and a shovel and 
dug a ditch. "Contract compliance," they called 1t. The 
pipe was relaid. . 
Good lawyering helped the town thnve. Today 
David has grown to 300 people, an enclave of modest, 
well-kept homes. In the old company store. a free pri-
vate school opened for poor children failing in the 
public schools, and Rosenberg joined the school's 
board. Whenever the school had a crisis. Rosenberg 
sent a lawyer. In 1989 the school wanted to put up a 
new building on town land but was blocked by a coal 
company that held the mineral rights. "I was panick-
ing and called John," said Danny Greene, founder of 
the David School. Branham & Baker Coal Co. held all 
the legal aces. 
Still, the company gave in. Taking on poor chil-
dren and Rosenberg would have been a public rela-
tions nightmare. 
A part of the establishment 
~e day this spring; Rosenberg drove down State 
Road 404. He parked in front of the new school that 
opened in March, a two-story cedar-1.og building with 
science, computer and home economics labs. Though 
legal.service attorneys are criticized for_ being obs~c• 
tionists Rosenberg has spent 27 years m Appalachia 
helping to build things - playgrounds, a science cen-
ter, the town of David, this school for Appalachia's 
pdtirest children. In the morning sunlight, the grassy, 
unmined mountains surrounding the new David 
School were a dazzling green, the air was full of bird-
song and the sight so excited Rosenberg that as he 
spoke, he squeaked. 
. _ .. Each time conservatives in Congress have come 
close to killing federal funds for the Legal Services 
Corp. - and there will be another battle this summer 
- little bar associations all over Eastern Kentucky 
rally to John Rosenberg's aid. Letters of support pile 
up in Washington from K_entucky's Republican-con-
trolled county associations (Pulaski, Laurel, Russell, 
Clinton, Wayne), as well as the Democratic counties 
(Letcher, Floyd) and from the guys in the middle, the 
Kentucky Circuit Judges Association. • 
And Kentucky is no aberration. With the election 
of the Republican Congress in 1994, conservatives 
thought for sure they would finally end federal financ-
ing of the nation's 300 legal S!!J'Vice groups, but in 
1995 and again in 1996, bipartisan support from 
across America saved the day. 
The reason is so simple it usually gets overlooked: 
Legal services has been around for a quarter of a cen-
tury now, long enough for Rosenberg and his col-
leagues to become part of the establishment. Staff 
members in Rosenberg's 11-office program are influen-
tial in the towns where they live and work. Patricia 
Thomas, a lawyer in the Somerset office, is president 
of her county bar association; Ira Newman, lead attor-
ney in Richmond, is president of his local zoning com-
mission; Donna Blackbum of the Prestonsburg office 
is the chairwoman of that city's annual Pioneer Festi-
vs1~ Cynthia Elliott, in Jackson, is a soloist at Full 
Gospel Church; Dan Goldberg, who until his death di-
rected the Columbia office, was a leader of the state's 
home-schooling association. 
. · It is part of a remarkable national transformation. 
When Rosenberg arrived in 1970 to open the legal ser-
vice group known as the Appalachian Research and 
Defense Fund, he was labeled a radical, a Communist, 
a ''glorifier of the poor." Landlords refused to rent him 
office space. The Floyd County bar association presi-
dent, Clifford Latta, wrote Washington urging that 
federal funds be withdrawn. An article in the Ken-
tucky bar journal mocked Rosenberg's group as "a 
propaganda organization whose avowed purpose is es-
sentially propagandizing so-called problems in Ap-
palachia." 
By 1991, the very same Rosenberg was being giv-
en one of his county's top honors: induction into the 
Floyd County Chamber of Commerce Hall of Fame, 
along with Ed Music, a local Chevy dealer. 
What makes this even more astonishing is that 
over the rears, he was so busy suing the established 
powers. His two to three dozen lawyers repeatedly 
took on coal. companies over safety and environmental 
issues, the federal and state governments over benefits 
programs, banks to stop foreclosures, housing authori-
ties to block evictions, a school district that charged 
poor c~ildren for books, another district that fired a 
one-legged bus driver. 
~Ql\lT;D 
But with time, as people realized that Rosenberg 
intended to stay, that he was sending his children to 
the same schools their children attended, that he want-
ed most of the same things they wanted, they softened 
toward him. Rosenberg worked on a volunteer effort 
to build a playground at Clark Elementary, a local 
public school. He and his wife, Jean, then a P.T.A. 
president, helped put together a gifted-children·pro-
gram there. They rnised money for window shades. 
"John's been .a very active citizen in our community," 
says Latta, the bar association presi-
dent who had lobbied to cut off 
Rosenberg's funds. "He's done won-
derful things for' Eastern Kentucky." 
For his part, Rosenberg says 
that was his plan all along. "This is 
my home," he says. "That's what 
this thing is all about. You may 
have to take on city officials or the 
coal industry, but you're doing it to 
make a better place to live." 
He comes from the other side of 
the world, born Hans Rosenberg in 
Germany in 1931, just as the Nazis 
were seizing power. The family 
spent a year in a refugee camp in 
Holland, leaving on one of the last 
ships to America. In this country, 
his father, a teacher, found work in 
Southern textile mills. John Rosen-
berg graduated from Duke University and the Univer-
sity of North Carolina Law School. 
He has spent all his life in public service. Before 
Kentucky, he was a lawyer in the Justice Department's 
civil rights division, an Air Force navigator and an 
Eagle Scout. It has made him a funny mix, an agitator 
who has a refugee's chauvinistic love for America. "I 
always thought one of the things that made this coun-
try great," h,e says, "is that the federal government 
would give us m'oney to sue the federal government." 
At age 65, there are no signs he's easing up. 
Asked about his energy level, Karen Alfano, head of 
his Hazard office, said: "He called me twice at home on 
Sunday. Does that answer your question?" On the way 
back from David, he suddenly turned up the road 
where one of his attorneys, Steve Sanders, was at 
home on a day off, taking care of his 2-year-old 
quadruplets. '.'Steve won't mind if we drop in," Rosen-
berg said. 
From the beginning, his goal was to create a first-
class law practice for the poor, and he has done that. 
Even in the 1980s, when the Reagan administration 
appointed a Legal Services Corp. board in Washington 
hellbent on killing the program, Rosenberg won top 
marks from monitors. A 1986 site visit reported that , 
Kentucky lawyers and judges rate the program's legal 
work "as being superior to that generally found in the 
private bar." 
Several attorneys have been with him two decades, 
though they could make more in private practice. The 
starting salary is $23,500; the boss makes $72,700 .. 
Three-quarters of the program's $3 million budget 
comes from Washington. 
Rosenberg drives an '84 Nissan with 238,000 miles 
on it and a rear bumper held together with duct tape. 
He and his wife, director of a women's support pro-
gram at Prestonsburg Community College, live in a 
three-bedroom ranch house not as fancy as most 
Levittown houses. 
Intake at one of Rosenberg's offices is a numbing 
parade of the most mundane cases. Forty percent are 
family matters like divorce, custody, adoption; 25 per-
cent are benefits problems - food stamps, disability, 
Medicaid. 
There are not enough lawyers for all the divorces 
- staff was halved during the Reagan era - so pri-
ority is given to divorces involving domestic violence. 
Ada Thompson says her husband drank heavily and 
beat her for years. She had no money, and it was hard 
holding waitressing 0 nd cooking jobs. "I'd have to 
quit," she says. "You can't really call your boss and 
say, 'I won't be in today· because my face is beat up.' " 
It took her 20 years to leave her husband. "He was 
beating me in the kitchen - I was in a comer against 
the sink trying to find somethi_ng to defend myself -
and my daughter ran out to his service truck to find a 
gun. That stopped me. If she shot, I would have never 
let her take the blame. I'd have shot him again." She 
found a number for a women's shelter on the bath-
room wall of the Kentucky Fried Chicken in Hazard. 
"I came to legal services in the summer of '94 to 
get some legal protection," she says. "As long as I was 
his wife, he believed he could do or say whatever he 
wanted." She got an order of protection and a divorce. 
A Section 8 federal housing voucher helped her pay 
for an apartment. Hazard Communi-
ty College offered a program to get 
an associate degree. This fall, Ada 
Thompson, 40, and her 17-year-old 
daughter will attend college. 
Seventy percent of Rosenberg's 
legal aid clients are women. Lois 
Valentine, who runs a shelter pro-
gram for battered women, relies on 
legal services because she can't find 
private attorneys to take cases pro 
bono. 
"You can't even get them to re-
turn a phone call," she said. 
It is hard for city people to 
imagine how important one legal 
service lawyer can be· in a place so 
isolated. Rosenberg's mine-safety 
expert, Tony Oppegard, has a long 
string of victories in safety cases 
against coal companies in Eastern Kentucky, where 
there are few union mines left. He has no secretary, 
types his own grant proposals, does all his own inves-
tigating - as the Odell Maggard case illustrates. 
Maggard was fired by Chaney Creek Coal after re-
fusing to work with a faulty electrical cable that gave 
a shock so severe it knocked him on his face. As Mag-
gard's federal hearing was winding up, Oppegard wor-
lried· it would take one more witness to win. A second 
miner had confirmed to Oppegard privately that the 
cable was faulty, but he would not testify, out of fear 
of losing his job. So that night, Oppegard took along 
W. F, Taylor, a U.S. Labor Department attorney, and 
went to see the miner. "We sat on his porch and I 
asked about the cable," said Oppegard. "He repeated it 
was bad, but said he wouldn't testify. I got out a sub-
poena and said, 'You're going to have to.' " 
At the hearing, the miner would not confirm that 
the cable was faulty. 
But Oppegard then called the Labor Department 
attorney, who testified that the miner had changed his 
story. Oppegard won. And still he is considered fair 
by opponents. "Tony maintains an excellent relation-
ship with those of us who represent industry," said 
James D. Asher, a coal company lawyer. 
'In a fight for your life' 
The prospects for legal services are iffy this year 
in the Republican Congress. Conservatives argue that 
providing lawyers for poor people in civil cases is not 
the federal government's job. They see legal services 
as advancing a liberal, antibusiness agenda. 
Rep. Harold Rogers, the Republican from Eastern 
Kentucky who is the chairman of the subcommittee 
overseeing legal services, issued angry warnings at a 
hearing earlier this year. "You are in the fight for your 
life," Rogers told legal service representatives. "I 
would do everything I could to be nice to the people 
that have you by the neck here, and that is the Con-
gress." 
Last year, 56 moderate House Republicans broke 
with the party's conservative leadership, joining the 
Democratic minority to continue the $280 million pro-
gram. As a condition for their support, Republicans 
had placed several new restrictions on legal services, 
banning class actions and prohibiting challenges to 
welfare reform. 
Legal service programs in Hawaii and New York 
quickly filed court challenges, infuriating conservative 
Republicans. Rogers sent a shudder through the hear-
ing room when he asked, "What would it cost if the 
Congress wanted to shut down legal services but pro-
vided close-down costs?" Yet even members of Con-
gress who damn legal services often point out they 
don't mean their local legal services. At the same hear-
ing w~ere Rogers threatened to blow up the program, 
he praised Rosenberg's operation as "a legitimate 
hard-working group-that works on individual poor 
people's problems." 
Indeed, Rogers often has turned to Rosenberg's of-
fices_ for constituency service. In 1993, for example, 
Lewis Herald, a Rogers supporter, spoke to a Rogers 
aide in Hazard about getting custody of his grandchil-
dren. Rogers' aide referred him to Cynthia Elliott with 
legal services. She agreed the case had merit and 
helped Herald and his wife win custody. 
conT'C 
I 
Supporters say that privately Rogers is torn. I 
··They serve a very legitimate need out there, especial-
ly in districts like mine," he told The .Lexington Her-
ald-Leader a few years ago. But he is reluctant to defy 
party conservatives like Reps. Dick Armey and Tom 
DeLay, who want the program dead. (Rogers' spokes-
woman, Susan Zimmertnan, said he was too busy to 
be interviewed.) 
The biggest reason federally financed legal service 
is still around is changes in the early 1980s by moder-
ate Republicans seeking to rein in the program. In 
1981 Rep. Bill McCollum of Florida won passage of an 
amendment that required each local program to have 
a board with a majority of its members from local bar 
associations. At the time, legal service lawyers reacted 
angrily, fearing they would be muzzled by their local 
bars. 
'They bridged the gap.' 
Yet today, when Bruce Davis, executive director of 
the Kentucky Bar Association, is asked how legal ser-
vice lawyers went from being the renegades to the es-
tablishment, the first thing he mentions is the inter-
mingling of the two groups: "Over the years the legal 
service reps got to know the members of the bar. 
They bridged the gap. They joined the same commit-
tees. It's really been a matter of working together." 
Rosenberg's group.is one of seven federally fi-
nanced legal service programs in Kentucky. Each has 
a board. That means about 1,000 Kentucky attorneys 
active in their local bar associations have sat on a le-
g'al service board in the last 15 years. Over time, fa-
miliarity bred respect. 
"John Rosenberg is held in high esteem now," says 
Davis. 
This is not peculiar to Kentucky. In 1995 and 1996, 
all 50 state bars sided with legal services against con-
servatives in Congress. The American Bar Associa-
tion's biggest recent lobbying push has been for legal 
services, and in 1997 it has amassed a six-figure kitty 
for a lobbying blitz. 
The annual battle for funds will play out in Con-
gress this summer, but the ultimate decision gets 
made out in the country, based on the day-to-day per-
formance of men and women like Rosenberg. For a 
decade now, he has been treasurer of the Floyd Coun-
ty bar. He sits on the board of one of the state's public 
universities. On May 1 he delivered the prestigious 
Law Day speech at the state Capitol in Frankfort. 
Members of the Kentucky Supreme Court and state 
bar leaders sat up front. Before the Jewish refugee 
from Floyd County rose to speak, he was introduced 
by Chief Justice Robert F. Stephens. "John Rosenberg," 
he said, "has exemplified that which all attorneys 
should strive to be." 
■ Michael Wlnerlp is a reporter for The New York 
Times Magazine. 
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Noah and Charley Kin-ney of Lewis 
County. Edgar Tol-
son and Carl 
McKenzie of Wolfe 
County. Minnie and 
Garland Adkins of 
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IU students 
fight bill 
that counts 
free tuition 
• as income 
Associated Press 
BWOMINGTON, Ind. - A federal 
iax bill now before Congress would 
have college graduate students paying 
income tax on tuition waivers. 
University graduate schools often 
give students free tuition - waivers 
- as part of-their student-aid pack-
ages. 
The House version of the tax bill 
would count the value of waived tu-
ition as taxable income, even though 
students never actually see the mon-
ey. 
"We're working hard to get Con-
gress to see liow onerous this would 
be for graduate students and for re-
search and discovery in the United 
States," said J.T. Forbes, Indiana Uni-
versity coordinator of federal and 
community relations. 
The Republican House bill also 
would repeal the tax-exempt status of 
the Teachers Insurance and Annuity 
Association-College Retirement Equi-
ties Fund, adding up to 0.5 percent 
tax on the retirement fund's assets. 
The Senate version of the tax bill 
doesn't include either provision. 
Graduate students brought the is-
sue to the attention of the lU trustees 
at their last meeting. 
Steve Emory said he hasn't figured 
how much his tax bill would rise, but 
he estimated that losing the tuition 
waiver would boost his gross income 
at least $8,000. 
"We're talking about $32 billion in 
tax credits for education, and then 
they turn around and do this to 
graduate education," Emory said. "It 
doesn't make a lot of sense to me." 
Forbes said supporters of the tax 
see waivers as a loophole that should 
be closed and as lost tax revenue the 
government can no longer afford to 
ignore; 
But a compromise may still be pos-
sible, he said. 
"The bill is a· mixed bag," Forbes 
said. "It does some terrific things and 
some terrible things. Overall, it does 
some really good things for working 
families trying to finance an educa-
tion. But these provisions really un-
dermine that. 
uGrad students are one of our most 
vital resources. This part of the bill 
cuts into their heart and pocketbook. 
I hope students will take time to con-
tact their representatives in their 
home districts to explain the human 
impact." Elliott County. It's only fitting 
they're represented in the inaugural 
display at the Kentucky Folk Art 
Center's newly opened home in 
.\lorehead. 
dollars into local economies and 
showcasing local culture. 
Backers of the museum, includ-
ing the Kentucky Arts Council and 
'.\forehead State University, are bet-
nng that water slides and outlet 
'Ilalls aren't the only way to lure 
travelers off the interstate. They're 
counting on the wonderful, whimsi-
cal and sometimes ferocious paint-
ings and carvings of Appalachian 
folk artists to pull in tourists. It's a 
sr.ilid bet, and one that could pay off 
!#the region by pumping a few 
The opening this week of the 
museum's permanent home, in a 91-
year-old grocery warehouse off 
Railroad Street, marks the end of 
the $1.28 million first phase of reno-
vation. The grand opening will wait 
until next year, when the second 
floor is complete. 
Meanwhile, 52 works of art, part 
of the museum's 750-piece coUec-
tion, are on display, including Ad-
kins' animals, Tolson's Old Testa-
ment carvings and the Kinney 
brothers' carvings and paintings. 
' The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Friday, July 4, 1997 
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New director ' 
of folk art center. 
glad to. be home 
Appalachian storyteller takes on job 
, By MELISSA CORNffl 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
Barker, standing in a room 
fillet! witlY'hand-crafted wood 
sculptures, said, "I thought for 
MOREHEAD -.Garry Bark- awhile I ought to go out and 
er's first recollection of Ap- get a real job, instead ·of work-
palachia is one he recalls fond- ing in the art world or writing 
ly - riding as a toddler on the world. But I eventually decided 
shoulders of his grandfather, this is what I love to do." 
Sam Leedy, walking the fields Barker will have his hands 
of Elliott County. full with the center, which will 
His grandfather always. had open Tuesday on the first floor 
sweet treats for young Garry, of its newly renovated building 
and the boy's dog, Red, trotted oil First Street. Included will 
happily along with them. be the chore of raising the ad-
That was 52 years ago, and ditional $200,000 required to 
many miles have since come complete the upstairs of the 
between Barker and the Ap- building, formerly the Union 
palachian roads he once called Wholesale Grocery Building. 
home. The new building will pro-
Now, his new job as director vide 10,000 square feet of space 
of the Kentucky Folk Art Cen- compared to the 4,500 square 
ter in Morehead will soon di- feet the center operated in at 
minish that distance and bring its old· location on the MSU 
him back to his native area. campus, 
"I love this kind of work, Crews started spiffing up the 
with all the frantic scheduling, exterior of the 90-year-old 
lifting and dragging stuff warehouse in 1996 by cleaning 
around," said Barker, a Ken- the brick, repairing windows 
tucky author and teller of Ap- and fixing the roof. The crews 
palachian stories. had to start from scratch on 
"But the' big part of taking the inside by tackling oiled 
the job, was that I was getting wood floors and cleaning brick 
to move back home where I be- and wood walls. 
long."· The project initially received 
Barker left a job as director $7l7,ooo in federal ·grants in 
of the crafts program at Berea 1993, but it took nearly three 
College in January. 
"He was a shoo-in for the years to raise the $179,000 in 
job," Jin Jayne-Read, special private donations for a local 
assistant to MSU President Ro- match. The total estimated 
nald Eaglin. said of the folk art cost to complete the project is 
center post. "It's wonderful for $Ll million. 
Garry Barker 
Barker said he knows the 
road ahead will be rocky but 
said he is up to the challenge. 
"It's. a kind of pressure I 
enjoy," Barker said as he 
lugged a box of unpacked ex-
' hibits. "I like biting off big 
jobs that look a little impos-
sible." 
The second floor work will 
include the installation of a 1 special temperature and hu-
' midity control system and an 
elevator, along with creation 
of space for special collections, 
archives, storage and offices. 
Barker. said the experience 
he gained at Berea will help in 
. raising the additional funds re-
quired to complete the second 
story. 
Two ideas call for charging 
admission to view the crafts 
. . ' and opening a gift shop. 
the people mvolved with the Barker said his mission with 
Folk Art Center because they 'the Folk Art Center is not only 
ha":'e someone w~ose respecta- to raise money, but to spread 
b11ity and experience will un- Appalachian culture by bring-
doubtedly help the center now ing more attention to Ken-
that. it is ready to move_ more lucky folk art. 
out mto the commumty." 
"Local culture is the future 
of tourism," he said. "The Folk 
Art Center will serve as a hub 
of tourism and economic devel-
opmenf for eastern· Kentucky, 
and, at the same time, we are 
helping teach niany Kentucky 
students about their own heri-
tage." 
Barke.r said he hopes to see 
arts and crafts shops that cater 
to tourists open up along First 
Street where the town's old 
railroad depot has been reno-
vated into offices for the local 
chamber of commerce, tourism 
and economic development or-
ganizations. 
He said · Appalachian crafts 
have a growing appeal because 
people f,om urban areas now 
have a much better under-
standing of the culture and are 
less judgmental of Appalachia 
than in the past. 
"They want something made 
by involved real people," Bark-
er said. "That's why all these 
people from all over the coun-
ti;y are driving down these 
dusty little back roads, getting 
lost, and looking for crafts 
made by the real people of Ap-
palachia." 
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~umaker got what.he wanted 
and what the Cardinals needed 
When the media covering Walker's curiously acquired Honda 
University of Louisville athletics is Accord. Then the near-expulsion 
spending more time in Grawemeyer from Conference-USA over a football 
Hall than Freedom Hall, there is a power st!"'ggle. Then. Denny Cru~'s 
problem. --·- /sexist smt over allowmg ballgtrls m 
When the buzzwords around wat<;r the program. The~ Fredenck 
coolers and in barber shops all over Johnson's hotel btll at t_he WIison 
town are probation, violations and Inn. And now the ongomg·volleyball 
investigations, there is a problem. investigation. 
When the school has spent as Something had to give. Someone 
much money on legal help f~r NCAA had to go. . • 
trouble as it has on some of tis non- And·nOIJusl for the sake of image 
revenue programs, there is a and propriety. Perhaps also for the 
problem. sake of survival. 
Up to its neck in problems, The NCAA Enforcement boys 
u of L yesterday started getting a could be sharpening their bayonets in 
grip on a solution. It ac~epted th~ preparation for another stab. at 
restgoation of athlettc director Bill U of L, after the Cards received 
Olsen. their virtual free pass from the 
The situation is unacceptable. Committeee on Infractions for the 
Making the man in charge last round of basketball-related 
player and current assistant Scooter 
McCray is in trouble. And now Olsen, 
who has been here since before 
Crum himself, is gone as well. 
Just a year remains on Crum's 
contract. Does he want more beyond 
this upcoming season? Does 
Shumaker want more of Crum? 
That remains to be seen. But 
yesterday it was clear that John 
Shumaker wants- and will get -
solutions to athletic-department 
problems_ 
And Bill Olsen's resignation is part 
of the solution. 
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expendable. violations. Repeat offenders are not 
Your average third'grader can generally regarded with great . . • 1 • t h t 
sniffthefoulairandaetectthat kindness. Purdue spec1a IS W O wro t 
Olsen did not And not only does the NCAA have 
dream up this a second basketball case to work.on, • rt I • b 
decision alone. but perhaps°' volleyball.case as well. negat1·ue repo oses JO 
Not when a Don't dtsnnss the volleyball stuff T ' 
PAT 
FORDE 
department as small change. The NCAA won't. 
already on There is reason to believe the nature Associated Press 
prob~tion ~as of the· potential violation is ~erious 
admitted nme and the timing is temble. Given the WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind.:-- Purdue 
days ago !O . jarring timing of this anno~ncement, University has let go a mmonty-af-
another VIolation that might have been the fmal blow fairs specialist who drafted a _report 
·by the to bring down Olsen's temple walls. critical of race relations and mmonty 
basketball So wnat's a scofflaw school to do? support on the Big Ten campus. 
program, then One proven ~y to le~sen. . Myra Mason, who headed the 
two days later punishment m such s1tuatio~s ts to school's Diversity Resource Offke, coLt'°J'~ri has. anno~nc~ eliminate _the "':'1pable. (Lo~tnj,l Larry says she was fired for bemg too cntt-
an mvest1gation Gay last time didn't hurt, dtd ti?) If a cal of the university. 
. . . into university is willing to discipline Purdue officials say the school sin;-
irregularities m the volleyball itself the NCAA becomes·• kinder ply decided not to renew Masons 
program. But th~ rhetori~ yesterday and gentler !nstitution. . contract and won't discuss the matter 
at tfie now-famthar meetmg place for By resigomg, Ols~n mtght be the further. 
grave off-court announcements - fall guywbo saves hts former Purdue released Mason's report 
the Jefferson Room in Grawemeyer department from greater mayhem. June 28 after the Journal and Courier 
Hall - wouldn't overtly support such And by resigoing, Olsen presents in Lafayette filed a federal Freedom 
a conclusion. . Shumaker the opportunity to hire of Information Act request. Before 
Question to U of L Prestdent John someone in better position to be his that officials had refused to release it. 
Shumaker: Did you ask Olsen to own _boss (i.e., someone who owes clai~ing the rep~rt was a draft not 
reStgo? nothmg to Denny Crum). subject to public mformation laws. 
Pause. I disagree with those who have "I have had a wonderful time at 
"No." . ? labeled Olsen an "empty suit." He's Purdue I've had a great time in the 
Did you suggest that he re51gn. accomplished too much to des~rve commu~ity, great friends," Mason 
;;au•~- that rap. But as the former ass1.stant said Thursday as she moved from her 
No. . to a coach who ts famously restst~nt office. "The only thing I have not en-
It's OK tf Shumaker pause} at to taking orders, Olsen has been ma joyed is certain aspects of the Office 
acknowledgmg a Roselle Rt ux.al difficult situation as Crum's alleged of Human Relations." 
cleanup (see: tne bold pr~st enn superior. · Biology Professor Joe Vanable, mi-
action that saved Umver51ty of The new guy will answer to . nority-student adviser for his depart-
Kentucky athletics m 198~). Shumaker, who also owes nothmg to ment said "I think it's a big negative 
Shuma~er dtd n~t pausem Crum. And this was how Shumaker for the u~iversity, and they're going 
descnb1~g Olsen s S~!'J'nse described the guy he wants to hire: 
10 
need 
10 
try to do something to re-
resignation as a positive "I do ~nt to ~ize_ thiS deem the situation." 
development. . h opportumty to bnng tn a verv strong Biochemistry Professor Victor Rod-
"We'II _bring 'ct" somrteonet)ntoowthwe O manager and very strong leader." well who leads a program that helps 
can take 1t (the epa men 'th th ' 
I I d help bring about this And, I hope, someone Wl e 
~~~,r~v~t' caonmpliance I keep talking juice to jolt what has been a steadfast 
minority students enter research c 
reers, said he was worried by wh 
appeared to be an attempt to conce 
the report and by the hasty release 
Mason. 
"I am concerned over the way tr 
will be perceived, particularly in ti 
minority community but also m ti 
non-minority of individuals at Purdt 
who work closely with minority a 
fairs in one aspect or another," I 
said. 
Mason said her boss, human rel; 
tions Vice President Judith Gapp. 
had been ready to release her repo 
the way she submitted it last Decen 
ber. But Mason· said she was told tt 
report was too negative and th, 
Gappa is revising it. 
Mason says Gappa wrote her sa: 
ing her contract would not be r• 
newed because of her poor perforn 
ance in writing the. report. 
While at Purdue, Mason headed th 
committee that developed Purdue 
anti-harassment policy. She formed 
team to inform people on and o: 
campus about matters ?f cu_ltu~ d 
versity. She made a dtverstty VIde 
still in use on campus. 
about " Shumaker said. status quo. The new A.D. must pack 
So ~o matter how you word it, the a forceful_~rsonahty, a clear 21st THE COURIER-JOURNAL, Saturday, July 5, 1997 
president got what he wanted. And cen~ury VISIOn and no small amount 
what his school needed. of diplomacy. . . . 
Certainly, U of Lgot much that it Among otherthmgs, he hkely_will 
needed in Olsen's 17-yeartenure. The be faced with the huge task o_f htnng 
football program elevated to new the next basketba!l coach. With no 
heights. The basketball proivam . Crum acolyte h~VIng presented 
exploded into a money:m.aking, title- hhnself as a logical successor, that 
winning giant. The fac1ht1es were will be a fascmatmg and pressure-
upgraded. The conference alignment packed coachinl! search. . 
improved. In many ways, Dollar Btll The question ts, when does ti 
has done.a fme Job. . . happen? 
But since Shumaker amved m Yesterday's seismic shakeup of 
1995, he's been buffeted by Jock- what has been a static shrine gives 
related embarrassment. . riseto the next logical question: 
There was _star center _Samaki Whither Crum? 
Walker's cunously _acquired Ford u of L's old-school cabal is 
Explorer, Then ~sststant coach La~ disintegrating around him. Longtime 
(!ay's alltance wtth booster-from-he I assistant Jerry Jones is gone. Former 
~\~;b!~?:i~~J'i-i/1::~~!:r lead recruiter Gay is gone. Former 
New UK plaza should be done next month 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Work on a new plaza in front of the Patterson 
Office Tower at the University of Kentucky is expected to be complet-
ed Aug. 15. 
Officials said the $380,000 Patterson Office Plaza will replace one 
built in 1969. 
"The need was because of the deterioration of the surface" of the 
former cement-block plaza, said John Scharfenberger, UK's assistant 
director of public relations. 
He said the old cement blocks were constantly breaking, requiring 
costly repairs. 
The new plaza is expected to last 20 to 30 years. 
Some of the old plaza's Kentucky coffee trees will be replanted in 
the new plaza, Scharfenberger said, although many ar~ in poor con-
dition because poor drainage kept them too wet. That will be less of a 
problem in the new plaza. . 
There are no plans to replace the original pla~•s fountain because 
maintenance was too costly, Scharfenberger said. 
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U of L hires noted researchers to take 
school to new.heights 
3y MICHAEL JENNINGS 
fhe Courier-Journal 
excellence in U of L's improvement 
plan, known as the "challenge for ex-
cellence," are cancer research and 
A prestigious title, extra pay and treatment, ge_netics and molecular 
the pledge of support for their re- medicine, birth-defect research, per-
search helped attract David Hein and ception and sensmy psychology, envi-
Carolyn Mervis to the University of ronmental health and early childhood 
Louisville. development. Martin said Hein, Mer-
U of L's two new distinguished uni- vis and Greene would help advance 
versity scholars say something else U of L's stature in all those areas. 
helped as well: their sense that they Hein said he examines genetic fac-
were hitching a ride with a university tors that can increase the cancer risk 
on the rise. from exposure to chemicals found in 
"There was a clear agenda vehicle exhaust fumes and cigarette 
and plan to move forward in re- smoke. Mervis studies language de-
search," said Hein. a University of velopment in normal children and 
North Dakota scholar who was re- Williams syndrome, a disorder affect-
cently named chairman of pharmacol- ing visual and spatial abilities. 
ogy in U of L's School of Medicine. Greene specializes in birth defects 
"It looked like an opportunity to be that cause facial abnormalities. He 
Jar! of a building program." helps direct a center for birth-defect 
Hein, whose research probes the research at Thomas Jefferson Univer-
relationship between genetics and sity, and Martin said he will try to de-
:ancer-causing chemicals, said his de- velop a similar center at U of L. 
:ision was influenced by U of L's am- The three researchers are "very dif-
oitious 10-year improvement plan and ferent, but they also will have comple-
oy Kentucky's effort to raise the qua!- me!',tary and overlapping interests, 
ity of higher education. which also complement and overlap 
So did Mervis, an Emory University the interests of many faculty who are 
psychologist who specializes in lan- currently working here," she said. 
guage development and a genetically The three researchers will also add 
oased disorder that can cause mental significantly to _ U of L's federal re-
retardation and heart disease. Mervis s~arch. fun?ing - ~ important con-
said she and her husband, John Pani, sideralion m the umversity's drive to 
h will al · · th u f L h I earn a top-flight . research ranking w O so JOID e O psyc O - from the Carne<rie Foundation for the 
ogy faculty this fall, were eager to see Ad 0 • 
Kentucky's post-secondary education vancement of Teaching. Current 
law go through because it would multiyear federal funding comes to 
"symbolize that the state had a com- about $S million for Mervis' projects 
$2 million for Hein's and $1.4 millio~ 
rnitment behind the university's de- for Greene's. 
sire" to improve. Martin and U of L President John 
One aim of the law enacted in May Shumaker said the university is mak-
is to turn U of L and the University of mg pohcy changes designed to attract 
Kentucky into first-class research uni- and keep outstanding researchers and 
versities. U of L has mapped out a de- to encourage research with market 
tailed plan for achieving research ex- potential. One new policy enables 
cellence in selected fields by 2008, U of L to fund specialized research fa-
Nith the resources coming from the cilities that will ultimately be paid for 
out of federal grants, Martin said. 
state, private donors and shifts in em- Other planned changes in person-
~hasis from less successful to more nel, purchasing and reward policies 
successful programs. are aimed at making U of L "as re-
Nancy Martin, U of L's vice presi- search-friendly a place" as possible, 
font for research, said Hein, Mervis she said. Shumaker said U of L will 
md a third distinguished scholar set up an office to develop ideas with 
,;hose hiring has not yet been formal- pa)ent potential and forge partner-
:zed - Robert M. Greene, a birth-de- ships between the university and in-
fect specialist recruited for U of L's dustry. 
School of Dentistry - were all briefed Shumaker's adroit- lobbying during 
Jn how they would fit into the univer- the recent special legislative session 
sity's overall improvement plan. netted the university $2 million in 
Greene, a faculty member at Thomas guar~teed new state money to kick-
Jefferson University in Philadelphia, start Its research initiatives over the 
could not be reached for comment n~ year. It can qualify for up to $2 
last week. million more that has been reserved 
All three were offered the title of for its use in a "research challenge 
distinguished university scholar and truSt fund" set- up by the education 
extra pay of up to 40 percent of their law. 
base salary. Martin said U of L's 10- Martin said plans for using the new 
year agenda also proved an important money are stlll being worked out. 
recruitment tool, "because it says Some of it will be used to help current 
something about the kind of universi- faculty members win external re-
tv these people are going to help us search grants, some will expand re-
build." search opporturulies for undergrad-
Among the programs flagged for uates and some will go to hire more 
researchers, she said. 
Shumaker said he'd also like U of L 
to help faculty members take advan-
tage of opportunities to spend several 
months working at federal research 
agencies in Washington. 
Shumaker has said repeatedly that 
U of L will encourage private givers to 
match the state's generosity. "We're 
trying to figure out how to leverage 
that (state) money to get the best im-
pact out of it we can," said Larry 
Mehlbauer, U of L's director of plan-
ning and budget. 
More strong researchers will be 
hired over the next two months, he 
told a reporter. "The caliber of people 
is going to be similar to the ones 
you've talked to, in various fields." 
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U of L'S Olsen step-s 
d 
---- ; 
own 
Says school's recent 
NCAA problems 
'weren't a factor' 
By ASHLEY McGEACHY 
The Courier-Journal 
l.ast Friday the ,school announced 
it is investigating its volleyball pro-
gram and-an unnamed player'.s en-
rollment in an. English-as-a,second-
langu_age course.,The player in ques-
tion is Marina Sinichenko, a 6-foot-3 
freshman who S:ffived froni :Moscow 
in June. 1996 and took a ID-week 
class.last summer. Nystrand, who is 
overseeing that investigation, would 
not reveal details of the case·but said 
Bill Olsen retired as the University of Louis- he hopes to have a report ready for 
the NCAA by the end of this month. 
ville's athletic director yesterday, ending a 17- Olsen's imminent departure might 
year tenure that was, marked by si~nilicant Ii- bo_ de well in the.;eves of tbe,"'CM. if 
nancial successes but ended in a-senes of inves- "- ,, 
ligations into NCAA rule violations. 11 fi.nds further misf!e~. · ,,,i;:,:; 
Olsen ·denied that he resigned under pressure In·a telephone:lntervtew yes!ei'il'11y, 
from university President John Shumaker but Bob Oliver, one of the NCAA's direc-
said he is aware reople will assume he did. tors of legislative services, said the 
The basketbal program, which was placed on NCAA has generally "viewed favor-
two years' probation in November, acknowl- ably" such changes in athletic direc-
edged last week that assistant basketball coach tors when it considers penalties. 
Scooter McCray had violated an NCAA rule While denying that the•investiga-
prohibiting athletes or their relatives from re- tions were behind 'his sudden depar-
ceiving extra benefits. Two days later the uni- ture, Olsen acknowledged that they 
versity announced it was looking into alleged ir- had made his job difficult. 
regularities involvingJhe volleyball program. "It's pretty taxing," he said. 
"I understand that," said Olsen, 51f. "That's Indeed, when he took over as ath-
fair. But (the NCAA violations) weren't a factor letic director on June 23,.1980, he 
for me." worried not so much about the de-
What was a factor,' he said, was that the job partment being compliant as it being 
has changed in the past decade - there is more financially seff-suff1cient. Moments 
responsibility and less control - and he is tired after being announced as Howard 
of the daily rigors of controlling the athletic Hohman's replacement, Olsen was 
program. He also mentioned his desire to spend asked by then-President James Mill-
time with his family. er, "Can you keep the department 
"The timing is perfect and is ri11ht," Olsen from losing money?" 
said. "The university is at a position of new Not only did he keep the program 
leadership, new direction and new focus. out of the red, he f?UI ti significantly 
Change can be important at this time." . in the black. Origmally tlie athletic 
Shumaker concurred that he hadn't requested department .received $250,000 from 
Olsen's resignation but did say that Olsen's sue- the school's general fund to subsidize 
cessor will 6e someone who "can take it to the its $2 million annual budget; today it 
next level and help .bring about this culture of is self-sufficient, generating $17 mil-
compliance I keep .talking about." lion annually, . 
Olsen will stay on until a replacement is "It takes-no money, from the uni-: 
found. Ray Nystrand, Shumaker's counsel on versity; it gives money ·back," Shu-
athletic-related matters, yesterday began form- maker :said. "Bill is deeply. valued 
'ing a committee that will conduct a nationwide here for that." 
search for a new athletic director, a process . One of Olsen's pet products was 
Nystrand expects to take four to six months. 01- improving U of L .football, which 
sen, who was paid about $135,000 a year, will had been a target of budget-cutters 
stay with the university in a yet-to-be-deter- wishing to eliminate the ,sport or 
mined capacity. drop.ii to-a lower division because of 
Olsen, initially glassy-eyed when he stood to its high ·cost and. big deficits. During 
address the media assembled in Grawemeyer his tenure, football season-ticket 
Hall, said he had been toying with retirement sales increased'from 3,759 in 1980 to 
for several years but began seriously consider- a rec~rd 28,700 in _1996, thanks to ag-
ing it last weekend. He said he met with Nys- gress1ve fund-ratsmg and marketing 
trand and Shumaker early this week, then in- efforts. He also spearheaded efforts 
formed his staff at 2 p.m. yesterday. to raise money for a new stadium 
. "It's not been a new subject," Shumaker said. which will be ready for the Cardinals: 
"I think it's gained momentum the past few . 1998 season opener. 
weeks." "The dream was a new stadillm " 
Although Olsen won't be able to reap the ~lo- Olsen said. "That dream is a reauiy 
ry when the 45,000-seat Papa John's Cardmal now. The stadium's going up. I have 
Stadium opens in August 1998, he satisfied that. ... Whether I'm there 
also won't have to deal with the lat- when the first ga!'le's ptar,ed, that , 
est investigations into the men's bas- doesn't make any difference. ' 
ketball or women's volleyball pro- Among Olsen's other numerous 
grams. contributions: He increased the annu-
U of L sent a report to the NCAA al athletic fund from $190,000 to 
last week that concluded McCray vio- $3.8 million; established the Hick-
lated an NCAA rule regarding illegal man Camp Fund, a source for athlet-
benefits when he provided liis per- ic scholarship endowments that totals 
sonal credit card to the Wilson Inn more than $15.8 million; led 
last December to ensure payment of U of L's drive for admittance to the 
the hotel bill of Frederick Johnson, Collei:e Football Association in 1984 
father of freshman forward Nate and mto Conference USA in 1995· 
Johnson. The university, which was and developed Cardinal Arena ~ 
put on-probation last November for practice and playing facility in ihe 
unrelated violations, includinl! former Student Activities Center. 
star center Samaki Walker's improp-
er use of two automobiles, is await-
ing the NCAA's ruling. 
"Bill has certainly had.a major im-
pact on ·.u· of· L," men's basketball 
coach Denny Crum said while vaca-· 
tioning In Alaska. "This ·athletic de-
partment has come a long way under 
his ~idance, and he has always had 
the mterest of all of our programs at 
heart. He's one of the sharpest busi-
ness minds. that I've£ ever been 
around,. a really tougli";;hiiid-nosed 
negotiator:" · ,.' _, ; 
• 
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Consultants raise questions about NKU entering f ootbalt 
ASSOCIATED PRE.SS 
ll!GHLAND HEIGHTS 
:'Jorthern Kentucky University offi. 
cials say consultants studying the 
university's plan to launch an inter-
1·nllegiate football program have 
1 ;iised some serious queRtions. 
"They have nol :--aid that this 
·:.,111'1 \'Vork. liut tlwy h:1vc rniscd sc-
rious questions that we are going to 
have to address," new NKU Presi-
dent Jim Votruba said. "We are not 
going to get into football unless we 
can do it successfully. That's the 
board's intent, and that's my intent." 
Over the objections of faculty, 
NKU's Board of Regents votc'C! in Jan-
uary to. start an NCAA Division ll 
non-scholarship football program. 
The regents also passed a $20 stu-
dent fee to support athletic programs. 
The consultants, athletic direc-
tors from the University of North-
ern Colorado and Central Missouri 
State University, spent 2¼ days on 
the NKU campus meeting with stu-
dents, faculty, the athletic depart-
ment and the football committee. 
They visited the site of the pro-
posed football stadium and re-
viewed NKU's financ~s. 
. The consultants gave a prelimi-
nary report of their findings to 
Votruba and his cabinet Thursday. 
Jim Fallis of the University of 
Northern Colorado and Jen-y Hugh-
es of Central Missouri State Unive~-
sity examined facilities, costs. gen-
der-equity issues and the kind of 
competition that NKU would face. 
If NKU is to have a competi-
tive football program, the student 
fee might have to be raised to $80, 
one of the consultants said. Con-
sultants also said NKU cmild have 
. ~-
a successful pr~gram that woci!d' 
be known only locally because, 
non-scholarship teams don't 'p1aji. 
in post-season championship play~ 
offs. 
The consultants will turn· in a 
full report in about a month. Votru-
ba said he hopes to present it to the 
board at its Aug. 6 meeting . 
j;vL'I ct,lt\ct, 
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Extra revenue 
to boost plan 
· for higher ed 
By TOM ·LOFl1JS 
The Courier.Journal 
But· that scenario provided for 
~nly smaJ!, inflation-level spending 
mcreases m most areas of state gov-
,ernment And, , even with those 
lspending · limits;.it was not quite in balance· - showing· a deficit of 
$1.5. million for the 1999 fiscal year. 
Moberly, said yesterday, "I figured 
,the-gQVemor·would find a way to 
fund bis.higher-education plan. What 
this new revenue report means is that 
siX smalltaelil!l!Jiave,come inlo'play 
(either .. '?Y•J~'.aetlon..or.court 
order)smce,e~ 11195-,c.. --- ·. 
M~,..,,. . .,,,_.• .. ·~;·'° ., 
(-• ; _,.,.. ~·'···- -·' ' ' ::,C~!, 
ever; •ffliif~ euiiicreaslf•; .. does••.nol' 
mean· · · ~ .. •· l!t•:. o· · f f!ir · ~e . 
tbing.';\Y,ll; - ·;g" ~--l)ey£· ;"" . . tf 
He ·noted''tfiat the Deparlment for 
Social Serv!OOS'has been foreed to cut 
various programs for.children and,the 
elderly. --
It· appears unlikely, though, that 
money ·will• go·to restore- them any 
time soon. · 
FRANKFORI', Ky: - Strong eco- maybe we'll have some breathing 
nomic growth-has-left Kentucky with room to give human services and oth-
$107 million more in its General ler areas a little more when we do the 
Fund than expected, which should next budget in 1998." , 
make it easier for Gov. Paul Patton Senate Republican Leader Dan STATE'BUDGET'Director James 
to pay for his higher-education pro-, Kelly of Springfield said the revenue Ramsey said in a recent interview that 
gram. . ntooumbsurpersns"!'m!!reg ~Our news, but, not P
0
n9:tttioesn willhigh~eeethar edt hisu'catti~p budgdll! pri-
"rm very encouraged," said Rep. . revenue ,ore- - on an Juve-
Harry Moberly, D-Richmond, who casts have ~ CQ~e, and nile justice - are funded. Beyond 
chairs the House budget committee, ,the whole·nationai: economy is con- that, Ramsey said, some lawmakers 
"This gives us a little wiggle room to tinulng to be slro!!f" might push for a tax cut .during.the 
deal with our •short-tenn budget The Finance Cabinet's news release 1998 legislative session. 
problems and deal with the gover- attributed the increase to unexpected• Kelly said yesterday: "Any time you 
nor's budget priorities." ly strong economic growth in Ken- see revenues increase.above expecta-
The Finance Cabinet reported yes- tucky. ''The perfonnance of the econ- lions, you'll hear more talk of a tax 
terday that the state's General Fund omy has continued to surprise most cut. And there are some tax-cutting 
collected $5;663,600,000 in the fiscal economists, who had expected a slow- proposals out there on the table right 
year that ended' June 30 - 6.1 per- ing.in growth as this current·expan• now." 
cent growth from the previous year. sion·has matured." Among·those proposals, he said, is 
That was $107 million above the THE' STRONG economic growth one that would eliminat~ the rest of 
most recent official state forecast, is- resulted in higher-than-expected in- the tax on so-called intangible proper-
sued in April. And although it's a comes for Kentuckians, the release ty. Most of that tax was· eliminated 
small percentage of the state's over- said. Kentucky's total personal in• last year when the courts ruled Ken-
all _budg~ it's en_ough to make Pat• come for the last fiscal year was tucky's tax on the value of stock held 
ton's plan for boosting funding for about $78.6 billion - about $600 mil- in corporations based outside the 
higher education more realistic. lion more than expected when initial state was unconstitutional. What re-
During a special legislative session estimates were made for the 1996-98 mains is a property tax on the value 
in May, Patton argued that he could budget. of other mtangible property like 
gradually increase spending on high- Higher incomes meant more in- bonds' and•, ~hie; ·that 
er education to reach $100 million in come-tax and sales-tax revenue for tax generates aliout $30 million a year 
additional fundin~ by 2000. He gave the state, and those taxes account for fonhe General·Fund. · 
lawmakers a detailed budget scenar- nearly two-thirds of the money that . -:tlie,«General Fund provides,.th~ 
io through 2001 that said he could goes into the General Fund. mol!ey for mos;:;tate gQVemment op-
give the big boost to higher educa- . J'.alton was·quoted in the relE1858 as era~ons.exc,ep!ro~ctco~~n l!Dd 
lion, avoid raisin!$ taxes, and still saying he was particularly encour- mamtenance.:-TJie,state!s,-~. Ftiild 
meet other essential needs of state BBed.bl':Pul~-l&P@dally i;illce took in:•$980'mlllliHl''duriilg•the'l996-
govemment . 97,fiscal .year- a modest:l.2 perce~t 
growth over the prior year, according 
to the F"mance Cabinet. 
606-783-2030 
' , 
General Fund- revenue is up 87 percent in 
the last 1 O years. Figures are 
in billions. $4•3 $4•4 $4.5 · $4.B 
· s3·3, sa. 
$3;Q,_ • 
,+18%· 
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■ COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
NCAA considers limits on spring practices 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
OVERLAND PARK, Kan. -
Hoping to reduce injuries, the 
NCAA plans to revise its rules for 
spring football practice. 
The proposed changes, which 
apply to Division I and II schools, 
are expected to be approved and 
take effect next spring. 
The NCAA said yesterday a 
study showed the risk of injury is 
two to three times higher during 
spring practice than during fall 
practice. 
The new spring rules would al-
low: 
■ Three days of non-contact 
practices, with helmets only, includ-
ing the first two days of practice. 
■ Four days of contact practices, 
full pads optional, with no tackling. 
■ Eight days of contact prac-
tices, with full pads, with tackling. 
No more than three of the eight 
tackling practices can be devoted 
mainly to. ll-on-11 scrimmages, in-
cluding a spring game. 
Rules now allow 15 days of 
spring practice, of which 10 are des-
ignated for contact in full pads and 
five as non-contact in pads. 
The proposed changes were de-
veloped by an NCAA committee, 
the American Football Coaches As-
sociation and the Collegiate Com-
missioners Association. 
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4 finalists emerge for WKU president 
By NIKITA STEWART 
The Courier-Journal 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - The 
list of candidates to become _presi-
dent of Western Kentucky Universi-
ty has been narrowed to four.- in-
cluding two Western alumni .who 
are Louisville natives. 
Jim .Ramsel, state bud~et director 
and Western s vice president for fi-
nance and administration, and Gary 
Ransdell, vice president of adminis-
tration and advancement at Clem-
son University in South Carolina, 
are finalists to succeed Thomas 
- ---Meredith,-who-left-last month to be 
chancellor of the University of Ala-
bama system. 
Their names and the names of 
two other finalists will be given by 
the search committee to the Board 
of Regents on July 25, said Regent 
Cornelius Martin, chairman of the 
.. 
search committee. The regents will 
make the final decision. 
Martin refused to name the final-
ists, although The Courier-Journal 
obtained the names of Ramsey and 
Randsell. Ramsey said previously 
that he was.a candidate. 
Both men are well-respected and 
considered good candidates by ad-
ministrators and professors. 
Board Chairwoman Peggy Loaf-
man said the finalists will be inter-
viewed on campus late next month 
so students and faculty can partici-
pate in the process. 
The search committee, which was 
prepared to be give a list of three 
finalists to the board by June 30, 
was delayed when the credentials of 
one candidate were questioned. 
That candidate was thrown out of 
the pool, Martin said. 
So the committee interviewed 
four more candidates Monday in 
Nashville and added two to the list 
of finalists, Martin said. 
Ramsey and Ransdell are appar-
ently the two original finalists. 
The board has said it is looking 
for a president who will continue 
Meredith's plan, "Moving to a New 
Level," which includes higher stan-
dards for entrance exams and bet-
ter technology on campus. 
Meredith was known for his cha-
risma and fund-raising ability. 
However, facult>," members have 
said they want an 'academic" to be 
president. 
"I believe Dr. Ramsey fits the 
bill," said John Parker, who heads· 
Western's government department. 
Ramsey Was out of the country 
'yesterday and unavailable for com-
ment. 
"I've . heard nothing but good 
things about him," Parker said. "I 
don't know if I would describe him 
as charismatic, but a lot of faculty 
at Western ... want a scholar." 
Parker said Ramsey has a "pres-
ence" and an ability to speak well 
to a crowd: . 
Ramsey, 48, received his bache-
lor's degree in business administra-
tion from Western and got his mas-
ter's and his doctorate in economics 
from the University of Kentucky. 
He has taught at. Western, UK, 
Middle Tennessee State University 
in Murfreesboro, Tenn., and Loyola 
University in New Orleans. 
He also has been chief state 
economist and now state budget di-
rector. 
Ransdell, 45, said yesterday that 
he could not comment because he 
did not want to interfere with the 
search process. "I simply have to de-
fer to the Board of Regents," he said. 
Ransdell has a bachelor's degree 
in mass communications and a mas-
ter's degree in public administration 
from Western. He received his doc-
torate in higher education from Indi-
ana University in 1978. 
He worked in alumni affairs at 
Western for three years after he re-
ceived his doctorate and was then 
hired as director of alumni relations 
at Southern Methodist University i_n 
Dallas. · 
In 1987 he was hired as vice presi-
dent of administration and advance-
ment ai Clemson. 
Ron Beck, director of planned giv-
ing at Western, worked with Rans-
dell at Western and has followed_hjs __ 
career. 
"There is no doubt that he is an 
accomplished fund-raiser," Beck 
said. 
Ransdell •also has demonstrated 
an ability to work well with all 
groups on a campus, Beck said. "He 
IS a consensus builder." 
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President resigns· -
as school faces 
loss of accreditation 
The school already had been "As far as I've heard, we're plan-
placed on probation· by the accredit- ning on being open in the fall .... 
mg authority. I'm planning on being here, and ev-
Vireda Causey, a 31-year-old nurs- eryllody I know is going to be here," 
ing student, said yesterday that stu- he said.' · 
dents on campus hadn't been told The Southern· Associaiion's Com-
anything about the school's troubles mission of Colleges voted on June 25 
and didn't know Sue Bennett had to withdraw its accrediiation-because 
By JOSEPH GERTH . been on probation forf8 moniiis. - of Sue Bennett's failure to comply 
The Courier.Journal "I-wish they would have told us," with the group's requirements on 
• • 
1
causey said. "l'm spending a boat- three points. _ · . _.,, 
LONDON, Ky. -A small Eastern ,load of money·here:-1 was accepted These are the poirits, according to 
Kentucky college· is fighting for its into the nursing program at Somerset James T. Rogers, executive director 
life after the announcement that it Community College.too." of the Commission of Colleges: . 
will. Jose_its__i:egional .accreditation While-students -weren't· aware of ■-The-school's planning and evalu-
and is iii danger.of losing its license how bad the troubles are, there had ation procedures used in operating 
--- to conferdegrees. been indications that the school's fi- the school are substandard; ' 
Sue Bennett College President Paul nancial health wasn'i good. ■ Its computers and the number of 
Bunnell, who had run the school for Sherry Myers, a 27-year-old nurs- volumes in its library are not suffi-
six years, has resigned in the wake of ing student from Bimble, said she cient; 
the ann~unced pla~ t~ strip Sue Ben- had trouble believing that the s_chool ■ The school doesn't have ade-
nett of its accred1tat1on because of wasn't making money. Each of the quate financial resources. He said he 
academic and financial problems. He -361 students pays $11,999 per year- could not be more specific because of 
was in Asia yesterday _and __ could -not : much of it in financial aid - to enroll confidentiality requirements, 
be reached for comment. and to live on campus. Gabbard said she couldn't respond 
The Southern Association of Col- Still, Myers saia one of her teach- to specific cha~es and directed cjues-
leges and Schools has voted to re- ers told her she hadn't been paid in a lions to Interim President James 
voke the certification of Sue Bennett, month. Gabbard said rumors that the Cheek. Cheek did not return tele-
citing continuing problems with plan- college's employees weren't being phone calls to his office, and Gab-
ning and evaluation, library re- paid were false. _ bard said_hewas too busy to speak 
sources and finances. . Cox said the state council oversee- with a reporter.- -
School officials have until today to ing_ higher education has been con- Board of t_rustees Chairman Jack-
appeal before the revocation is final, cerned about Sue Bennett's finances son Brewer, of Covington, did·not re-
and they say they ~II do so. for some time. In 1991, the University tui:n calls left on his answ~ring ma-
They are working to. preserve the of Kentucky considered absorbing chme at home. Gabbard said Brewer 
school's accreditation and are confi- the college into its community col- was out of town.· 
dent it will be restored, said Sue Ben- lege system but' Sue Bennett backed Rogers said Sue Bennett students 
nett spokeswoman Liz Gabbard. out, believing that the Methodist will lose-all fed_eral_fin~ncial aid if it 
About 360 students attend the cen- church's Board of Global Ministries is stripped of accreditation. Even if 
l~!')'-old li~eral arts s~hool that is ~f- would not let the college di~. Kentucky let it C?n!inue operating, he 
flhated with the Umted Methodist The school bas faced mcreasing said, 11 may be difficult to lure faculty 
Church. competition in recent years from a and students there, and students may 
Also at stake is the_ school's license branch of Somerset Community Col• find it hard to transfer credits to 0th-
from the stat_e Councll on Post-seco'!• lege that has opened in London and a er schools. Cox said h~ imagines 
dary Education. The state grants. h- satellite campus of Eastern Kentucky other Kentucky schools will try to ac-
censes largely on schools' accred1ta- University in nearby Corbin. commodate students who try to 
tion status, said Gary Cox, executive Gabbard also said the school's de- transfer. 
dir_~ctor of the CoJmcil~Wi!bQ!!.I a cision in 1992 to go from a two- to a But that may not help students like 
state license, Sue Bennett could not four-year school was expensive and Causey, who is womed about the 
confer degrees. posed an additional strain- on fi- school's policy of not releasing tran-
"l find it difficult to think that we nances. scripts until student bills are paid 
could find a way to continue their Ii- Sue Bennett football· coach David and the difficulty of getting into an-
censure if their accreditation is re- Cunningham said yesterday !)is 90 other nursing program. 
voked," Cox said. "It seems that that football players are scheduled to 
might be the death knell for them." show up on campus in about a 
month to begin practice. 
Causey said she owes·$I,900 that 
she doesn't have. Her" husband 
worked in the coal mines and has 
black lung. S_he was, counting on 
graduating next year·so she could 
find a job to support her family:' 
111 need my degree:now," slie said, 
tears- welling in her eyes ..... ~0 1 need 
something that par,s now so I can 
feed my Kid. I don t know what I'm 
going to do." 
LEXINGTON HERAL!rLEADER, l.~NGTON,'KY. 
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College· appoints 
first femalechief 
AsSOCIATED PRESS 
OWENSBORO - Jacqueline 
Addington, assistant vice presi-
dent for academic affairs at West: 
ern Kentucky University, has been 
appointed president of Owensboro 
Conununity College, becoming the 
first woman to hold that position. 
"It's going to• be a really excit-
ing challenge and opportunity and 
I can't wait to get started," Adding-
ton, 56, said. , 
She will take over Aug. 7, just 
a little less than two weeks before· 
OCC's fall semester begins Aug._ 
20. 
Addington, an Elizabethtown. 
native, has been at Western since 
1994. She will be one of only three. 
female presidents among the 14· 
presidents in the UK Community 
College· System. The other two fe-
male presidents are at community 
colleges in Prestonsburg and Lex-
ington. 
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rn.7 n l~'ll-nil-n.: nd flnn 1.:,...+n · • .1wO· <liliUJ.,IUU am~~".6~- •·. ·mmmilll) 
seal!Ohi~;fo.r WKU presid.fltt 
iiowl~GRE~;; .:.:. T;o oftµfali$ts; Martin ~d. · 
alumni:a~patently -~e !11110llg_ the -i;~y-an1~ellare_appar-
four,Jinah$1s ·to. succeed•,Thomas ently:,.~~ of th~_~! finalists. 
Mere\li,tlt_· .as, Ii~e,sid~nt .,of. Western [ i .' •-~~y;:48fr~[i~ his bache: 
Kentucky University/-a newspaper, ?i:'.!1,•d~~iee~:bus11~ administra-· 
reported.yes~ei:day_: ,;,:- , ,. c' ·t10nJ"9.m,o/_es~ l!ll.4_g9t his m~s-
The 1; c;our1ez:,Journal reported· ter'l\ :)".cl :lii!;_,cl~~t,!;1m economics 
that ·tw? :of:th~ finalists are Jim- fr.~~;'\lj~l,JPo\v.~_ffi!1{en~cky. , . 
Ramsey,.state'.budget diret:tor and •.)~e.p11~.f~u~ht a_tj)Y~t~/11; UK; 
Western's'vice:president for finance !'-fiddle i'fennessee .Stati!Umversity 
and ad1J1inistration, and Gary Rans- m ~\irf:~boro, T"'!li,~ antl'½>Y.ola 
~ell,.,vi~:pre_si_dept-_of?:dmiIJisfra- UJ!1vers1ty m New otleA?s-~ 
t10n and 0 advancement at Clemson 1 .RansdelL 45, has a'hachelor's'(Je.; 
University in Soutli Carolina:- . gree in mass conununications ali¢'a; 
Their names·and·the names-of master's degree·,in-public·admiili&-
two other finalists,:wm be·given 'by. tratio_h:from Western. He received: 
the ·search conunittee·,to the Board his doctorate in higher educati11(1: 
of Regents July 25{said Regent Cor- from Indiana University, in 1978. • · 
neliils Martin, chairman· of: the He worked ~ _ajginiif affairs at 
search conunittee. '.f~~-r~gen½i:,"6ll, 
1
~estern for thr~ Y~,and lat~~; 
make the final dec1s1on.,Maitin re-. ,drrector ofalumm relations at Sou!lfs 
fused to name the finalists:. , ·.. . ern Methodist University in Dalias.1 
)loard Ch_iiinyoman Peggy Lo.if. !n 1987· he was hired as a.yice pref 
man said' the. finalists· will be mter-' 1dent at Clemson. ::::,.'. 
viewed on campus late next month: 
· T~e . sear_<:~ j:o!)lmittee, which 
was pi:epared to give a list 'of three 
finalists to th~, board, by Juriet30, 
was-delayed .when·the credentials 
of one candidate were.questioned. 
That candidate was thrown out of 
the pool, Martin said.. · 
So the conunittee interviewed 
four more cart~idates · Monday in 
Nashville and added two to tne list 
JUL'1 I\, \C\~, 
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Dvorak gets nod for top ACC job 
Decision comes 
despite altered 
selection process 
By GEORGE WoLFJ'ORD 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
ASHLAND - Angeline 
Dvorak, dean of arts and 
sciences at Jackson State 
Community College, was 
recommended Wednes-
day to become the fourth 
president of Ashland 
Community College. 
The recommendation 
was made by the college's 
Board of Directors,t 
which came into being 
only 10 days ago. Mem-
bers of the board for-
merly served on the col-
lege's Advisory Board, 
which was transformed 
intact overnight by legis-
lative action. 
The same action, Gov. 
Paul Patton's higher edu-
cation reform act adopted 
in May, also reversed the 
order in which com-
munity college presidents 
are chosen. 
An ACC search com-
mittee, following pre-
June 30 law; had already 
sent down a list of three 
finalists for the position. 
Under the new law, the 
governor's office submit-
ted the same list t o 
ACC's Board of Di-
rectors. 
Be n Carr Jr ., who 
served as chancellor of 
the University of Ken-
tucky community college 
system until June 30, 
could have chosen some-
one for the appointment 
prior to that time, but 
under the new law the choice 
will be made by the Kentucky 
8ommunity and Technical Col-
lege System (KCTCS) - where 
8arr sits as a member of the 
:ransition team making selec-
:ions. 
The board of directors went 
. nto executive session with the 
\CC search committee to dis-
:uss the three candidates, but 
.he team did not take part in 
he final vote, which came 
tfter the board returned to 
>pen meeting. 
"They were with us to an-
swer questions," Leslie said, 
"and they had spent more time 
evaluating the candidates -
including visiting all their 
campuses. We used the team's 
input in making our decision." 
Dvorak, who was the last of 
six candidates who visited the 
ACC campus for Interviews, 
came on the day Patton de-
livered an intense_ and emo-
tional speech there. She said 
she recognl7.ed the probability 
that merger of academic and 
technical institutions and said 
her background fittoo her for 
the presidency in times of 
change. 
Dvorak holds two doctorates 
and a law degree, two master's 
and a bachelor's in English. 
She spent four years as faculty 
administrator at Michigan 
State University and five years 
at her hometown at Enter-
prise, Ala., State Junior Col-
lege. 
"I think the board feels she 
has the right combination of 
aeademic background and 
leadership skills that simply 
made her the best of three 
very outstanding candidates," 
said Bruce Leslie, chairman of 
the board. 
Leslie said he has been told 
to expect rapid action from 
Frankfort. He immediately 
sent a fax of the recommenda-
tion to James R. Ramsey, who 
chairs the KCTCS transition 
team. 
Owensboro Community Col-
lege sent the name of Jacque-
line Addington of Western 
Kentucky Univers ity to Ram-
sey on Tuesday of last week as 
a nomination for its own pres-
ident. The transition team of-
ficially approved her for the 
job yesterday. She is the third 
woman community college 
president in Kentucky . 
Dvorak, if approved, would be 
the fourth. · 
· "While our recommendation 
isn't binding on the KCTCS 
board, it's certainly going to be 
given a tremendous amount of 
weight," L~slie said. 
The other two finalists nomi-
nated for the position by the 
board were Ervin Griffin, vice 
president of student affairs at 
West Virginia State College, 
and Deborah Hecht, vice pres-
ident for instruction at Lake 
City (Fla.) Community College. 
The person chosen by the 
transltion team will fill the 
seat vacated by Dr. Charles 
"Chick" Dassance, who left 
ACC in December to=me 
president or Central rida 
Comm.unitY Collea.at 
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Laurel 
college 
battling 
to sunive 
STAFF, WIRE REPORTS 
LONDON - Officials at tiny 
Sue Benneft:College yesterday fi led 
an appeal of an inspection commit-
tee's recommendation that it be 
:;tripped of accreditation because of 
academic and financial problems. 
If the school loses the fight. it 
could be forced to close its doors. 
Its state license - which allows 
the college to confer degrees - is 
at risk, along with state and federal 
funds. 
Also. the division of the United · 
\.1ethodist Church that owns the 
·chool said yesterday it would cut 
off funds to the school and reclaim 
the campus property if the school's 
accreditation is revoked. 
Yesterday's appeal went to the 
Southern Association of Colleges 
and chools. An association com-
mittee issued its unfavorable report 
after visiting the school in Apnl. 
The committee cited continuing 
problems with planning and evalu-
ation. library and computer re-
sources and finances. 
·'We are still a fully accredited 
college,'· Liz Gabbard. a spokes-
woman for the college, said yester-
day. "We are on probation, but the 
association will take no further ac-
tion. if any. against us. until the ap-
pPa! is settled." 
Gabbard said the appeals 
process could take from rwo to six 
months. 
James Cheek, vice president for 
academic affairs. is now serving as 
the school's acting president. He 
succeeds Paul Bunnell. who re~ 
signed last week after holding the 
position six years . 
About 360 students attend the 
century-old '.\ilethodist-affiliated lib-
eral arts school. 
But the school's license from 
the state Council on Post-secondary• 
Education could be at stake. The. 
state grants licenses largely on 
schools' accreditation statuses. said' 
Gary Cox, executive director of the 
~ouncil. Without a state license., 
::,ue Bennett could not confer de-:-
grees. 
Vireda Causey, a 31-year-old• 
nursing student, said Wednesday, 
that students on campus hadn't 
been told anything about the 
school's troubles and didn't know 
Sue Bennett had been on probation 
for 18 months. 
"I wish they would have told 
us," Causey said. "I'm spending a 
boatload of money here. I was ac-
cepted into the nursing program at 
Somerset Community College, too." 
Faced with financial troubles .in 
1990, the school's board of trustees 
voted to merge with the University 
of Kentucky's community college 
system. However, the women's di-
vision of the Methodist Church's 
Board of Global Ministries -
which owns the property - object-· 
ed, and the board later rejected the 
plan. 
There were no indications yes-
terday that the talks with UK 
might be revived. 
Ben W. Carr, UK's chancellor 
for community colleges, said the, 
idea of turning Sue Bennett into a-
community college has not been re-
visited since the early 1990s. ' 
Global Ministries is optimistic 
that Sue Bennett-will keep its ac-· 
creditation and remain competitive. 
But it will not get directly involved 
in the accreditation appeals process. 
or in correcting the financial prob-
lems, said Lesley Crosson, a 
spokeswoman for .the Global Min-
istries branch. 
"We can't just bail them out of 
it," Crosson said. "All we can do is 
just hope they pull it together and 
do get out of it." 
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Governor's .program 
allows students to 
le·arn, share arts 
BY LORI BECKER 
HERAU>lEADER STAFF WRITER 
LOUISVILLE - Amanda Bonner 
started her vocal training early in life. 
"I sci-earned my head off as an in-
fant," said the senior from Lexington's 
Paul Laurence Dunbar High School. 
· Through school choirs and private 
lessons, Bonner has spent the past 17 
years refining that scream. And for the 
past three weeks, she's been practicing 
and learning with young artists from 
across the state. 
Bonner is one of 160 high school 
students in the Governor's School for 
the Arts, More than 1,300 students au-
ditioned for the chance to spend part of 
their summer studying the arts at Bel-
larmine uillege. · 
"This ·is unlike any other experi-
ence," said Deirdre Tully, the program 
administrator, "We bring them togeth-
er for three weeks to work and learn in 
a true community of artists." 
Students·, are selected in creative 
writing, dance, drama, visual art, in-
strumental and vocal music. 
The work is intense. 
The students are in class three 
times a day practicing the techniques 
and skills of their art. And their free 
time is spent attending performances 
and presentations from guest artists. 
"I don't think you could ask for 
anything better," said Tiffany Lawson, 
16, of South Oldham High School in 
Goshen. 
The students also learn from each 
other, especially in the interdiscipli-
nary sessions, where dancers get to 
sing and artists get to act. 
The program's faculty members 
are from universities and arts estab-
lishments across Kentucky and the 
surrounding states. And this year, 
the entire staff consists of program 
alumni. 
Karen Katz, of Louisville, a res-
ident assistant for the program, has 
been -helping three students with 
the same skit she performed as a 
1994 participant. 
Katz played Meg in a scene 
from Crimes of the Heart. This 
summer's Meg is played by Aaron 
Cole, 16, from Lexington's School 
for the Crea live and Performing 
Arts at Lafayette. 
Cole said she has learned how 
to think like her character. 
"You're not just an actor saying 
lines, you -become your character," 
she said. 
Aaron said the past three 
weeks have shaped her future. 
"I've never learned so much 
about acting in my life," she said. 
" ... It's all I want to do now." 
Tully, who was a participant in 
the program's first year in 1987, 
said the school gives students a 
chance to interact with others who 
share their love for the arts. 
"A lot of them come from areas 
where their arts are not supported," 
she said. 
The students will be invited 
back in November for a college and 
career day, where they will audi-
tion for scholarships. · 
Mary Trumbo, 16, of Lexing-
ton's Dunbar High School, said that 
while her singing techniques have 
vastly improved, the program has 
given her much more. · ·. 
"I've made friends that I'll nev-
er forget," she said. "And I've 
learned respect for others, respect 
for them and their art forms." 
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Colleges busy between terms 
Carhps, special programs keep campuses in business during summer 
BY JAMIE BUTTERS 
AND JIM JORDAN 
HERALl>tEAOER BUSINESS WRITERS 
Some people think that colleges and universi-
ties are quiet places during the summertime. 
Think again. 
Kentucky colleges are bustling with thousands 
of visitors - young and old - learning about 
sports, academics and life. 
Although area schools say they rarely profit 
from summer camps, the camps have quietly 
grown into a multimillion-dollar industry. 
"We look at it as exposure of the university to 
people who may come here as students," said Lucie 
Nelson, director of special programs at Eastern 
Kentuck-y University. "We also see it as a payback 
to the community. We like to make our facilities 
available as often as we possibility can." 
The camp industry also provides hundreds of 
jobs for coaches, faculty, staff and students. 
Jerry Ray, Transylvania University's chief fi-
nancial officer, said the biggest financial benefit 
the school receives from summer camps is "conti-
nuity in our work force." 
Ray.said that maintenance and housekeeping 
workers would likely be laid off in the summer if 
not- for the camp. He added that the school was 
able to negotiate a better food-ser-
vice contract with Marriott be-
cause of the need for year-round 
service. 
That food service comes in 
handy for Don Lane's Transylva-
nia Basketball Camp, Lane, who 
has held camps each of the 22 . 
years he has been Transylvania's 
basketball coach, said a successful 
camp hinges on three keys: "good 
staff, a good place to play ... and 
good food." 
Lane's camp will generate 
about $400,000 in revenue this 
year from about 2,200 campers. 
He said the growth from the 
350 campers he had in 1976 came 
from developing customer "loyal-
ty, as with any business. You have 
to treat it that way, because that's 
what it is." · 
Although Lane manages the 
camp as an entrepreneur would -
he has been known. to work 18-
hour days during camp season -
he pointed out that it is not his 
business. He said he has a supple-
mental -contract to cover the 
camps. "It's been of mutual bene-
fit" to the university and himself, 
he said. 
A similar deal holds for Jack 
Ebel, coach of Transylvania's 
men's and women's· tennis and 
swimming teams, ·who has been 
running the school's All-Sp~rts 
Camp for 14 years. _ 
"We don't real_Iy make a prof-
it," he said. 
Who benefits?.-
By contrast,_ summer programs 
at the University of Kentucky are 
operated like dozens of loosely af-
filiated small businesses. 
Warren Lipka, women's soccer 
coach at UK, said he appreciates 
the chance to earn.money coaching 
during the summer, but he empha-
sized that UK profits as a whole. 
"It benefits everyone: It bene-
fits the university, it benefits the 
athletic department, it benefits us," 
Lipka said. "So it's kind of a nice 
package." · 
He added that camps provide a 
good opportunity for players and 
coaches - from UK and elsewhere 
- to get to know each other. 
"It's almost an investment for 
you to go and get lo.eked at by 
three .or four different colleges in 
one week," he said. 
It also leads to investments on 
campus. 
Bob Rash, housing manager at 
UK.. tends to the residence halls 
where people stay when they at-
tend any of about 100 camps and 
conferences this summer. 
. Room rates from $8.46 to $33 
per night generated $500,544.11 in 
revenue last year. 
Rash did not disclose his ex-
pe'nses, but said that revenue helps 
pay for new carpet, faster eleva-
tors and other improvements to 
the residence halls. 
That money also provides 
summer employment to 88 stu-
dents who monitor entrances. At 
$5 an hour and up - plus a single 
room for the summer ~ students 
earn the equivalent of about $8 an 
h.our, Rash said. 
At Eastern Kentucky Universi-
ty, Coach Roy !{idd's annual foot-
ball camp drew 116 youths to the 
Richmond campus in June. 
The players paid $150 to $250 
each for the five-day camp, de-
pending on whether they stayed 
on campus or commuted from 
home each day. · 
EKU facilities also were used 
for a football kicking camp that 
drew- 52 youth who paid $150 to 
$200 each. 
Any profits from these and 
other activities are spent on acade-
mic programs, said EKU's Nelson. 
Those· other summer activities 
at EKU and other colleges range 
from cheerleading camps to Spe-
cial Olympics, from teacher train-
ing programs to workshops for the 
deaf, from music camps to Elder-
hostels for senior citizens. 
,' ·Elderhostel progfl!!J!S, which 
give older people a week or 10 
days on campus to .~tudy anything 
from history to holil'iies; can be fi-
nancially beneficial:' 
"Eltl;M"stel is'. not really a 
money-maker, although it. 'does 
produce some gifts to the college," 
said Berea· College spokesman Ed 
Ford. 
Berea's summer- activities are a 
source of income and potential stu-
dents for the private college, Ford 
said. There is also a public-service 
aspect to many activities. 
In addition to Elderhostel, 
Berea's summer schedule includes 
programs for seminarians and 
church workers, middle- and high-
school students, Appalachian 
women, African-American science 
students, Girl Scouts, men and 
women basketball players as well 
as public school teachers. 
A recruiting tool 
Centre College also hosts 
sports camps and various other 
summer activities, but the school's 
top priority is the Governor's 
Scholars Program. 
More than 300 of Kentucky's 
best high school students are 
spending five weeks on the 
Danville campus this summer 
while participating in the state-
funded program. 
These are some of the future 
students Centre most wants to re-
cruit, said spokeswoman Parsi 
Trollinger. The college even guar-
antees the students a small schol-
arship if they attend Centre. 
,"We want people who are 
highly motivated and this pro-
gram helps us identify them and 
gives them a chance to see the 
campus and what we are doing," 
Trollinger said. "It's our highest 
priority." In some ways, it pre-
cludes the school from doing other 
summer programs, she said. 
Athletic camps are also a re-
cruiting tool, but not a real money-
maker for Centre. The college leas-
es facilities to coaches and other 
organizers, who run the camps 
and receive salaries from fees paid 
by those who attend. 
"It's a benefit to the coaches," 
Trollinger said. "They don't exact-
ly get paid executive salaries;'' 
One disadvantage of these 
summer programs is that they can 
reduce the time available for main-
tenance of residence halls and oth-
er college facilities, she said. 
Bruce Edwards, marketing di-
rector at Kentucky State Universi-
ty, said the school's educational 
programs - such as courses fo. 
cusing on transportation and agri-
cultural science - break even at 
best. These programs are intend-
ed, not to generate revenue, but to 
fulfill the university's "mission to 
educate the populace," Edwards 
said. 
At bigger schools like UK, the 
challenge is coordinating the activ-
.ities of so many coaches and 
campers. 
Brooks Downing, UK's director 
of sports information, pointed out 
that just feeding all of them can be 
a real chore. 
"That's a lot of pizza," he said. 
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Education, Boan! reinforced the edu- nity., collegE!l;:"9m'f•its; controlsand ton}Jilis\~dy tJi!'en a h31!(1 µi;!/le> 
cation-related credentials, of fornier pla~ thel!l,fu.,a_ D!!W· sy)1tenr,ll):at boanl'.&cBPQn,sors~• of !1'1~acade,ililc 
Gqvs. Lamar Alexander of Tennessee, also_ ~ ~~-l'.!l;teclpli?d@~~ "colllllicint!l'(arket.' . wbiclfoprovides 
Ricliard· Riley of South Carolina and Other stat"!lijfai:e~,theJsame,,proi;; courses,1,j\/felivered. electionicall;r 
Jimmy Carter of. Georgia. !ems Patton,t;ac!ded:m hls,~o~;blll, acioss·sta:~·llnes bv colleges Bl!d,uru-
Alexand,er and-rRiJey, each.)lecame Newman sl!l«);.and\'!his'aqlll1'tisJ>!'IY; vemties\liiltbe·rei:lon,. ,}' ',½'t .: 
theH,atioii's? secretmy· of "education. going to emliolden otller. gbveincirs.to · --Karemfsaid he mentioned Patton's 
Carter won the White.•House,- come · fo~'l,_'\'@I!~: ,ll!'forts. J>Ci1ential,tod>ecome, Kentucky's first 
Another . council,. the .Education He said,lliere-15:Y/1~': twO'temii~mor to,M"5ick·1!5·0ne 
Com.mission of"the ,States,, also can tlon · that ·higher· education: ls'. unaer,· reason, Pa~on should•,lie~cons1dered 
reel off a list of,former..i:hairmen - , performlng'll!.41n•:to· play:'!a big.;; for the--regional boanl'sl' cbajrman. 
·President Bill Clinton among them - get, more.·resP,b.•;role.'1_ · . . . ,ButK.iitelli_\and.Fonl·.salmthey.,do11b!; 
who.;llave. imated,,national •. attention l!'nlike·the .nal,board;·the ed_u, ed ,eitber"cl!aln!!80Ship\1_~ufd1:~ect 
duriiig;arid iifuce their.terms as gover- cation commlssion1-ahemates,.. itS Patton's.,re-election p~;r:: < / 
nors.~ . . . . . chairmanship between· Democrats "The positions themselves I 
-Gov. PauJ:.J•a:tton has scored a.dou• and. Republicans.- Neither, chairman: couldn't,imaglne would have any-po-
ble cou,p that.none of those men, and ship is a horse·race: At each·group's litical benefit, whatsoever," though 
few other governors, have matched: annual m~. _ a nomlna~ com- they migh_t enhance a governors 
· By the end:of bis first term,.he will mlttee·slll>mits only~one candidate for reputation m other ways;-Karem Sllld, 
have setved on,bo\b'.: · cbalnnan·or chidrinan-elect Fon!, a former state senator who 
. Last .. month in:C:Annapolis, Md., he But Newman'said·that·wbiJe it is bas long·.been involved:with both 
was: named ..to, a .one-year term. as seldom overt, competition for the edu- boanls,. said; the enhanceD)ent of Pat-
chairman of the regional· board, cation commission's chairmanship ,is ton's national reputation, is already 
, which ·ttelps its 15 member states real because the·posi)ioil allows ~ov- well under way. 
shape education policies. Next sum- ernors "not only to. liJake a contrtbu- "l have never seen a governor ac-
mer, Patton will become chairman of lion.to education but also to be on the cepted more· enthusiastically than 
the Education Commission of the national scene." Because of the Den- Paul Patton- has been at this (ECS) 
States, wilich provides the same kind ver•based•>• organization's prestige; convention," Ford said. 
of assist, mce nationwide. ''we tend to get the stronger gover-
Patton was named chairman-elect nors',! as chamnen,'·he sale[ 
of the education commission Friday Mllsick claims the same stature for 
during the organization's annual the Atlanta-based regional group's 
meeting i11 Providence, R.L Ed Ford, chairmen, who since. the,. compact's 
Patton's special adviser for education; founding in 1948 have lncl11decfsuch 
said Patton's commitment to improv- edllcation-mlnded governors as Terry 
ing Kentucky's post-secondary educa, Sanfonl·of North Carolina, Wtlliam 
lion system caught the attention of Wmter, of MississipJ)i-and Zell Miller 
the regional boanl early last year. of Georgia. The omy.jrevious Ken-
He said Patton firmed up his stand- tuck,Y. governors to hol the Southern 
ing within the Education Commission ~rial Education•B'oard chairman;. 
of the States with a year of solid seiv• • were .Lawrence,Wetberby, from 
ice as head of its policjes and priori- to 1954, and Martha Layne Col-
ties committee. lins, In 1985-86. 
"I thirili, people at ECS have been 1. The-education commission,.found-
impressed with his knowledge of 'ed·ln 1965, has never-·before picked a 
higher education" and came to feel he Kentucky governor as chairman. The 
was "too good. . . to let him get only other governors ever to head 
away," F'ord said. both the Southern regional board and 
Mark :Musick, president of the the Education Commission of the 
Southern· Regional Education Board, States have been-- South· Carolina's 
said that coming atop Kentucl<y's Robert McNair, North Carolina's Rob-
sweeping .reforms in elementary and ert Scott and Jim Hunt, Florida's Bob 
secondary education, the post-secon- Graham and Georgia's Miller, w_ho 
dary' refor.tns that Patton won made banded over the education commis-
his selecti1l n as · chairman ''well re- sion's ·gavel to Iowa Gov. Teny Bran• 
ceived by folks." stad ¥•W81:k. , . 
Patton tu is quickly "developed a Musick Sllld, not all governors are 
wi1lin2 to carve out the time the· re-
gionaf boanl's chairmanship ·de-
mands. Ford, Kentucky House Speak-
er Jody Richanls and state Senate 
r 
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Patton-· 
headlines, 
education,, · · 
confereu~Q_. 
"Kentucky's law put together a 
lot:of pieces other states didn't have 
ano: some still. don't," said Chris, 
Pipho, the director of state relations 
foi lhe commission: "And while 
tliei'e's talk in Kentucky about how 
etezything" may' nQt. be ";Orking ex- I 
ad!y as planried,';the-major parts 
BY LONNIE HARP ar~·still in place, problems are get-
HERAU>lEADER EDUCATION WRrrER ting• fixed and people, outside,, the 
PROVIDENCE, · .R.l. - Gov. sfate still-see it as significant" 
P;ul Patton is in New England to· :: . 'Patt?n and other.Kentucky offi-
advise lawmakers and govfrn9rs ',Ci,lls enJOY the att~e~n"'ti~on.~-~ 
from- across the country' that deep i': : ;.:fJisie11 as-people start talking 
battle scars come with trying, 19 re- 'labt!ufthe thinir;;, that. n.e~d to get 
fortn higher education .. ·,::_,;.·:;,>. done'm schools and what1s needed 
Patton was a headliner at the 1frl.-education, and I say we've al-
ani,tu.lL meeting of t_he ,J,duqi~_ion ready done it· - high .. standards, 
Co!,11~85\on pHhe Stat~;, a:patt9i;i· si)-ongaccounta]?ility and switching 
al, orgamzabpp,.that.~~oJk~, ',Jllth froin trying ·to "pound knowledge 
state policYI11akers onjsc!\opJ.i!!ld· into peoples' he;ias to helping chil-
col)ege' issues. ,In additiol\':tosiru11: <;lreri learn-how to-learn;" he said. 
Pauline Young, media rela- · 
tions director for M:orehead 
Stat_e. University, was honored 
June 21 'as a communicator· of 
achievement at the annual 
conference of the National Fed-
eration_,of._press Women in St. 
Paul.-M:iiin;·' · 
· Young,: was chosen by the 
Kel)1!1cltY,;<_'affiliate,: Kentucky,: 
Professional Communicators• 
oii/¾the/basis of. ;,her profes'. 
si~if~f~i;'¢o~plisliinents;" coin'. 
~UI,IJ,~~erv1c~ and work with-
11]"; tlie~ ;orgamzation, both in 
th,(,;~tatef, affiliate and. nation, 
a1h:.::•she··i&:,1he current presi, 
dent ofKP.C: · 
Co.A_nominees are feted at a 
special: recognition-dinner and 
Pl'.e~ented 'with'".a. medallion· 
signifying their accomplish-
ments, · 
glingj'. __ ith_ man_ i,:_of tlie._··7.00 .. ;atten, 
<lees;, e WJll, appear ,on,t"j9;~\l:i L H L L K ■ 
tocfa " one on the,politics ,pJ,;pjg!!!iL EXINGTON ERALD- EADER, EXINGTON, Y. SA1LRDAY, JULY 12. 1997 
educa'. on "with Republicair Gov. F l·l.:r rt t +. 
~t:ati~;~~Ti~ni~:i~~: . -·o·m .. a ,' .- c·en · er· ge-iS' 
al5>ng\;jlle11ReILtil:?liCjln i99.,v::fl';~-. 
Bi'anstad:qf Iowa, , ii ·,ft· i · , · h • · 1· ~;' · 
n~t~tt~J!:~~~~=~1!ht~t~~ ll0W , ·om_ .e,. IleW -· .e·ag;er, 
tention,to, cpntinue,to focus on im- . 
proving Kentucky's schools and 
colleges and to crusade for similar 
reforms in other. states. "Education 
is our .. most important tas!<, and 
Kentucky and ·.the nation ;must. do 
better_t he said. . . · · . 
vn reforming colleges, Patton 
said he will stress persistence. 
"There is a fear of c!iange"thaf 
is ·•evidently fairly pervasive in 
higher ~ucation discussions," the 
governor said. "I hope tha~ what we 
learned from our expenence can 
help some people overcome obsta-
cles that they will encounter." 
This spring, Patton engaged in 
a high-profile showdown with Uni-
versity of Kentucky President 
Charles Wethington over his high-
er education reform bill. Kentucky 
lawmakers passed a, compromise 
plan that held to Patton's chief 
goals of focusing UK on improv-
ing its research performance and 
eniphasizing the workforce train-
ing capabilities of the state's com-
munity colleges and technical 
schools. 
. While Patton will offer first-
hand experience on higher educa-
tion, Kentucky's national image on 
primary and secondary education is 
a R"J"k he is also glad to accept. 
· Seven vears after the legislature 
passed the Kentucky Education Re-
form Act, leaders from other states 
are still trying to pass reforms that 
mimic Kentucky's approach. Fqr 
example, in separate sessions here, 
participants have studied the work 
of. Kentucky schools' family re-
source centers· and their systems of 
refoqns and sanctions. 
AsSOCIATED PRESS 
MOREHEAD - Becoming director of the 
Kentucky Folk Art Center means a homecom-
ing for Garry Barker. 
His first'recollection of Appalachia is one 
he recalls fondly - riding as a toddler on_ the 
shoulders of his grandfather, Sam Leedy, 
walking the fields of Elliott County. 
That was more than 50 years ago. · 
Now, Barker will have his hands full with 
the folk art center, which opened Tuesday on 
the first floor of its newly renovated building 
on First Street. Included will be the chore of 
raising the additional $200,000 required to 
complete the upstairs of the building, former-
ly the Union Wholesale Grocery Building. 
The new building will 
provide 10,000 square feet . 
of space compared with the 
4,500 square feet the center 
had at its old location on 
the Morehead State Univer-
sity campus. 
"I love this kind of 
work, with all the frantic 
scheduling, lifting and 
dragging stuff around," Garry Barker 
said Barker, a Kentucky au- led Berea Col-
thor who tells Appalachian lege's crafts 
stories. "But the big part of program. 
taking the job was that I 
was getting to move back 
home where I belong." 
Barker left a job as director of the cr?fts 
program at Berea College in January. 
"He was a shoo-in for the job," Jill Jayne-
Read, special assistant to MSU President 
Ronald Eaglin, said of Barker and the folk art 
center post. "It's wonderful for the people m-
volved with the folk art center because they 
have someone whose respectability and expe-
rience will undoubtedly help the center now 
that it is ready to move more out into the 
,.,,. ........... _:....... . 
Barker said he knows the road ahead will 
be rocky but said he is up to the challenge. 
"It's a kind.of pressure I enjoy," Barker 
said as he lugged a box of e.xhibits: "I· like bit-
ing off big jobs that look a little impossible.'.' 
The project initially received $717,000 in 
federal grants in 1993, but it took nearly 
three years to raise the $179,000 in private 
donations for a local match. The total esti-
mated cost to complete the project is $1.l mil-
lion. 
Barker said the experience he gained at 
Berea will help in raising the money required 
to complete renovations on the second floor 
of the building. 
The second-floor work will include instal-
lation of a special temperature and humidity 
control system and an elevator, along with 
creation of space for special collections, 
archives, storage and offices. 
Barker oaid his mission with the folk art 
center is not only to raise _money, but to 
spread Appalachian culture by bringing more 
attention to Kentucky folk art. 
"l.ccal culture is the future of tourism," he 
said. "The folk art center will serve as a hub 
of tourism and economic development for 
Eastern Kentucky, and, at the same time. we 
are helping teach many Kentucky students 
about their own heritage." 
Barker said he hopes to see arts and 
crafts shops that cater to tourists open up 
along First Street where the town's old rail-
road depot has been renovated into offices for 
the local chamber of commerce and tourism 
and economic development organizations. 
He said Appalachian crafts have a grow-
ing appeal. 
"They want something made by involved. 
real people," Barker ·said. "That's why all 
these people from all over the country are dri-
ving down these dusty little back roads, get-
ting lost, and· looking for crafts made by the 
1 1 I' A • • • • •• 
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U of i president wins -prai~, 
raise· from school~s- ttusteest 
Shumaker saw •.' 
opportUiritiesin 
highera.e~;cnanges 
26th' Street and Broadway. :ij' will 
In his self•• house admissions, financial-llld. and 
assessment, other outreach offices, and A11@1'bach 
i~~':naker said some classes will be taugllt'there. 
stressed ,the,. Among . technology-related .Jnitia-
speed of lives; Shumaker lists $5,milliiln in in-
change during vestmel)ts in- desktop and instruction-
lled al technology, a "technology, j!Cade-
By MICHAEL JENNINGS: What he-ca · my.'' for faculty members an~;jnter-
The Courier-J~. . , ., :~~'Jctlve~ , est-free loans for computer purchases 
by faculty and staff memti~rs; Shu-
John Shumaker likes: people to year. :naker says he _also wants lC:>;tnake 
think of the University of.Louisville as U of L a competitor in the "~ and 
a school on the move. of U of L than ever before." expansive market" of dislanCj!J.earn-
. · A 16-page, checklist, ~ Shumaker also said he has tried to ing,_ , · \-,i, 
his secon<f.year,,iis. u.of.Cpresident build relationships with legislators in HE'MAKES'NO'IE·of oiie<i:oop-
suggests that. he .is a- mail on· the neighboring counties and believes erative venture,with· UK that-took ef. 
move, as well.c-, .. · . • . buifding a regionwide base of 1if:l· feet, one that is on hold and.one:that's 
Shum_ ak_~-_- e-the-U of __ L trust~_ live support '.'is clearly a ta!=tlc ofL under negotiation.-· -~1•J-· 
It t · needs to pursue." · . a wn en.. .OMei;smen ,recappl!]g The -two ·schools' have ·@ii a 
his and the,univ,ersity's, achievements Kentucky's post-secondary· educa- joint doctoral program in sociallwork, 
over the past academic year as part of lion law gives· U of L a quick funding and,they. plan•to·propose a joint doc-
his annual performance:review. · · boost of $2;7 million. The school.can· torate·in appliedmalhematics<tiy Jan-
The trusteeso,thought, enough· of get another -$2 million in research uary· 1999; :· uu 
those initiatives,to,give·him his sec- funding if it can prove it will put it to Raymond Betts, director-:llr,UK's 
ond consecutive,5,percent.raise, to a good use,, · ·· Gaines• Center for the HU!ftllllities 
new salacy·of $182,000. At a June 23 Shumaker's s!'~•assessm_ent· takes ··said Shumaker approached, ~- last 
board_ m~ ,they. also ,gave him ~ !'ote of a dramatic mere~• m _another spring about. collaboration th«fi·i;ould 
standing.ovation. __ . . · 11Dportant source of, ~mty, sup- include joint sponsorship· of"'a(",post-
Shumaker's main accomplishment, port- government and pnvate grants doctoral-fellow irr the•humanlftes who 
said trustee Chairwoman ·Minx Auer- and contracts. The latest figures show would teach• undergraduates...t, both 
bach, was his'lian.illing of J)OSt-secons this year's receipts from these sources universities. "Nothing_ finn luis1been 
dary education reform. Once Gov. reached $35.8 million by the end of established," Betts said. _;.: 
Paul Patton spelled-out.his challenge· May - 24 percent more than at the Shumaker's self-assessmenmileals 
for revrui:f;!f-~igl\e_r •education, ·s_lie same lime last year. witir~·-""' co· n=--abo·""'""fL's 
said,· Sh . moved . fast, with . In outright gifts this ye;u-, an unolfi' inte,;a'ii~;i- pro~, whfuh~have 
minimal ripples,and·:maximum effect. ~ _tally snows U of L recewed $23.25 given the university _an aca$mic or 
"He quickly_ saw. that it was a real million from pnvate sources. ~UJm training role-in more than IO!oiierseas 
opportunity fur us to· take a look at June 30, up. from _$20,03 million liy locations, Undel'- pressure-frouiqrust-
ourselves, to see what we'can do bet- the same pomt last ye!"', (Those fig, . ees, Shumake,-last,year abandaned a 
ter," Auerbach·said,:She•said he then ures exclude _contnbulions for a i:iew plan to make u of L's lnstitute,f!Jiln-
~~-led tlie faculty, ~ and:trustees to a footb"!I stadium and the Cardinal ternational, Development int~a for-
remarkable d~;!;ofi/lgreement 9D Athletic Fund.). , .. , profitico,:poration. . .• ,,; 
. how U of l,;·slioiild'l:liange. · Auerbach said the state's generos- On- the' hom& campus sh~aker 
Shumaker also:· stressecl: the. speed· ity has prompted private givers to be- has made,equity. for womeit a:;l!llljor 
of change ~-)!liat~he cal1ed, a come more. generous as well, · and issue and his self-review stresse$ that 
very productive year,;•".:• Shumaker has proved "very good at,. -he.w'on't-tolerate ohstruction•on the 
Within a few•months, _he -said •in an fund raising." · . . ·. ··: , · · issue. · · : , • 
interview, U ofL accomplished things Sh~aker's self-review touches on.• Political science Professoi~Mary 
that would take years at·most univer- his desire to get U.of.L out of the re- Hawkesworth, , chaiJwoman ,,¢ the 
sities. As a result, by the· time Patton · medial-education business. It also re- university's commission on the..status 
went public with·his education·lnitia- fleets his interest in- outreach efforts of women, said Shuinaker's mterven-
lives late last year, "we-were poised in western Louisville; high-tech aids tiori paved the way for $1.1 million in 
and ready lo go." to teaching and learning; collabora- pay-equity adjustments to be:-distrib-
THE CHANGES. planned for lion with the University of Kentucky; uted m April to 1,194 women and 
U of L span 10 years, and if fulfilled international programs; and equal men. 
will provide a·shaip focus on about 35 pay and employment opportunities Some committee members,!,rglled 
areas of research and training, many for women at U ofL that only pay differences they <teemed 
of them in heailh'related fields. Pat- U of L and Jefferson Community statistically significant should,lfe cor-
ton endorsed U of L's agenda, College have agreed for the two-year · reeled, but Shumaker said that "even 
pled~ed to do his best to furid. the school to take over the bulk of reme- if there was a penny differe~; he 
state s $250 million portion of it and dial instruction for both schools. In· wanted it fixed,' Hawkeswo~ said. 
got.· Shumaker's ann, of a hiJ!h. stead of offering remedial classes for Shumaker says the next St<m. is a 
powered research· mission for u o1 I; no credit, as it does now, U of L will study of pay equity among faculty 
written into state law. either refer academically weak stu• members, adding that "eyeryone 
Shumaker's self-assessment touch- dents to JCC or offer them more time knows I will not tolerate a repetition 
es·on other aspects of the way he po- ·and help to complete courses for of past mistakes." · ·_· 
sitioned U of L to benefit from state credit. Hawkesworth said equity.·i,djust-
reforms. It says he took pains to sell · Shumaker's self-review says plans ments for faculty members will in-
Jefferson County legislators on are moving ahead for a West Louis- valve less money because "there are 
U ofL's improvement plan and. now ville Center that will be operated so many fewer women on faculty'' 
feels the "delegation is a stronger ally jointly by U of L and JCC, proqably at than on the · non-instructional,~. 
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5TroJ;n~area:~cunsidered: ·ror 
college/tech board 
By GEORGE WOL.FFORD 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
new board will' be to put to-
gether schools involving with 
academic and technical class-
FRANKFORT - Gov .. Paul es, "a statewide campus with 
Patton- plans to reveal-' his ,50,000 to 60,000 students. 
choices Monday for the eight I "I see this board as a very 
members of tne the first Ken' 'busy board with a tremendous 
tucky Community and Techni, amount of work to do to pull 
cal College Syste~:•J ,;·rt·~ if,\ this-·together;• setting 'budgets, 
Patton·• met-~with· 14 offthei overseeing physical properties 
nominees Monday and a sec- and writing policies -and put-
ond group on Tuesday· morn- ting them in ll}Otil;m,'.' 
ing, according to ·Mai'thif Jollii.t · He said he had1no idea· who 
son, who took part in the'-'i'ni-' -~.he gove~nor w~uld cho~se, 
tial session. . . . P·X: ,;,:; but yo~ ve g°.t to consider 
Johnson. a member li(tllt: !hat tl;~Y re trymg_ to b~ance 
A hland·' c·mmuntty· -c-mnf It pohtlcally, geo_gr~ph1cally, 
Asd . '- Bo -d". d, .. 
0 
• ., __ g_f. 'and·ethriically.'_Tlie·governbr 
visory oar · an_ ·. on:~.~- 'told·,usYtliosei wlfo,,didn't. make 
four Ashland area no~~~eS_'.t~ littllls 'fohe_ai-~ 'weU;POSitioned 
the new ~oard, was- !ii--Mon,· jfor the s_ ec nd't' . ar d be, 
day's meetmgs. . ., ,, 0 une_ oun . . 
Johnson, Ricliard·'.\V, causecth~--~~8z:d\will·be m_ade 
"Sonny';'-',Martin ''o(' Ashi~fiW U_P ., <?t~m,~ger'J' terms, UP tG 
and John R. Triplett·of·Wa'i-f-• six yearsa,·.. ,. . 
ield have been nominated', by ~ l!(!llSftlOn tea,m_ now man-
the. ·university,, of.;Kentucky1 agmg-bo,tt~0.l!!lllUl).1ty co~eges 
Board·cir Trustees-to lie'.i:oilsiol an~ V?Catlonal ·scho_ols will re-
ered for the four slots open to mam m charg~- unµl m~mbers 
community·:college'represehta- of the:11ew board have selected 
tives. Jolinson.>is· directol'- of a ~resident. .i: 
corporate conimunify'relitlibns , The governor Will ~rob~bly 
ahd's~uhlic _poltcY:'.1llalYS\5.'fC?f ,anno~mce the board~. first 
Ashl!!lld· Inc.: Martm and ·Kirk · meeti_ng • on, Monday; said 
are'attorneys: ·: .. :· · -.~"<•--.,. Deb,b1e __ McGuffey-, spokes; 
IsliniaeFStevens ,bf:']\shlana woman for the. Higher Educa-
and Stu Taylor-of Buchanan tion Nominating Committee. 
are among the dozen 'whose "4nd oge of the first things 
names were handed .toJfie g~v- [for a search team to select that 
ernor by the higher' e'duca,tibn president." 
nominating, cintl.'mftt ii'e '. Anoth~r ·Ashland man is 
Stevens is inanager"'~f' ti\i:hnt: anioitg . .,al. '.nominees from 
cal training for Ashland Inc. whom;13 meinbers will be cha-
and Taylm.,•is.plant·mana@i:at sentfor.-another-;of Patton's ere-
Kentucky . Electric SteeiJBoth· /au_: ons,. the Postsecondary Edu-
have been. active in 'working cation' C.oulicil, which ef-
with vocational education in fectively will take the place of 
the area. 'the now-defunct Council on 
Johnson said Patton re- Higher Education. 
viewed his actions and goals Chuck Whitehead, director 
but gav~ little hint ho_w mat- of selection and placement for 
ters would be handled once the 'A.shland Inc. who served as 
new board is in place. vice ··chair of that council, and 
"He said there were three Lois Weinberg of Hindman, 
things a governor could do - teacher and educational activ-
recommend the budget, work ist who was its secretary, are 
with the legislative process, the only two nominees who 
which he has done, and select live east of Interstate 75. 
people to implement the pr?- Kevin Habl•n Ashland na-
gram. Once they take their tive and As•d Community 
seats, they will implement the College graduate who now 
program," she said, "and that's practices law in Louisville and 
w~y he's bee~ so invol~ed has been active in state gov-
with the (selection) process. ernment is one of 11 nominees 
Taylor, who was with John- from Jefferson County. 
son. Triplett, a~d. ~tevens . for McGuffey said no date has 
the governor _s m1tial session, been set for naming the post-
said the ma1or effort of the secondary council, which will 
oversee not only the com-
munity-., college-technical 
school board but also the 
state's universities. 
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,J:;;,,, · BY.Hoµ.v, E,•·STEP.P.'• ! -. 
:i::s_:~H~DER Eo~g~!l~ft~-~~ . 
,,,.FRANKFORT:.:., "A;igJ;Q.U!>_;Of, 
mostly business leaders r~r~t-
fil&isoll)e of .the state'.\l,!!F.&.«lll.~ in: 
.dtstries will, help lead• .. tlie ' 11)\lSf 
acintroversial, part. of. the.,,state's. 
bl'ghe.r education reroim..' ·: ·,,; :·,-; 
•:19 µov. Paul Patton.yesterday an:• 
fflltihced. the 'nanies 'of. tliV eight 
~le· who wi11ov~ 'iiif'.iiew 
s • tern .onhe• i:a· co¥iimiiilfA,'cl\1~ les previously' wiiley:thrUriiv_er-
Sify'.c:,9(fenfucky ~"inore" ffian 
two ~ifoze~ :'tecRrvoca-
"onal schools · - · ·-· " j, u ·. . . -.... ·. ~! .. '.; ,;:;,,-
·~Leaders,.from Asbland,;Jnc,, 
United P;u-cel Service, Toyota tvl:6-
tor'.Mainif/icturing. Kentucky .. and 
Banlj: of Louisville are included .. in 
the new boari!, officially known.as 
the Board of Regents. of, tfie Ken-
tucky- Comtnµnjty and Tei:hIJi_c.,il 
College System. · . · '·~· ·'"'. 
T~e- ip-oul?- wdnJJak!; ~11, ~e-
spons1b1hty for, \!)e commum~i]!'· 
leges and t~h[\tcal. schools un~; 
accrediting -agericies approve tlie· 
new system--:-The ·new system'lie-
comes·effective-July 1, 1998. · 
, .. Patton touted.the.appointments 
as a group with no strong ties to.a 
particular region or university, in-
cluding · the University of Ken-
tucky. 
"As of today, there are neither· 
UK nor non-UK,.appointments,", 
Patton said at a news conference· 
at the Capitol.' , :b 
But half of the eight appoint-
ments are UK nominees, in ac-
cordance. with a compromise 
reached by General Assembly 
in the special session that 
overhauled the state's higher_ 
education system. UK fought 
Patton on removing the com-
munity colleges from its con-
trol. 
The legislature also man-
dated gender, racial and re-
gional requirements for the 
new board. 
The new members are: 
John Banks Jr. of Hopkinsville, 
postmaster· in Dunmor; 
lf?{INGTON HE~DER, LEXINGTON, KY. ■ TUESDAY, JULY 1,5, 1997 
Richard Bean of- Louisville, se-
nior. vice president with Bank 
of Louisville; Michael Hoseus 
of Lexington, human resources 
manager for Toyota Motor 
Manufacturing Kentucky; 
Martha Johnson of Ashland, 
communications manager for 
Ashland,Inc.;· Lcirna ·Littrell of 
Henderson; secretary-treasurer 
of.Sunshine Tool and Die Inc.; 
Diana Lutz of 'Madisonville, 
ciairris-representative for the 
Social . Secµrity Administra-
tion;· Cynthia · '.Read: . of. 
Louisville, education coor'diiia-
tor for Unite<i:Pai-cel Service; 
and Marv Russow of Mount 
Washington; representative 
with the United Food and 
Commercial Workers union. 
· Banks, Bean, Johnson and 
Lutz were nominees from UK. 
The· regents' terms vary in 
lengths. from one year to six 
!years. 
I Six additional members 
1 
will be appointed to the board 
lrepresenting·the faculty, staff 
,
1
and students <if the technical 
schools and community col-
leges. Each group will have 
one vote. 
· The first task for the new 
board will be to hire a presi-
dent. to oversee the entire sys-
tem ... Th·e iiew system presi: 
dent will hire, with the re-
gents' approval, a new chan-
cellor for the technical schools. 
Ben Carr, who has been chan-
cellor of the community col, 
lege system at UK, will keep 
his position. 
Drawn mostly from the 
state's major industries and 
the business and finance 
world, the appointments re-
flect in part what Patton says 
will be the biggest change un-
der the ·new system -
transforming th·e technical 
schools into a college environ-
ment. 
"This will be a slow and 
gradual change of the cµlture," 
Patton sai(\.· "Quite. frankly 
that cultural change is going 
. to be more pronounced in the 
. technical scliools than it is in 
community colleges." · • . "' . 
. ; .. • I 
The new-regents.say thek 
loyalty will .be to the: state 
first, alma maters and regions 
second: . ;. ·•- · 
, _ -"I- giri't,.t~ic~ ,of(~r: ·K;:· 
1sa1d Bean, who 1s a former ·na-
1tional .president. of· the UK 
Alumni Association. "What we 
need to do. is imijrove educa-
tion in Kentucky, not improve 
education in any part_icular 
area." 
/ Appolntrile~ to t~e Ke~ucky Community $c Technical 
I " _; -, .. · .-~--:,~",;::", ----
College~System Board of Rage~, 
■John.Banks-Jr,. Hopkinsville,,•-· · 
Postmaster at Dunmor. Attended 
Hopkinsville Community College. 3-
year term. University of Kentucky 
nominee. · 
■ Richard Bean, Louisville, Senior 
vice president, Bank of Louisville. UK 
graduate and former national presi- · 
dent of UK Alumni Association. 4-year 
term. UK nominee. 
■ Michael Hoseus, Lexington. 
Human resources manager for 
Toyota, Moto! Manufacturing. Xavier 
University graduate. 2-year term. 
■ Martha Johnson, Ashland. 
Communications manager for Ashland 
Inc. Graduate.of Ashland Community 
College and Western Kentucky 
University. 6-yearterm. UK nominee. 
■ Lorna Littrell, Henderson, 
Secretary-treasurer of Sunshine Tool 
and Die Inc. 3-year term. 
■ Diana Lutz, Madisonville. Claims 
representative for Social Security 
Administration. Graduate of ' 
Ma_disonville Community College and 
University of Southern Indiana. 1-year 
term. UK nominee: 
■'Cynthia Read, Louisville. Education 
coordinator far United Parcel Service. 
Graduate of Princeton University. 5-
year term. · 
■ Marvin Russow, Mount Washington. 
Representatlve'wlth' United Food and 
Commercial Workers ·union. Attended 
Harper Community College In illlnoisi 
6-yeartenn... . : · · . , , :· ·; 
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Patton appoints- eight 
to community college, 
tech school board 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS That process was intended to make 
The Courier-Journal the new system, which aligns 13 com-
munity colleges and 25 technical 
FRANKFORT, Ky. _ In the first 'schools in two parallel systems, more 
major step toward assembling Ken- palatable to the University of Ken-
tucky's new post-secondary education tucky. 
system, Gov. Paul Patton named his Several of the appointees named 
eight appointees yesterday to the yesterday have community college af. 
board that will govern the state's filiations, and one, Richard Bean of 
community and technical colleges. Louisville, is a former president of the 
Patton said his choices from among UK alumni association. 
24 nominees were intended "as much But Bean, a senior vice president of 
to make this board look like Kentucky · the Bank of Louisville, said yesterday 
as anything else." 'that "this is about the community and 
He said pointedly that he expects technical college system. That's what 
the Kentucky Community and Techni• we're supporting now, and that's 
cal College System board - the out• what we're trying to improve now." 
growth of the most bitter struggle in• Four are women, two are Republi• 
volved in passage of post-secondary cans and one - John Banks Jr. of 
reforms - to act like all of Kentucky Hopkinsville - is African American. 
as well. The appointments varied between 
"We must get regionalism out of one and six years to ensure continu• 
higher education," and if any of those ity. Subsequent appointments will be 
charged with governing the new post• for six years. 
secondary system exhibit it they The new board will meet Monday. 
should not count on reappointment, The first items of business are likely 
be said. to be starting the search for a presi• 
Patton's appointees had to meet le-- dent of the new system and deciding 
gal requirements for gender, regional, on a method fo: completing the 
political and racial diversity, and they board's me~b~rshil.'. 
had to be evenly divided between , _The remllllllllg SIX members, who 
nominees by a state higher education IV!'l sh"": three votes among them, 
nominating commission and those will consist of one faculty member, 
recommended by the University of 
Kentucky board of trustees. 
staff member and student from the 
,community college system and one 
from the technical schools. 
UK Community Colle1;1e System 
Chancellor Ben W. Carr will continue 
~ _head of the community college di· 
visrnn. The new president will hire a 
chancellor for the technical schools. 
In ~e st~te's new post-secondary 
education hierarchy, the community• 
t~hnical college system will be equal 
with the state's eight universities. 
Besides Bean, the other appointees 
are: 
■ John Banks Jr., Hopkinsville. Postmaster ·at 
Dunmor. Attended Hopkinsville Community Col-
lege, 
■ Mlchael Hoseus, Lexington. Human resources 
manager for Toyota Motor Manufacturing, 
■ Martha Johnson, Ashland. Communications 
manager for Ashland Inc. Graduate of Ashland 
Community College and Western Kentucky Uni-
versity. 
■ Lorna Littrell, Henderson. Secretary-treasur-
er of Sunshine Tool ond Ole Inc, 
■ Olona Lutz. Modlsonvllle. Clalm representa-
tive for the Soclal Security Administration. 
■ Cvnthla Read, Louisville. Education coordina-
tor for United Parcel Service. 
■ Marvin Russow, Mount Washington, Repre-
sentative with the United Food and Commerclal 
Workers union. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Monday, July 14, 1997 
Garry Barker great choice for center 
Garry· Barker is an excel• 
lent choice as the new di, 
rector of the Kentucky Folk 
Art Center in Morehead. 
Barker brings a number of 
assets to the job: 
►He knows the area, hav-
ing his family roots in Elliott 
County. 
►He is a respected author 
and well-known Appalachian 
story teller. He understands 
and appreciates folk art and 
has a common bond with the 
Appalachian artists whose 
works fill the center. 
► He has experience _in 
working with artists, having 
served as the director of the 
crafts program at Berea Col-
lege. 
►He recognizes the poten-
tial of the Kentucky Folk Art 
Center. "Local culture is the 
future of tourism," Barker 
said_. "The Folk Art Center 
will serve as a hub of tour-
ism and economic develop-
ment- for Eastern Kentucky 
and, at the same time, we are 
helping teach many Ken-
tucky students about their 
own heritage." 
Barker comes to the center 
at a critical time in its brief 
history. The center has just 
moved into the first floor of 
the old Union Wholesale Gro-
cery on First Street and is 
being transformed from a 
center with close ties to 
Morehead State University to 
one funded by the com-
munity. Fundraising will be 
one of Barker's primary du-
ties with the first goal being 
to raise $200,000 to renovate 
the second floor of the cen-
ter. 
The Kentucky Folk Art 
Center still is in its infancy, 
but it has the potential of be-
coming an educational tour-
ist attraction for Morehead. 
Garry Barker is the right 
person to help it reach that 
potential. 
°t I f\dd- - t-)-- . 5 - '1. 
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Tech sthools~ toldv to. brace for changt 
truth, he said. "But that's not good Patton says ski11s _ 
vital to business 
and community 
for the kind of education that a com-
munity-based college ought to be in-
volved in," he said. LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER,- LEXINGTON, Kv. ■ JHURSDAY, Jui.v 17, 1997 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
The Courier-Journal 
Patton told the technical-school of-
ficials !hey should brace for change. 
"And I can't tell you that there 
won't be disruption, because there 
will be," he said. ''You will be asked 
to do things that you don't under-
. stand, that are different from what 
Gov. Paul Patton said y~sterday you have been doing." 
that ~e wants to see the skills ·that He said he might try to make 
tech~1ca_I schools teach accorded the• changes in the system of secondary-
full digruty they deserve. school technical education in the 
"Even the most basic of skills in I next legislative session. 
this economy is more c~rebral" than ! 11we've not completed" the educa-
. manual !•bar, Patton 581~ at an ~u- tional- reforms the state needs, he 
al meeting of the state ~ teehmcal- said. "This is not a one-event proj-
school educators. Techmcal school• ect " 
ing, he said, "is primarily a mental · 
~-- ~e~se,brougbt·to fruition in some 
cases by the manual dexterity of indi-
viduals.1' -. 
In an address at the Common-
wealth Convention Center in Louis-
ville, Patton said there's no essential 
difference between a surgeon in a 
bloody i:own and others who work 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY. 
■ THURSDAY, JULY 17, 1997 
___ \\>ith t~eir hands and get dirtr,, 
·· · Society should "not classify as one • LOUISVILLE 
kind or the other" those who provide 
the services it needs, he said. Senate passes blll to fund ARC: The U.S. 
He said a principal aim of his ef- Senate passed legislation yesterday that includes 
fort to restructure post-secondary continued funding for the Appalachian Regional 
education is to make technical educa- Commission. The ARC would receive $160 million 
tion a more flexible tool to serve 
community and business needs. Un- as part of the Energy and Water Development 
der his plan, 13 community colleges Appropriations bill, :,vhich passed the Senate 99-0. 
were separated from the University Of those funds, $99.5 million would be set aside for 
of Kentucky's control and, with the ARC highways. Forty-nine Eastern Kentucky coun-
state's 25 post-secondary technical ties are eligible to receive ARC funds, which are 
schools, were put under a new edu- used for projects such as water treatment, school 
cational sys!em. health care and economic development. The legisla-
The technical schools were run by tion also contains $86 million for the TV A's non-
state government - "just about the power programs and-$7.9 million for the Land 
worst way ifaou can fii:ure to run a Between the Lakes. The legislation now must go to 
P0st·secon ry education syStem" - a House-Senate conference to.work out differences and the community colleges were run 
by UK, "the second worst way," Pat- in the bill. 
ton said. 
The kind of educational service 
both community and technical col-
leges should deliver "has to be flexi-
ble," and by nature, design and histo-
ry, universities resist change, he said. 
11That's good for universities," 
which are repositories of slow-chang-
ing bodies of knowledge, and whicll 
historically resisted efforts by gov-
ernment and the church to distort 
LCC chief 
• • res1gns1,-
take_s, p:ost 
with·· Iowa: 
Janice Nahra 
Friedel has 
resigned as 
president of 
Lexington 
Community 
College to 
become the 
head of 
Iowa's 
community 
college 
system. She 
has been 
LCC's 
president 
since April 
1994. 
BY HOLLY E. STEPP 
HERALD-lEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
Just two months after being 
censured by the college faculty, 
Lexington Community College 
President Janice Friedel is leav-
ing for Iowa. 
Friedel has resigned her po-
sition to become the head of 
lm'{a's system of 15 community 
colleges. She became president 
of LCC in April 1994. 
"I have always had a strong 
interest in Iowa's educational 
system, having worked there 
for most of· my professional ca-
reer," Friedel said. 
While Friedel has been cred-
ited with being the motivating 
force behind the college's in-
creased enrollment and course 
offerings, her three years at 
LCC have not been without con-
troversy.· 
In May, LCC's Faculty As-
sembly gave Friedel a vote of 
no confidence, charging that she 
"exhibited harassment, disre• 
• spect and verbal abuse of facul-
ty members." LCC has about 
160 faculty members. fflO('t ➔ 
I 
CON,-0 
In 1995, a racial discrimination 
lawsuit was• filed against the com-
munity college and the University 
of Kentucky. Eunice Beatty, LCC 
dean of academic affairs, alleged 
that Friedel tried to prevent her 
from becoming the college's per-
manent dean and then tried to 
force her out once she got thejob.1 
§,\ trial date has, been.: ·sebf6r. 
Fe6ruary 1998:.' .. ·. •·•-.:·:~--
~Friedel said she was not look-
ing· for a new job and took the 
Iowa: position because of the op-
pbi:'timity, not because of problems 
W!rlr.LCC faculty. 
_;;.}low is not the time to dwell 
o~iwst problems," Friedel said of 
her-relationship with the faculty. 
;.;'.'lt is the time for the college to 
coilsider its position within UK 
an<t'focus itself on service to the 
toififuunity." 
~Friedel, who is a native of 
Iowa and spent 22· years as a 
teacher and administrator in the 
state, said the job would provide 
iiew'challenges. 
· ;;;'This position is a tremendous 
oppbrtunity and· gives me the 
st;ttewide status that I do not have 
a~j}1e president of Lexington 
Conµnunity College," she said. 
·:'.in addition to heading the 
community college system in 
Iowa, which has an enrollment of 
60,000 students, Friedel will also 
be"tesponsible for secondary and 
post-secondary technical and voca-
tional education. 
-•She will oversee a budget of 
more than $140 million a year. 
The announcement of Friedel's 
departure drew a mixed bag of re-
sponses. 
Richard Blanchard, chairman 
of LCC's advisory board, touted 
Friedel as a visionary. 
"Dr. Friedel was the most out-
standing candidate when (LCC) 
searched for a new president," 
Blanchard said. "Her departure is 
a loss to the state's educational 
system." 
Blanchard said the changes 
Friedel made - such as adding more techn-i-
cal training courses - brought national 
recognition to the college. 
,·,\Nolen I Embry, president of 
LCC's Faculty Assembly, said he 
believed Friedel was- working to 
address the faculty's concerns, 
1 adding that Friedel had written 
letters to the faculty promising to 
solve the problems. 
I However, he did add that some 
of the faculty's problems would 
leave with Friedel. · 
"I hope that with Dr. Friedel's 
departure the college faculty and 
staff will.be able to do things to 
heal anci move forward," Embry 
said. 
"And that we can stay focused 
on the things we neei:I to do for the 
community," he said. 
Friedel will start her new po-. 
sition Aug. 15. She said she was 
pleased by what has been accom-
plished in the past three years. 
"I believe the faculty, staff and 
community need to take great 
pride in the accomplishments of 
this college," she said. 
"Community colleges are being_ 
called upon to do more for their 
states in terms of economic devel-
opment, and I think LCC has 
tremendous potential to do that." 
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Regents have ties to~ 2-rear; 
tech. s:chool·s--
Most ·appointees 
are familiar with 
colleges in system-
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
The Courier.Journal 
regent, said he was-recruited by Hop-
kinsville Community- College Presi-
dent James Kerley_ to ask legislators 
to take,UK's'.side:in\the,dlspute:" -. 
"The govemor's·,.,gor:some good 
ideas," Lutz said .lasf week. ''I just 
was not-privy to a lot of them." 
Banks, the Dunmor postmaster and 
president .of the· Hopkinsville-Chris-
tian-County NAACP, said he made lit-
tle headway with -legislators ·but did 
Diana Lutz's appreciation.for-com- leam,\~hat.this plan -from the gover> 
munity colleges dates from· 1988, nor was,all· about" He,,said Kerley 
when she resumed•her formal-educa- recommeildedchiniifor llil!ent. .. '· .. _. 
tion 10 years after graduating from Lu~}!anks\and:tii&,9tlierireglll1tii: 
high school - Ricliaid'.Bean~of.c.Louisville,.- and, 
Her re-entiy point· was the- state Martha•;;Johnson,,of?Ashhind1--were 
two-year school in Madisonville. nominilted,by thelJKtrustees. As part 
"It got me to where I am today," of a J:!>mpromise :with UK, half .the 
said Lutz, one· of eight- appointees to a govemo(.s,. appointees:;came . -from. a 
board of regents that will govern Ken- UK slate·and balf:from·:a,state com-
tucky's community and technical col- mittee ,that routinely makes nomina-
leges. The new boarc\ will hold its first !ions :;:for state , higher-education 
meeting today in Frankfort. boards,-
Most of the.appointees, named,last In· aimouncing~the appointments 
_],l:onday.J>Y-:.: Gov,:_ ~aw _ P~tton, ,had - 0 last M_onday,: Patt~n dow_nplay~ tjle 
-some pnor mvolvementcwith, one or potential for lingenng diV1S1on. As of 
both components.of.the.new state~ today,,they're neither UK nor non-UK 
tern, a product of ·the state~s post;sec- appointees,'' he said, 
ondary education act. But Lutz brings ~ 8!1 the regents, ~. a Bank.of 
a unique perspective. Louisville- lending: official who .was. 
She earned- an associate degree at named to a four-year term, has the 
Madisonville Community College and closest·UK ties, but he said last week 
ultimately a baccalaureate with hon- he took no part in "organized resis-
ors at the University of Southern Indi- tance" to the governor's plan. 
ana. Bean was president of the UK 
A more traumatic __ ~•nee Alumni Association in 1990-91. He h_as 
proved the value of technical- educa- also se';"ed O'! Jefferson Community 
tion. Lutz was already a paraplegic, College_s a~ry board and led 
but in December 1995 an automobile fund-drive planning for the two-year 
accident left her totally immobile and school, but he said he resigned from 
dependent on round-the-clock care. ~th those. pos!tions because . they 
Several of her caregivers were mi2ht conflict with his .'!•'! duties. 
nurse's aides that Lutz's sister Deb- Johnson, a commumcations man-
hie McCracken, had trained ai Ken- ager for Ashland· Inc., could not be 
tucky Tech's Madisonville campus. reacl_ted for comme_nt. A graduate of 
The Kentucky ColD!Ilunity and Ashland Commumty_ C~llege 3'!d 
Technical College System is intended Western ~entucky Uruvers1ty, she will 
to draw community and technical col- serve a SIX-ye'!" term. 
leges into closer cooperation while • 'fl!ree. appo1Dt~ from the state 
preserving . their f?1111al ~uton01!1Y· :in::n!~fvedo=~w~~· edi::1:. 
Lu~, a Social Se°'!nty Administration tion. One of them, Loma Littrell of 
cl811DS representative named to a.one- Hentlerson, co-owns Sunshine Tool & 
year term on the ne:,v board, said she Die, which makes plastic molds for 
understands the different purposes the,durable-i:oods industry. 
th;, two ~~rts of schools serve. Littrell smd her company recruits 
In umting them under on_e fl~g, w_e most of its 33 employees from Ken-
have to make sure that therr _div~rsi- tucky Tech's Henderson County 
ty's •~couragl:<1, but cooperation IS a Technology Center, a. secondary 
must, she_ satd. school. She serves on the advisory 
Last spnng, Lutz and at least one board for the center (which will not 
other regent-appointee fought Pat- be part of the new post-secondary 
ton's effort to separate 13 community system) and sees a need for more 
· colleges from the University of Ken- technicitl training 
tucky 3'!d align them with technical The school probably turns away 
schools ID a new state system. Lutz "half again as many students as we 
served on ACCESS, a UK-coordinated serve, because we don't have the 
group that opposed that part of the space " said Littrell who will serve a 
education plan. three-°year term as regent. 
John R. Banks Jr. of Hopkinsville, · · · 
who will serve a three-year term as a 
Cynthia Read,. education-programs 
·coordinator for United Pan:el· Service 
in Louisville, works with Jefferson 
Community College to provide a niix 
of work experience and college-level . 
courses to high school students. She 
also has worked with the community 
college and Kentucky Tech's Jeffer-
son Campus to customize.training for 
businesses. . 
The new state system "is just rildlt 
in 5Y_!!c'' with what ,l.Q;:_and"the Jef-
ferson, Campus, are. ·already doing, 
said Read; wlio'will' si:rve a five-year 
term. Marvin,Copes,. director of the 
Jefferson Campus;diaid Read "is well 
thought, of' ·at.l>oth'~ools. 
Copes said.he was also glad the re-
gents,inchide,a.representative of or-
l?!UlizecHaboi':--e- -Marvin Russow of 
Mount·Wasbirigion;c,president of the 
United·Food &.Commercial Workers 
Local 227, which includes most of 
Kentucky. Through union and non-
union training. programs, the. Jeffer-
~on Campus serves l,3_00 apprentices 
ID the carpentry, electrtcal;-.sheet-met-
.al, painting and. asbestos,abatement 
trades, Copes said. 
Russow, who will serve a six-year 
term, said his local's 16,000-members 
include high ·school students with· col-
lege plans, adult, work~rs-who want 
more education or job-related training 
and employers seeking skilled work-
ers. · 
"So this became an interest-to me 
from several aspects," he said. 
Michael Hoseus of Lexington, a hu-
man-resources manager for Toyota 
Motor Manufacturt!i,g who was 
named to a two-year term, said 
courses offered at Toyota's George-
town plant by six universities and col-
leges have shown him the value of 
educational outreach to workers. 
Patton said the· initial staggered 
terms will ensure continuity on the 
board; all subsequent appointments 
will be for six years. The governor's 
appointees· will .decide· on a method 
for picking six more members (one 
faculty, staff , and student member 
from each type of school) who will 
share three votes. 
Patton said his task was•complicat-
ed by a geographic clustering and 
shortage of women among nominees. 
The education law requires equal 
numbers of men and women and 
broad geographic distribution among 
regents, but five of the 24 nominees 
were from the Ashland area and only 
seven were women, Patton said. 
The naming of Banks, who is black, 
and Bean and Hoseus, who are Re-
publican, fulfill mandates for propor-
tional representation of African 
AmeriC8l!S and the major political 
parties. 
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Better ui graduate school~'will 
help entire· state 
BY MICHAEL T. NIETZEL 
R. ecent passage by the General As-sembly of the ~entucky Post-sec-- ondary Education Improvement Act 
of 1997 bririgs the promise that post-sec- -
ondary education has become a higher pri-
ority for Kentucky, a goal long sought by 
the University of Kentucky.- The basic as-
sllli:Jption of this legislation-is that a high-
quality, well-integrated; adequately funded 
systelll of higher education is critical to', 
Kerilucky's future, A first-rate system of 
higher education is key to ·our economic vi-
tality; technological and industrial develop-
ment, global competition, and the overall 
quality of life enjoyed by all Kentuckians. 
The act also reflects the belief that Ken-· 
tucky's future progress depends on elevat-
ing tlie cultural literacy and scientific so-
phi'stication of its citizens through expand-
ed access to an excellent system of higher 
edttcation. · 
A key provision of this legislation is· 
tHat_ UK become a "major comprehen~ive 
research institution ranked nationally in• 
the•top 20 public universities" in the na-
tion. Realizing this goal also means that 
UK will improve the education. of.its un-
dergraduate, graduate and professional 
students. 
.. Although all colleges and universities 
have the responsibility of preserving and 
trahsmitting knowledge, research universi'. 
ties IJ!ust, ina1c!l_ti,:>n; bei9!)votooJo.th~ 
creation anachscovery of knowledge. It is -
the opportunity for students to participate 
with faculty in such activity that distin-
guishes a research university. The best of 
these universities - which UK is on its 
way to becoming - requires that students 
learn the unique value of the discovery, 
process, whether it takes place in a labora-
tory, clinic, studio, library, museum-or lo-
cal community. 
A commitment to build 
a great research university 
inevitably requires an in-
creased appreciation of and 
investment in graduate edu-
cation. So it will be at UK. 
Consequently, it is impor-
tant that the public under-
stand why it has a great 
stake in UK's achieving sta-
tus as on of the world's out-
ble students. Graduate scholars are expect-
ed not just to understand existing knowl-
edge in their fields, they are trained- to be-
come independent scholars, capable of the 
scientific research, insightful scholarship 
and informed professional practice that 
push back the borders of knowledge and 
deepen our understanding of ourselves and 
our world. Graduate education guarantees 
our next generation of teachers, scientists, 
artists, health-care profes--
sionals, entrepreneurs and 
public leaders, Without a 
nationally recognized re-
search university, Ken-
tucky will likely suffer eco-
nomic stagnation and cul-
tural erosion. However, by 
making an investment suf-
ficient to· build a university 
known for excellence-in re-
search, teaching and gradu-
ate education, the· citizens 
of Kentucky will reap the 
following six long-term. 
benefits: 
■ Greater individual 
prosperity, As education increases, .so 
does a person's income. People with a 
bachelor's degree earn an average of 
$12,000 to $14,000 more annually than a 
high school graduate. For those with a 
master's, doctoral or professional degree, 
the iQcr~~ eamin~ are evep gr_eater. 
Part of this increased wealth is'because of 
the direct investments the federal govern-
ment makes in university research and ad-
vanced training. In 1996, faculty and grad-
uate students at UK brought the state 
more than $50 million in federal research 
and development alone. In addition, in the 
last year, nearly $80 million was awarded 
to UK for other external grants, contracts 
and research support. 
■ New talent for the state. Great 
universities attract and retain the best and 
brightest of our nation's students. When 
UK trains a new Ph.D., chances are good 
that the individual will stay in Kentucky 
and contribute to the state's progress. 
■ Leadership for business, indus-
try, and the connnunity. Not only do 
graduate students replenish and advance 
Kentucky's higher education system, they 
become its new business, industrial and standing research universi-
ties and why increased 
state funding to enable UK 
to reach that goal is crucial. 
What is graduate edu-
cation, and why should 
· _ community leaders. In the last two years, 
master's or doctoral graduates from UK 
have taken positions at some of Ken- · 
tucky's most influential businesses and'in-
stitutions as well as in its public school 
system, its leading hospitals and many ar-
eas of state government. 
Kentuckians. be concerned about it? While 
the typical aims of undergraduate educa-
tion are to expose students to the core of 
liberal arts and_to transmit some vocation-
ally useful skills, the goal of graduate edu-
cation is to provide advanced, rigorous 
training in an area of study to highly capa-
■ A higher standard of living. 
Graduate education channels our best intel-
lects to make countless discoveries and 
create bold inventions. These creations, in 
tum, lead to commercial development, bet-
ter physical and mental health, industrial 
expansion, cultural enrichment and greater 
personal and social understanding of the 
increasingly complex world in which we 
live. 
■ A better undergraduate educa-
tion. Contrary to some popular opinions, 
investing in graduate education benefits 
undergraduate students as well. The op-
portunity for undergraduates to interact 
with a teaching assistant or research assis-
tant recruited to UK's Graduate-School as 
on one of the nation's outstanding young 
scholars is a privilege that few undergrads 
will want to miss. Their appreciation of 
.higher education will likely never again 
waiver. · 
■ An enlightened citizenry. Beyond 
the preceding tangible benefits, the.most , 
lasting value of a great university is. that 
an enlightened democracy, a progressive 
civilization and an inclusive society-need 
an institution whose ultimate value-is the 
creation, interpretation and' transmission of 
knowledge. The public research and gradu-
ate university is that institution. The:citi-
zens of Kentucky should celebrate every 
opportunity to create a university whose 
purpose is to advance knowledge in all ar-.. 
eas of inquiry at a level of excellence that 
distinguishes itself and the state that in-
vested in it 
■Mlchael:T,_Nletzel is dean,of.the Grad-
uate School at the University of Kentucky. 
.. 
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Experts: Campus crime underreported 
By JOHN HANCHETI'E 
Gannett News Service 
Athlete violence, particularly as-
saults on women, moved two House 
members to seek the panel's backing 
WASHINGTON - Proponents of for a national summit on violence in 
ti~hter reporting requirements. for collegiate and· professional athletics. 
crune on U.S. college campuses told a Vermont independent Rep. Bernie 
House education panel Thursday that Sanders and Constance Morella, R-
the problem remains a huge one, de- Md., have introduced a resolution .for 
spite legislative attempts to solve it. such a summit, which would convene 
"The reality of violent crimes and government, business, . sports, aca-
property crimes at our nation's col- demic and community leaders•to ex-
leges and universities is alarming," plore the problem. 
said Benjamin Clery, president of Se- Morella: claimed •she.· has. studies 
curity on Campus, the nation's fore- showing,that.one in 12 male college most advocacy ____________ athletes surveyed 
group for accu- had committed 
rate reporting of _ . acts·· ''that meet 
campus crime. ' Advocates-for . the legal delini-
"Many college . ■ ~ ~ tion of rape. 11 
campuses in sub- reporting college "There is no 
urban and rural crime said school doubt that we 
areas are the idr.:iiid'I · \ have major prob-
high•crim~ ne~- administrators fudge· lems on our col-
borhoods m their • . I lege campuses," 
communities, statistics and bury she told the sub-
contrary to pub- ' Incidents of serious committee, "and 
lie-relations spins ; when school. offi-
th~t. school ad- ' crime In academic cials handle••inci-
mintstrators de- ' , dents of sexual 
rive from· t\'•ir·1· records. ~·secret by 1 assault by slap-
corrupted crune f d · 11 · - ping perpetrators 
statistics." I e era ' aWo ' on the wrist or by 
Clery and oth- \ denying such in-
er advocates told· ____________ cidents ever oc-
the House Post- cur, we are per-
secondary Education subcommittee petuatin(: the problem." 
that school administrators routinely She smgled out the University of 
fudge statistics and bury serious Nebraska, noting a football player 
crime under the minutes of internal there last year who admitted attack-
disciplinary boards and in academic ing his girlfriend was required to sit 
records kept secret by federal law. out two games and was then rein-
"Our mission," Clery told the com- stated· in time for the school's bowl 
mittee, "is to_ forewarn prospective game: "The message the university 
students, parents. ·and the .. campus sent out was this: Assault by star foot-
community about ,the prevalence :of ball players is acceptable behavior," 
crime on our nation's college and uni• Morella• said. 
they .throw like a giti, ·they are rein-
forcing and perpetrating an attitude 
in our culture tliat women are less 
than boys." 
Clery urged committee support of 
the Accuracy in Campus Crime Re-
portmg Act of 1997 as part of the pan-
el's reauthorizing programs under the 
standard higher-education bill. It 
would tighten previous legislation by: 
■ Requiring all campus aoministra-
tors - not just campus police - to 
report crime.- r . . • 
■ Expanding·the official definition 
of campus crime to conform to Uni-
form Crime Reporting:codes used by 
state and federal officials, thus adding 
manslaughter, lan:eny and arson to 
the list of-reportable college offenses. 
■ Requiring an annual report by 
the Department of Education on all 
crimes at all U.S: campuses. 
■ Requiring each college to keep a 
public crime log listing nanies and ad-
dresses of those charged. 
■ Opening campus disciplinary 
hearings that involve criminal accusa-
tions. 
■ Removing allegations :of criminal 
misconduct from education i.-records 
protected by ihe Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act. 
■ Forcing schools that do not com-
ply wit!\. the stricter reporting_ stan-
dards to forfeit 1 percent of therr fed-
eral-funding. 
versity campuses."\· ·. . ·• : ·· · · :, Supporting Sanders' and Morella's 
More specifically, Clery and- others resolution was Don McPherson, for-
decried a recent spate of criminal-as- mer quarterback for Syracuse Univer-
sault accusations against college alb· sity and now director of the Center 
letes. "Gang rapes have become 'a for the Study of Sport in Society at 
despicable and horrifying trend with- Northeastern University in Boston. 
c..o'l'l ,'D - ' 
Higher levels of suicide, homicide, ·a1cohol \ 
abuse, heart attacks, s_pons injuries, work-relat- I 
ed stress - '1he data 1s the way it is because 1 
men are acting like men, in ways typically vio- \ 
lent to themselves or others, or taking unnec• 
in the higher education community, "This is traditionally approached as 
usually perpetrated by athletic team a women's issue, which has thus al-
members and fraternity brothers.11.He lowed men to ignore it," he said. 
said such behavior often draws a rela- "This is really a men's issue. When 
tive wrist-slap from administrators. parents or coaches tell their children 
essa,y ris_ks-in ways women typically don't," / 
Hamssrud. 
- -<._ 
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University says it's high time to offer degree in ' tud • "Thts LS not a fad, a tongue-in-cheek kind of "There have been experie~ces in my life men S S les gimmick," said Rocco "Chip" Capraro, a histo- where men have do?e od~ thmgs t~ me ~r · ry professor at the coordinated men's and around 1/!e, ~nd taking thts course 1s a kind of 
B BEN DOBBIN -·- women's colleges. "The interest is much more therapy, said Schoeller, 19, of Danbury, N.H. 
The Associated Press serious, because men's problems are not going Men are molded _by social expectations much 
away." more than she reahzed, 
GENEVA, N.Y. - Diana Schoeller and Sher-
ry Lutzen want to know what makes men tick: 
how they think, what they feel, why they be-
have in certain ways. 
College classmate Christopher Myer shares 
their intrigue. 
"There's a lot of confusion right now about 
what being a man is,11 he said. ''We're up for 
murder, rape, dru7. abuse, violence, aggression. 
Obviously we don t know who we are since 
we're having all these problems." 
'A generation after women's studies began 
setting down roots on American campuses, 
scholars are integrating the study of men, or 
what it means to be male. 
On the slopes above this Finger Lakes town, 
the history and sociology of masculinity have 
been dissected in classes and workshops for a 
decade. This fa!~ Hobart and W"tlliam Smith 
Colleges will become the first university in the 
natiQp._ to_ offer a ~egree in men's studies. 
The caricature of 1990s guys trekking into ''Women are tau~ht the ideal body, the ideal 
the woods to beat drums and bond around a domestic responsibility thing, the ideal ward- · 
campfire might be difficult to shake, but analy- robe. Men are taught the ideal extracurricular 
sis of male roles in a quickly changing society activities, the ideal job, the ideal car,'' she said. 
is extending across an array of academic disci- "Each gender is left to the mercy of society to 
plines, from literature and religion to psycho lo- define who they become." 
gy and health. . . The liberal-arts school added a "Theories of 
In fact, U.S. college courses that delve ll!lo Masculinity" seminar for first-year students in 
manhood have proliferated frof\) about 40 m 1992. Its spring-semester course tackles such 
19_84 to more than 500 today, ~aid Sam _Fe- topics as sexism, homophobia, date rape and 
!"1ano, a [o~nder of the Amencan Men 5 Stud• domestic violence, using films like "Born on 
,es Association. th F rth of J I " "D r " d "Phila "Justaswomenandblacksandgaypeople e ~u,, · uy,. eiverance an · 
have been invisible in traditional studies, men delphia. 
have been hypervisible as public figures, writ- The class draws many more sophomores and 1' 
ers, scientists, military heroes _ but not as jumors than there's room fo~, a~d wom~n usu-
men,'' said sociologist Michael Kimmel of the ally ?Ulnllf\lber ~en-: a cunos1ty seen m most f'f'I 
State University of New York at Stony Brook. mens studies nationwide. 0 
For many Hobart and William Smith stu- "One could see it as men not really wanting 1 dents, instead of being an arcane subject, the to confront that which may be problematic : 
"Men and MasculinitY,11 course also delivers a about being a man,11 said·soci.Qlogy professor: ~ 
narc-nn,,1 i"'M,..,. ' .Jack Herris. who teaches alonm;ide Ca.oraro. 
,JvL~ ~1..., 1'\'11 
11/1:JU Cliµ ~-"ffjj~Ts 
A sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University 
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Education council 
has last meeting 
before handover 
Patton to name 
new state board's 
13 members today 
By MlCHAEL JENNINGS 
The Courier-Journal 
Over the next year, the council's 
staff - which also will serve the new 
council - will try to worlc out univer-
sity-to-university transfer 11olicies for 
those 128 fields. When complete, the 
policies still won't add up to com-
plete transferability of college 
courses, but they will help ensure 
that degree-track students can trans-
fer up to 48 hours of general-educa-
tion credits and up to 12 hours of spe-
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Yesterday cialized credits. 
marked a changing of the guard in The transfer frameworks make 
Kentucky's system of post-secondary Kentucky "the envy of a lot of 
education, as a venerable policy-mak:- states," but to reap the benefit stu-
ing body held its final meeting and a dents must "d...,;onate your ma,ior 
new board held its first. -__. ~ 
The state Council on Higher Edu- right ue front," said Gary Cox, the 
cation, which was established in 1934 councils executive director. 
but was given significant powers only But Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, D-Jef-
in 1966, completed one major task fersontown, who sponsored the law 
and did final housekeeping before requiring the policies, said they 
handing over its policy-making role should have been achieved much 
to the new Council on Postsecondary sooner. "It's ridiculous that this con-
Education. cept that everybody now agrees is a 
Gov. Paul Patton plans to appoint good idea" took six years after it was 
the new council today; he said yester- proposed to overcome inertia in the 
day that about half of his 13 appoint- higher-education system, he said. 
ments would come from the old In a farewell address to the old 
board. council, Patton exempted its members 
Patton's appointees to the new and staff from blame for the short-
Kentucky Community and Technical comings he is trying to remedy in the 
College Board met yesterday to be post-secondary education law he 
briefed on their duties and decide pushed through the legislature in 
ho~ to add th~ six campus represen- May. Any blame should lie instead 
tatives who will complete their mem- with "the elected leaders that estab-
bership. They decided that each of lished an organization to coordinate 
those faculty, staff and student mem- our higher-educational institutions 
bers must come from a different cam- and then refused to listen to it," Pat-
pus of the new system, which in- ton said. 
eludes 13 community colleges and 25 1n other action yesterday, the coun-
technical schools. cil approved two new degree pro-
In its main action yesterday, the grams at the University of Louisville 
Council on Higher Education ensured - a doctorate of audiology and a 
that students a! state community col- master's in physical therapy - and an 
leges who decide soon after enroll- associate of applied science in indus-
ment to pursue any of 183 four-year trial plastics technology at Jefferson 
degrees can transfer after two years Community Collegll. 
to a . state university with no loss of U of L o~c\als said its new degrees 
credit. respond to nsmg standards for educa-
The approval of "frameworks" tional P:eparati?n in the two fields. 
governing the transfers from two- I They srud ~ere s an _urgent need for 
year to four-year schools fulfills a law more phys1_cl!1,therap1Sts and that the 
~at set a fall deadline for their adop- n_ew doctorate coul~ land the _univer-
tion. The council initially tried to go s1ty ~ yeterans Affrurs ~ant auned at 
beyond the law by making it equally providmg 3!-1 . VA _aud1_ologists with,. 
easy for degree-track students to ~octoral trauung Vlll distance learn-· 
transfer between universities but the mg. 
deadline got in the way of that. . Later y~erday, Patton told ~ 
Last March, the council approved eight ap~mtees to the commuruty 
policies that govern transfers from and technical college board that they 
two-year to four-year schools and be- ~o_ul?, have the_ "awesome responsi-
tween universities for 55 major fields. ~1lity of . s~apmg th~ new system 
The council " realized that we were because 1t lS, as a child, completely 
going to h~ve ~ouble" getting the job unfonned." 
done on time m the more ambitious 
fashion, so it just met the letter of the 
law for the remaining 128 fields, said 
Sue Hodges Moore, the council's 
deputy executive director for aca-
demic programs. 
The new system - forged from the 
fonner University of Kentucky Com-
munity College System and the tech-
nical-school system run by the Work-
force Development Cabinet - will 
have a presence in almost 90 of Ken-
tucky's 120 counties. Its budget -
$322 million in 1997-98 - makes it 
the state's third-largest post-secon-
dary educational enterprise, after UK 
and U ofL 
The board will include one student, 
one faculty member and one staff 
member from each of the two types of 
schools in the new system; the six 
new members will share three votes. 
Board member Richard Bean of Lou-
isville recommended the requirement 
that each of the six represent a differ-
ent college or technical-school service 
area. 
To ensure that aim is achieved, the 
board decided students would elect 
their board members first, then staff 
and finally faculty. 
Ed Ford, Patton's special adviser on 
education, said Patton's appointees to 
the new Council on Postsecondary 
Education will meet to select officers 
as soon as they are named today. He 
said that will help ~te the search 
for a council president, since the 
council chairman and other council 
members must serve - along with 
legislative and gubernatorial appoin-
tees - on a Strategic Committee for 
Postsecondary Education that will 
conduct the search for a president. 
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Colleg~redit transfer plan OK'd 
BY. flou y E. STEPP 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
FRANKFORT - The Council 
on Higher Edu.cation yesterday ap-
proved a policy to guarantee that 
credits from Kentucky's community 
college will transfer to the state's 
other public institutions. 
The council's 'action was one of 
its last during its •final meeting as 
the governing body of Kentucky's 
public universities. 
The council was • eliminated 
with the passage of Gov. Paul Pat-
ton'°s higher education reform pack-
age, which restructures how the 
state's community colleges, voca-
tional schools and universities are 
governed. 
Patton today will. announce_the 
13 members who will sit on the 
Council on Postsecondary Educa-
tion, the successor to the Council on 
Higher Education. 
. Patton commended the outgo-
ing council for its "selfless public 
service" in advocating higher edu-
cation reform, even though it meant 
dissolving the council itself. 
Although most of the work 
needed to revamp the state's higher 
education system was deferred to 
the new postsecondary education 
board, the council's new transfer 
guidelines will help resolve a long-
standing complaint from students 
- the refusal by one public institu-
tion in Kentucky , to . give college 
credit from another in Kentucky 
"J:h~ngw frameworks.wUl.al-
low a community college student to 
transfer 60 hours of credit to a uni-
versity toward their bachelor's de-
gree," said Hilma 'Prather, chair-
woman of the council's programs 
committee, 
The council also approved four 
new academic programs, including 
. a master's program in accounting 
at Northern Kentucky University 
and master's of physical therapy at 
the University of Louisville. 
While the Council on Higher 
Education finished its final busi-
ness, another arm of Patton's high-
er education reform program began 
work. .• 
The board of regents of the new 
Kentucky Community and Techni- · 
cal College System was sworn in 
yesterday and began to debate the& 
complexities of starting a new {Of;! 
erning system, .l.'.'. 
The board is charged with lead--
ing the 25 Kentucky Tech schools· 
and 12 community colleg~ former-
ly controlled by the University of 
Kentucky. . !·:. 
The board appointed membe.r~ 
Martha Johnson of Ashland. as, 
chairwoman and Marvin Russow.qi• 
Mount Washington as vice-chair~ 
man. . ~:, 
It also set procedures to appoint' 
the six additional members to tt\e,' 
board of regents. A student, a sta~f; 
member and a faculty member from, 
both the community colleges and, 
Kentucky T_ech schools will be ap, 
pointed to the board. I!;, 
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Morehead· makes station break 
Macy era opens new doors but closes 3-year partnership 
BY MARK.STORY 
HERALD-lEAoER STAFF WRITER 
· Another controversy has arisen 
around the Morehead State University 
men's basketball program, this time over 
who will control the rights to broadcast 
the university's games-on the radio. 
With Kyle Macy aboard as men's bas-
ketball coach, MSU officials believe the 
time is ripe to add stations to the network 
that carries Eagles games and to boost the 
revenues generated by the broadcasts. 
But to achieve this, the university 
has decided it must part ways with the 
Morehead-based company that had held 
the radio rights for the past three·years, 
In Juni:! the university chose not to 
pick up"a oiie-year option with Spoitsnet 
Inc., a company owned by Jim Forrest, a 
Morehead businessman who also owns 
radio station WMOR in Morehead. 
Instead, MSU sought bids for the radio 
rights. University officials say they were 
hoping that Host Communications, the 
Lexington-based company that is a power-
house'm the world of college sports radio 
networking, would bid for the rights. 
But when the bids were opened 
July 15, Forrest's co,d,pany was the 
only one that had bl/:!. So school offi-
cials announced t!yit ttiey were re-
opening the biddin!J'f 
That decision• has Forrest cry-
ing foul. 
He says heps being punished 
for allowing ~mments critical of 
the Morehead tate administration 
on his radio s. lion. 
"This is- a payback," he said. 
"That is all it is. They didn't like 
some of the things that were said on 
my radio station, so they're taking 
the games away from me. To me, it 
is almost a free speech issue." 
Last season, when the universi-
ty decided not to renew the con-
tracts of men's basketball coach 
Dick Fick and ·,vomeq's coach Janet 
Gabriel, both coaches went on 
WM()R"i;lll! shows and sharply crit-
icized the university administration. 
Mike Mincey, a universi~ vice 
president who 
oversees the ath-
letic department, 
denies that For-
rest is being pun-
ished for what 
Fick and Gabriel 
said on his sta-
tions. 
According to 
Mincey, the uni- Mincey 
versity had suffi-
cient other reasons to be displeased 
with Forrest and his company. 
For the 1995-96 season, Sports-
net was eight months late in paying 
its rights fee to the school. When it 
did pay, the check initially bounced 
(Forrest said the payment was late 
because he had a dispute with a 
former business partner and had to 
buy him out; university officials 
said Sportsnet eventually made 
good on the check). 
Mincey also said that Forrest 
had frustrated university offi~ials 
by not supplying a specific lisr'of 
which stations on his network were 
carrying which games. The univer-
sity needed that list, school athletic 
director Steve Hamilton said, Sil it 
could show corporate sponsors 
where and when they were being 
promoted over the air. . 
"All these things, they were a fac-
tor somewha~" Mincey said. "But ba· 
sically, it was a business decision. 
Nothing more, nothing less. We think 
with Kyle Macy, we have a chance to 
take our network to another level." 
'We can do better' 
According to figures provided 
by the- university, MSU made 
$1,022 from the radio broadcasts of/ 
itf~·mes during the 1995-96 seal 
son, The year before, it was $1,134. 
·' · Figures for 1996-97 are not yet 
available. 
Drawing on the name of Macy, 
one of the most popular players ever 
to play at Kentucky, Hamilton said 
the university's marketing pecple be-
lieve the school could reap as much 
as $12,000-$15,000 in profits this year 
from basketball broadcasts alone. 
"Certainly, we feel like we can 
do better," he said. 
Last season, according to a form 
Forrest submitted to the university, 
there were six stations on the More-
head men's basketball network, plus 
two others that carried a partial 
schedule. He said four stations car-
ried MSU football last season. 
Morehead officials are still 
hopeful that Host Communications 
will make a bid on their rights. 
Host holds the rights to University 
of Kentucky games and employed 
Macy when he was working as col-
or analyst on the UK radio net-
work. 
Officials at Host did not return 
phone calls yesterday. 
Forrest said he will not bid 
again and that he will not allow 
whoever controls the rights to 
broadcast Morehead games on his 
radio station. He hopes to pick up 
UK games on WMOR. 
Morehead officials say if no one 
bids this time - or if Forrest 
changes his mind and is the only 
bidd_er again - the university will 
produce its own radio broadcasts 
with the university-owned WMKY 
as the flagship station. They have 
already decided to use WMKY for 
football and women's basketball. 
Either way, Forrest feels betrayed. 
He estimated tha~ after expenses, 
he will make around $1,700 for 1900-97. 
But the presence of Macy means 
this was a year when owning the 
rights to Morehead games could 
have been lucrative, Forrest said .. 
He thinks his network could have 
made between $10,000 and $30,000. 
"Everybody up here is Macy-
crazy," Forrest said. "After I was 
here with them in the lean times, 
they go and cut me out when there 
was a chance for both of us to make 
some money. It's just not right." · 
But Mincey said the university, 
whose athletic program is subsidized 
by tax dollars, owes it to. taxpayers 
to maximize any money it can 
squeeze out of its athletics programs. 
"At this level, every dollar you 
can generate is such a plus," he said. 
"The whole idea of (using) general 
fund money for athletics has long 
been in question. We have to do 
anything and everything we can to 
put us in a better position. And that 
is what we are trying to do." 
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Bike police 
shifting gears 
on criminals 
Morehead using pedaling 
patrols for prevention 
By MELISSA CORNETT aren't expecting to see .. You Green said the department 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT can pull up on people and sit would like to add another bike 
____________ there for a minute, and then when funds are available. 
MOREHEAD _ The More- they see_ us," he said. The offi~er will patro) the 
head Police Department is He said so far, the response c~pus: with a~ emphasis on 
beefing up its patrolling capa- fro1'.'. the commumty has been dimly lit areas like the stretch 
bilities by adding anDther po,~1tive. fro~ Normal Hall to Jayne 
type of vehicle to its fleet of I talked to a lot more people Stadmm _and Eagl': Lake. 
Crown Victorias _ bicycles. on the bike than I ever got the I He said the bike program 
"These bikes aren't your chance to talk to in the cruis- has been very successful at 
regular Wal-Mart Huffy," Lt. er," Sexton said. · other universities like the Uni-
Bob Criswell said. Officers on bikes can also versity of Kentucky and West-
In fact, the department's hear better than their counter- ern. 
newest weapon in fighting parts in cars what's going on Ashland has had a bike pa-
crime is more like a souped- on the street. trol for more than a year. It's 
up version of the mountain "That's something you miss proven to be a very effective 
bike. when you're driving an air- tool in displacing crime. said 
Each 24-speed bike is conditioned cruiser with the Chief Ron McBride. 
equipped with shocks, rapid- windows rolled- up," Sexton He said the increased vis-
fi:e gear changers_. low and said. ibility of the five bike patrol 
high-beam headlights. gel Waltz said the bike patrol-
seats and flashmg rear reflec- lers mainly serve warrants officers from the department 
tors. . and enforce anti-loitering laws has been used more for pre-
The _city p_urchase_d three of on parking lots but if the offic- ventive purposes. 
the bikes m April out of ' . 
funds from a Law Enforce- ers are close enough the_y will "In a city the size of Ash-
men! Block Grant. take any call that comes m. land, it is hard to always be at 
The funding which in- If they make an arrest, they th . . ht I t th . ht ' 11· · t "k h eng pace.a eng eluded a 10 percent match ca m crmsers o pie up t e . " . " . 
from the city, totaled $S,S00. suspect. /Ime, he said. The bike patrol 
"We are using the bikes. Waltz said while the bikes is a very effective patrol tactic 
not so much as an enforce- have helped in patrolling the because they can be seen out 
ment thing, but as more of a streets, the main objective of there and I think people are 
preventive measure," ~aid the program is to bring the of-
Sgt. Randy Waltz, bike patrol ficers closer to the community. less likely to be committing 
coordinator. ··1t makes the neighbors feel some of these crimes because 
Waltz said the officers are good to know that you're doing of it." 
out on the bikes at various something to prevent crimes," 
hours of the day and night on he said. "It shows them that 
Main Street and in residen- we're not just coming in, tak-
tial areas across the city. ing a report and leaving it as 
He said the bike patrol is that." ·· 
usually beefed up on Friday Morehead State University 
and Saturday nights. when police ·hope to add a bike pa-
the city streets are crowded trol officer this fall. 
with teen-aged cruisers. Director of Public Safety Ri-
··were able to travel more chard Green said the depart-
freely through bumper-to- ment has purchased one bike 
bumper traffit. and just about and currently has an officer in 
anywhere else we need to go." Mountain Bike Training 
bike patrolman David Sexton sahool at Western Kentucky 
said. University .. 
Sexton said he and fellow "It's something we have 
bike patrollers Mike Jones. wanted to' do for a long time," 
James Sergent and Steve Green said. 
Howard have gotten puzzled 
looks in their spins around 
town on their bikes. 
··Ifs something that people 
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State agencies requesting $5 billion 
By MARK If. CHELLGREN 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
FRANKFORT - From $106 
million for a new office build-
ing in the capital to $200,000 
for a surgical laser at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky medical 
center, state agencies have 
long and expensive wish lists: 
Agencies across state gov-
ernment have compiled · con-
struction and equipment re-
quests totaling $5.04 billion for 
the coming four years. The 
Capital Planning Advisory 
Board, made up of representa-
tives from across state govern-
ment, began wading through 
the requests Thursday and or-
ganizing them for presentation 
to the 1998 General Assembly. 
The board has ranked the re-
quests in order of importance 
in the past, but the legislature 
has seldom paid attention to 
the rankings when choosing 
which projects it would fi-
nanj!e: -
Nearly half the proposals are 
for new construction or.signifi-
cant expansions. Renovation 
or maintenance proposals ac-
count for one-fifth of the total. 
The remainder involve grant 
or loan programs, such as local 
sewer matching funds, pur-
chase of information technol-
ogy and equipment. 
The proposals will further be 
whittled down by Gov. Paul 
Patton's office, which must 
present a budget proposal 
early in t)lf session. It will be 
up to the legislature to deter-
mine which projects, if any, ul-
timately are approved. 
Most of the projects pro-
posed - ·$3.1 billion worth -
involve financing with bond 
funds, something the legisla-
ture in recent years has been 
reluctant to approve because it 
takes on more debt for the 
state. 
The next largest chunk of 
projects - $518 million -
would be financed with gen-
eral tax receipts. 
Higher education is far and 
away the largest source of the 
proposals - $2.1 billion. But 
there are divisions even 
among higher education sup-
porters. 
While the individual univer-
sities submitted their own 
lists, the Council on Postsec-
ondary Education endorsed 
only seven specific building 
proposals. At the top of the 
council list is a $38 million sci-
ence building at Northern Ken-
tucky University. 
The Tourism Cabinet has 
proposed five new golf courses 
at state parks and renovation 
or expansion of several others. 
New lodges and 18-hole courses 
are proposed for Green River, 
Mineral Mound, Grayson 
Lake, Carr Creek and- Yates-
ville Lake. 
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The State Fair Board wants 
to spend $24 million to reno-
. vate Cardinal Stadium. UK 
wants to spend the same 
amount to expand Com-
monwealth Stadium. 
Centre names professor as acting president 
DANVILLE, Ky. - Centre College has appointed a longtime profes-
sor and administrator as acting president and organized a search 
committee to find a permanent replacement for President Michael F. 
• Adams, who will leave Sept. 1 to head the University of Georgia 
system. 
The fair· board also men-
tioned a study of a possible ex-
pansion of Freedom Hall. 
There is nothing in UK's re-
quest about money for a ilew 
basketball arena, which is a 
hot topic in Lexington _as_ a re-
placement for the city-owned 
Rupp Arena. 
Milton M. Reigelman, who joined the small, private college in 1971, 
will serve as acting president after Adams leaves. An English profes-
sor, he has served as associate dean, vice president for planning and 
resources, director of the overseas program in Strasbourg,. France, 
and dean of the Centre Governor's Scholars Program. 
Reigelman has a bachelor's degree from the College of William and 
Macy, a master's from the University of Pennsylvania and a master's 
and doctorate from the University of Iowa. 
Federal judge and Centre alumnus Pierce Llvely of Danvllle will 
head the 11-member presidential search committee. Llvely said the 
college plans to hire a national search firm, as it has done with the 
past two searches. He could not estimate how long the process would 
take. 
Louisville wants to spend 
$500,000 for a 49-foot research 
vessel. UK has no request to 
add to its fleet. 
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·centre tap~; 
-temporary ;:I; 
chief, pane![ 
BY SHERYL EDELEN 
CENTRAL KENTUCKY BUREAU 
DANVILLE - Centre College 
has appointed an interim presi-
dent and a committee to search 
for a permanent leader. But 
trustees are not rushing the 
process. 
"We plan to work as expedi-
tiously as possible, but )Ve're not "'E 
going to rush and take the Mlchael-M. /_¥; 
chance of overlooking a qualified Rlegelman 
candidate," said Pierce Lively, will sei:ve as, • 
search committee chairman. acting · 1 
Centre President Michael president of . 
Adams, 49, became president of Centre. • 
the University of Georgia last College until 
month. He starts Sept. 1. a permanent',.' 
Michael !VI. Riegelman, 55, president is···': 
who served as director of the hired. ' 
school's residential overseas pro- 9 l ' 
gram last year, will serve as act-
ing president until a permanent president is hired. 
In addition to numerous academic honors, he;'l!lsoi 
served as a Fulbright lecturer in Poland and' 
Ukraine. , 1 
Academic recruiters say the 1,000-student col0 ' 
lege should have no problem attracting talented can-• 
dictates. 
"Centre could attract a very broad field of first-
class professionals who are ready to be college pres-· 
idents, but haven't had the opportunity," said Dai, 1 
Parker, partner of Schuyler, Baker and Parker, l!.'ti; 
Atlanta-based recruiting firm. ·,.,c. 
Parker said Adams' eight years of solid leader- .. 
ship at Centre had left the school with a solid fadit->' 
ty, excellent student body and committed board-llfl: 
trustees. iJd( 
Lively, search committee chairman for the last 
two presidential searches, said the 15-member groufl 
will meet over the next three to four months to ptit• 
together a job description and begin a national 
search. After that, he said, it could be almost a year 
before the candidate is hired and begins work. 
A sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University 
INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40361-1689 
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Some of the old spices new college council 
BY HOLLY E. STEPP -:one of the first tasks of the The council held its first meet-
HERALD-lEA□ER Eouc,noN WRITER new council will be to begin the ing later in the day, appointing 
FRANKFORT - Gov. Paul search for a president to oversee Hardin as chairman and White-
Patton yesterday appointed a the new system, a process that head as vice-chairman. Whitehead· 
new 15-member council to lead will take at least six months - has served as vice chairman for 
Kentucky's reformed higher edu- too late to have any real impact irn the old council. , 
cation system that in large part ttui 1998 General Assembly, Pat- Until the new president is: 
looks like the board it replaces. ton said. found, Gary Cox, executive direc-
The new Council on Postsec- · The president will serve as th_e tor of the Council on Higher·'Edu-1 
ondary Education, which will set CEO of sorts for the new universi-J cation, will serve as acting presi-i 
overall policy and strategy for· ty_system, answering to the Coun-: dent. The staff of the old agency! 
the state's universities, is made cilcon Postsecondary Education. will also continue in their same, 
up of six members of its prede- ··-,Among the holdover members jobs, but will now work for thei 
cessor, the Council on Higher Ed- ·are Leonard Hardin, who served new council. I 
ucation. as chairman of the old council and Patton said the council's indei 
Patton selected 13 lawyers, was later elected as the group's pendence would be critical to itsi 
educators and business people to chairman; Marlene Helm, an ad- success, adding that it would be: 
serve-for one to six years from a ministrator with Fayette County beholden to no one except the', 
list of 39 nominees. There are schools; and Charles Whitehead,, state's residents. I 
seven men and six women; two an Ashland Inc. exemtive. I And to prove his point Patton: 
of the members are black. The re- Other appointees include for-; asked the 13 new members of the. 
mairiing two members represent' mer state legislator_ and Kentucky1 Council on Postsecondary Educa-, 
students and faculty and were Supreme Court Justice Walter Bak .. tion what they would do if they, 
selected by those groups. er, and Lee Todd, owner of D~ta- felt their authority was being cir-
Patton said nominating for- Beam Corp.,and t~e o_nly Lexmg- cumvented by politicians. 
mer Council on Higher Education• ton res1:Ient to be nommat~d. , "Resign," they answered in 
members adds continuity to the Remta Edwards, a Umvers1ty unison 
board. of Louisville law graduate student, · 
"We have enough people who was selected to represent students 
already understand the old sys- on the council, and University of Council members 
tern and some of its problems Kentucky business professor Merl 
and enough new people to bring Hackbart will represent faculty. 
in fresh ideas and change," he Hackbart also serves as a special 
said. assistant in the Governor's Office 
"This council, in appearance for Policy and Management. 
as well as in fact, is a council. Most of the appointees have 
committed to doing what is right some sort of ed11cation ties; many 
for Kentucky." . of the members have served on 
The new Council on Postsec- various university boards of 
ondary Education is charged trustees or the Prichard Committee 
with turning the state's eight uni- for Academic Excellence. 
,eisities into a· comprehensive At least one member, Shirley 
rroup. The now-defunct Council· Menendez of Paducah, has con-
;n Higher Education was founded tributed to Patton's gubernatorial 
n 1934 but had no real power to campaign. Two of the members 
;et poli~y until 1966. It often_ had graduated from University of 
:o settle disputes between umver- Lomsv1lle; three graduated from 
;ities. ' University of Kentucky. Two of 
· "The problem has not been the UK alumni hold coveted sea-
Nith the council, but the problem son tickets to UK basketball 
1as been with the expectation that games. 
10body would listen to them." Pat-
on.said, 
Here are the members of the new 
Council on Postsecondary Education. 
Tenn expiration In parentheses. 
Nonna Adams, Somerset. Western Kentucky 
University and University of Kentucky. Lawyer, 
former Somerset city attorney. (1997) 
Walter Baker, Glasgow. Harvard College and 
Hatvard Law School. Lawyer, former state sena•, 
tor, former Kentucky Supreme Court Justice. 
(2001) 
Steve Barger. Louisville. Attended University of 
Louisville, Indiana University Southeast. 
Business manager, Kentucky State District 
Council of Carpenters. (1998.) 
Peggy Bertelsman, Fort Thomas. Northern 
Kentucky University and .University of Cincinnati. 
Former NKU executive. Former member, Council 
on Higher Education. {2002) 
Renita Edwards, Louisville. University of 
Louisville graduate student. Student representa• 
tive. (1997) 
Merl Hackbart, Lexington. South Dakota State 
University and Kansas State University. . 
University of Kentucky professor. Faculty repre-
sentative. (2000) 
Leonard Hardin*, Louisville. University of 
Louisville. chairman of National City Bank of 
Kentucky. immediate past chairman, Council on 
Higher Education. (1999) 
Marlene Helm*, Nicholasville. Kentucky State 
University and University of Kentucky. Director of 
elementary schools, Fayette County schools, 
(2000) 
Ronald Greenberg•, Louisville. Queens College 
and Columbia University. Senior vice president. 
Jewish Hospital. (2000) 
Shirley Menendez•, Paducah. Murray State 
University and Southern Illinois University. 
Administrator, Livingston County school~. (2001 
James Miller•, Owensboro. George Wastiington 
University and University of Kentucky. lav.yer, 
former chairman of the Council on Higher 
Education. (1997) 
Marcia Ridings, London. Georgetown College 
and University of Kentudl.y. Lawyer and past 
president, Kentucky Bar Association. (1999) 
Lee Todd, Lexington. University of Kentucky and 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Founder. 
DataBeam Inc. and Kentucky Science and 
Teehnology Council. (2002) 
Lois Welnberg, Hindman. Randolph•Macon 
Woman's College and Hatvard University. 
Educator. (1998) 
Chartes Whitehead•, Ashland. Central State 
University. Ashland Inc. (1998) 
• denotes member of now-Oefunct Council on Higher 
Education 
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13 named to new education council 
Postsecondary 
group includes 
6 from old board 
of London, a past president of the 
Kentucky Bar Association; Lee 
Todd of Lexington, founder of Data 
Beam Inc. arid the Kentucky Sci-
ence and Technology Council; Lois 
Weinberg of Hindman, a UK trustee 
3y MICHAEL JENNINGS 
lbe Courier-Journal 
1 and former chairwoman of the Pri-
chard Committee for Academic Ex-
cellence; and Bak~r. 
FRANKFORT, Ky . ...:.. Gov. Paul 
'atton chose mostly familiar faces· 
'or the board that will form the 
inchpin of Kentucky's new postse-
:ondary education system. 
Patton's 13 citizen-appointees to 
he Council on Postsecondary Edu-
:ation, announced yesterday, in-
:lude six holdovers from the Coun-
:il on Higher Education, which the 
1ew panel replaces, and one former 
nember of the old board. Four oth-
ers have track records as education-
11 advocates, and one of those -
.Valter Baker of Glasgow - is a 
'armer legislator and state Supreme 
:ourt justice. 
Patton named one of his own ad-
;isers - Merl Hackbart, the gover-
1or's special assistant for policy 
nanagement and a former state 
,udget director - to represent fac-
llty members on .the new council. 
liackbart, a management professor 
it the University of Kentucky, is 
llso a close associate of current 
;tate budget director Jim Ramsey. 
The governor named former Uni-
1ersity of Louisville Student Gov-
ernment Association President Ren-
ta Edwards as the council's student 
nember. The higher education re-
'orm law, enacted in May, assigns 
:he remaining seat on the 16-mem-
>er council to Education Commis-
iioner Wilmer Cody. 
The holdover members from the. 
,Id council are: Leonard Hardin ofl 
l.ouisville, chairman of Nationall 
:ity Bank; Marlene Helm of Nicho-1 
:asville, director of elementary 
;chools for the Fayette County 
;chools; Ronald Greenberg of Lou-
isville, senior vice president at Jew-
ish Hospital; Sherley Menendez of 
Paducah. an administrator for Liv-
ingston County schools; James Mill-
er, an Owensboro attorney; and 
Charles Whitehead of Ashland, an 
,xecutive with Ashland Inc, 
The other citizen-appointees are: 
Norma Adams of Somerset, a direc-
:or of the Kentucky Advocates for 
liigher Education; Steve Barger of 
l.ouisville, business manager of the 
Kentucky State District Council of 
Carpenters; Peggy Bertelsman of 
Fort Thomas, a former Northern 
Kentucky University executive and 
'ormer member of the Council on 
cligher Education; Marcia Ridings 
Todd's councii lobbies for more 
emphasis on science and technol-
ogy iri economic development and 
in education. Adams, Baker and 
Todd are current or former mem-
bers of the Prichard Committee, an 
influential citizens' advocacy group. 
"All in all it looks like a very 
strong group, JJ with experience as 
former council members and "some 
folks out of the community from 
around the state who have been 
strong advocates for higher education 
for years," said Prichard Committee 
Executive Director Robert Sexton. 
Ed Ford, Patton's special adviser 
for education, said Weinberg would 
have no conflict of interest because 
her trustee's appointment expires 
July 31. He said Hackbart would be a 
strong asset because he advised a 
state task force on postseconda9: 
education and is "totally familiar ' 
with the new law. 
Ford said Barger's appointment re-
flects one aspect of the new council's 
expanded powers. Occupational edu-
cation at postsecondary technical 
schools was previously the province 
of the Workforce Development Cabi-
net, but the reform law puts it on a 
par with college and university edu-
cation and assigns all three to the 
new council. 
The new council can take a strong-
er hand than its predecessor was able 
to do in budgeting, academic-pro-
gram review, eliminating duplication, 
charting educational strategy and 
holding schools accountable. 
The council met briefly yesterday 
and elected Hardin as chairman and 
Whitehead as vice chairman - the 
same posts they held on the Council 
on Higher Education. 
No further meetings have been 
scheduled, but council spokeswoman 
Debbie McGuffey said Hardin ex-
pects to promptly appoint five other 
council members to a Strategic Com-
mittee on Postsecondary Education. 
That committee will search for a 
president for the Council on Postse-
condary Education. Gary Cox, the ex-
ecutive director of the old council, 
will serve as interim president. 
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U of L receives gift of $5 million: A $5 
million bequest from William H. and Dena F, 
Evans to the University of Louisville's Department 
of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences is thought 
to be the largest gift ever to the university from an 
individual, the school said yesterday. Most of the 
money will be used to create an endowed chair and 
a research and education center in the department, 
a university statement said. The remainder will go · 
for new staffing and for a matching fund to attract: 
additional research dollars. William H. Evans : 
graduated from the university's school of medicine; 
in 1921 and spent most of his professional career 
as a practicing ophthalmologist and otolaryngolo-
gist in Youngstown, Ohio. He died in· 1984. Dena 
Evans, who died last August, was a former presi-
dent of the American Medical Association 
Auxiliary. 
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State announces plans to build 
technical school in Pikeville 
PIKEVILLE, Kr., -A postsecondary technical · 
school will be budt in downtown Pikeville Gov 
Paul Pa!!on announced Monday. ' · 
The Pike County Regional Technical Center is 
sch~duled·to_open in tw? years. It will cost $12 
1!1Ilhon to build al)d eqmp and will offer classes in 
fields such as busmess, automotive technology and 
health careers. 
The Pike school and one under construction in 
Hopkinsville will be Kentucky's 26th and 27th post-
secondary technical schools. 
The Pikeville and Hopkinsville schools ''will be 
example~ of changes to come in postsecondary 
c_ommumty-based education. They will be coopera-
tive ventures between Kentucky Tech and communi-
ty colleges, and they will be responsive to the needs 
of local students and employers," Patton said. 
A sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University 
INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
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Improvement plan for KSU approved 
University head 
calls state council's 
delay 'vecy strange' 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
The Courier-Journal 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Kentucky 
State University officials claim their 
school - the state's only historically 
black university - has been treated 
like a second-class citizen by the very 
group that's supposed to ensure 
equality among the state's universi-
ties. 
In March, the state Council on 
Higher Education put a hold on 
KSU's portion of a five-year plan for 
expanding opportunities for African 
Americans at the state's eight public 
universities and its community col-
lege system. It approved the sections 
of the plan that dealt with the other 
schools. 
On Monday, the council approved 
KSU's portion of the plan, which 
among other things supports the cre-
ation of a center for the study of 
Kentucky's African Americans, a 
master of science degree in aquacul-
ture and a teaching center based on 
Kentucky's school-reform law. 
The council member who asked for 
the postponement, Charles White-
head of Ashland, said he did so be-
cause current and former KSU offi-
cials raised concerns about the 
school's governance. He refused fo 
specify those concerns or say what 
resolved them. 
The _school's president and board 
chairman said they remain mystified 
by the whole affair. 
"It's just really stran~e - very 
strange," said KSU President Mary 
Smitli, who announced in April that 
she would retire next June. She said 
her retirement had nothing to do 
with Whitehead's concerns. 
Smith said she didn't think the de-
lay in approval would damage the 
university, but Dr. Anthony Remson 
of Louisville, chairman of the board 
of regents, said it's a blow to the 
school's image. 
"Certainly there will be some per-
ceptions as to why Kentucky State 
was singled out to undergo more 
scrutiny when we thought that all 
questions had been resolved," Rem-
son said. 
The Rev. Louis Coleman, a civil-
rights advocate and KSU alumnus, 
said the combination of a public in-
sult and secrecy about the cause 
wouldn't be tolerated if the school in 
question were the University of Ken-
tucky or the University of Louisville. 
"Why make a dubious model out 
of Kentucky State University?" asked 
Coleman, head of the Justice Re-
source Center. 
Whitehead, an Ashland Inc. execu-
tive and chairman of the Council on 
Higher Education's committee or. 
equal opportunities, said one source 
of his concern was Gov. Paul Pat-
ton's request last November that the 
council look into complaints by KSU 
students. But KSU officials and a Pat-
ton spokesman say the university had 
satisfied the ~overnor's concerns by 
the time Whitehead put a hold on 
plans to improve the university's pro-
grams and facilities. 
"We thought that we had laid all of 
lhat to rest, and certainly we had 
somelhing from the governor to that 
effect" before the March 23 council 
meeting, Remson said. Ed Ford, Pat-
ton's special adviser for education, 
said Patton told Smith in a March 14 
letter that joint work by the council 
and university had rcsol\'ed his con-
cerns. 
Lnst October. studf'ntc;: complained 
to the regents of incompetent admin-
istrators, rodent-infested dormitories, 
harassment by campus police and 
crime in a men's dormitory. Smith, 
who hadJ'rotested Patton's interven-
tion, sai KSU investigated all the 
complaints and adopted policies for 
dealmg with students' concerns be-
fore they "got so bad that they 
couldn't stand it any more." 
Council Chairman Leonard Hardin 
sent Patton a report on KSU's reme-
dial measures on Jan. 30. Patton's 
letter to Smith commended her for 
making "the necessary improvements 
on campus to more effectively ad-
dress student concerns in the future." 
Remson said that as far as he 
could tell, the delay in approving the 
KSU plan was strictly Whitehead's 
doing. Other members of the commit-
tee on equal opportunities added lit-
tle to Whitehead's explanation. 
"Some.thing was done at the end 
that is going to be positive for Ken-
tucky State," said Marlene Helm, a 
Fayette County schools administra-
tor. "I think that, in good faith, ev-
eryone has done the right thing." 
The goals of the equal opportuni-
ties plan for KSU over the next five 
years reflect the university's some-
what split identity as a historically 
black school that now strives for 
race-neutral admissions and pro-
grams. 
KSU - the smallest state universi-
ty with just 2,300 students - should 
"preserve the heritage of Kentucky 
African Americans" while adhering 
to its current role as a liberal-arts 
school with limited graduate pro-
grams, land-grant status and a spe-
cial mission of service to state gov-
ernment, the plan says. It also pro-
poses several construction projects 
and renovalion of the student center 
and student housing. 
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LEXINGTON 
Donations to UK set records: The University of 
Kentucky set fund-raising records in 1996-97, receiving 
more than $41.4 million in donations. Gift totals for 
last fiscal year rose 6 percent over the previous year's 
mark. A total of 44,424-people donated to the universi-
ty, a 2.4 percent increase over the 1995-96 total of 
43,374. More than half of the donors were alumni. 
Among the donations were a $1 million trust estab-
lished by alum~us E_rvin J. Nutter for professorships in 
mechanical engmeermg, and nearly $1.1 million from 
the estate of alumna Gertrude Ribble for the School of 
Biological Sciences. 
- COMPILED FROM STAFF, WIRE REPORTS 
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University of Kentucky sets 2 fund-raising record 
The C-J Bluegrass Bureau 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The Universi-
ty of. Kentucky had another record 
year m annual fund raising and set 
new highs in two categories for the 
year ending June 30. 
. Private gifts to UK hit an all-time 
high of $4I,435,553, breaking last 
year's mark of $39,024,888. 
The money came from a record 
44,424 donors, up 2.4 percent over 
last year's 43,374 contributors. More 
tl!an half of the donors, or 24,762 
givers, were alumni. 
"For a number of years we have 
emphasi~ed \h~ imp~rtan~e of private 
support m givmg 1h18 umversity Iha! 
e~ measure of academic excel-
lencet said UK President Charles T. 
~ethington Jr. "Last year's fund rais-
m_g shows that alumni and other 
fri_ends (of UK) not only understand 
1h18 need but are responding very 
generously." 
Terry Mobley, the school's chief de-
velopment officer, said the record 
number of donors shows "the high re-
gar~ that peo~le have for UK and the 
Eelref that therr dollars are important 
to making this university even bet-
ter." 
The largest amount, $19 million 
~ame from corporations and founda'. 
Irons, followed by $11.8 million from 
alumm. Non-alumni gave $7.5 mil-
lion, and $3 million came from trusts 
and associations. 
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Shumaker 
• neanng 
end of his 
patience 
Welcome to the monthly meeting of 
Cardinal Confessional. 
You know the drill: Make a trip to 
Grawemeyer Hall to pick up your copy 
of the University of Louisville's latest 
investigation into one of its errant 
athletic programs. Scan the room for 
everybody in the U of L family except 
ihe Cardinal Bird. Watch the anger 
flash from the eyes of university 
President John Shumaker. 
He came to town to run an 
institution of 
higher learning, 
but for the past 
two years he's 
been forced to 
play Elliot Ness. 
It's not a sign of 
success when your 
athletic program 
spends more 
money on legal 
fees than on its 
training tables. RICK BOZICH First the men's 
SPORTS basketball 
COLUMNIST program violates 
NCMrules 
(twice). Now the women's voµey~all 
program admits to a dozen violaltons 
that almost certainly will result in the 
Cards joining Alabama,State as the 
only NCM Division 1 volleyball 
programs to go on probation in the 
1990s. 
THIS IS NOT what Shumaker has 
in mind when he talks about gender 
equity. Nor is playing sport~ cop ~hat 
he envisioned when he outlined his 
goals for the school before arriving 
from Central Connecticut State in 1995. 
University presidents should 
contemplate the growth of their 
engineering and law schools, not 
lament the ethics of their sports 
programs. 
"My initial reaction when I first 
heard about this?" Shumaker said 
about the volleyball scandal, ''.I. don't 
think you want to hear my lllltial 
reaction." 
His secondary reaction is good 
enough. It was a Shumaker Haymaker: 
swift harsh and public action against 
thos~ who broke the rules in coach 
Leonid Yelin's program. 
Call it zero tolerance, as Shumaker 
does. Call it tough love, as o\hers 
miglit Call it something as simple as 
what i call it: doing the right thing. 
Just make sure you call it out via a 
loudspeaker to all corners of the 
U of L athletic department: 
Winking at NCAA rules is no longer 
acceptable behavior. John Shumaker 
will ensure that. 
U of L and the NCAA Enforcement 
Division can't keep meeting this way. If 
they do, you can look for the Che~s 
Club to reign as the last team available 
to market personal seat licenses. 
THE ONLY REASON U of L 
does not figure to be considered for the 
death penalty is that the vio\ations in 
Yelin's f.rogram were committed before 
Sept. 2 , 1996, the date Denny Crum's 
basketball program met with the NCAA 
Committee on Infractions in Atlanta. 
"That's always a key factor in the 
'repeat offender' penalties," said Robin 
Green, administrator for the 
Infractions Committee. "Did the 
violations occur before or after the 
first set of penalties?" 
The answer appears to be before. 
But more is at stake here than NCAA 
sanctions. Much more. Persistent 
stains on the athletic department erode 
the credibility of any university. 
Ignoring rules suggests ethics and 
principles matter less than winning. 
Those bizarre, old-fashioned people 
who believe universities exist to 
educate and inspire thinking, not 
simply to b~at Kentuc½,Y, lose . 
confidence m the quality of learnmg 
transpiring on campus. Enrollment can 
suffer. Professors can leave. 
Contributions can decline. So can a 
school's academic status. 
SHUMAKER recognizes that his 
school has been shaken by a hurricane 
of negative publicity. It must end. 
"This academic institution is 
committed to values that are far larger 
than athletics," he said. "It (persistent 
rule-breaking) does become a nuisance, 
and it does begin to undermine our 
credibility. There is a rising tide of 
discontent that washes over, 
wondering, 'Why is this going on?' " 
I can answer that one. It's been 
tolerated by leaders in an athletic 
department in need of reconstruction 
by the new director Shumaker will hire 
this fall. And it's going on because 
coaches have either an ignorance (their 
excuse) or disregard (my belief) for 
the rules. 
Frankly, Shumaker doesn't give a 
damn. He's unwilling to make Cardinal 
Confessional as much a part of the 
school calendar as commencement or 
homecoming. 
"An important part of any person's 
job is to know the rules and go by 
them," he said. "Understanding NCAA 
rules isn't rocket science." 
No, it is not. At U of L, Rule I 
quickly must become this: Know every 
NCM regulation and violate none of 
them. John Shumaker says so. 
The Cards and the NCM truly have 
to stop meeting this way. 
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Shumaker 
takes charge 
P
ERHAPS the most 
shocking, and wel-
come, news yesterday 
was not the University 
of Louisville administration's 
crackdown in response to NCAA 
violations in the women's volley-
ball program. Instead, the best 
read item in yesterday's newspa-
per must have been U of L 
President John Shumaker's re-
action to the report that basket-
ball coach Denny Crum may 
look for another job. 
Rather than recoil in horror, 
as if something essential in the 
university's mission was being 
threatened. Pre~id,:mt Shnm~kP.r 
would if a fac-
ulty member 
were looking 
elsewhere. He 
said that, in ei-
ther case, he 
would encour-
age the indi-
vidual to ex-
plore options. 
"I would not 
discourage 
any coach 
from looking 
for opportuni-
ties that they 
think are bet-
" ter than what they have now," 
he explained politely. 
To treat the possible end of Mr. 
Clll)11's tenure courteously, but 
matter-of-factly, took more cour-
age than getting rid of one assis-
tant volleyball coach and repri-
manding another, suspending the 
head volleyball coach for a 
month and freezing his salary, 
declaring two young women in-
eligible, forfeiting the 1996 sea-
son and canceling a team trip to 
Japan. Sad to say, almost nobody 
beyond the volleyball contingent 
will care about any of that. 
But if Mr. Crum were to fol-
low Athletics Director Bill Olsen 
into some sort of Cardinal after-
life, for the more militant Cardi-
nal fans that would constitute a 
disturbance in the Force. 
Coaches, particularly those 
with long tenures and winning 
records, are usually the last to 
be thrown overboard. It's easier 
to push their assistants off the 
plank. 
The only weak aspect of an 
otherwise strong reaction by U 
of L to the volleyball scandal is 
its decision to keep Coach Leo-
nid Yelin. 
As described by U of L's re-
port, the motive force behind 
the violations may have been 
Mr. Yelin. He was alleged by As-
sistant Coach Mitzy Donhoff to 
have "pressured" her toward ac-
tions that resulted in violations. 
That's almost 
always the 
way it is in big 
time college 
athletics. Tlie 
coach sets the 
tone. . 
The fact 
that Mr. Yelin 
cooperated in 
the investiga-
tion, then pied 
guilty and 
f !edged re-orm, was 
enough to 
move Presi-
dent Shumaker to "temper jus-
tice with fairness." Mr. Yelin, 
for his part, doesn't seem to 
have worried about fai.mess to 
the recruits, to the team, to the 
program or certainly to the uni-
versity, which already is beset 
with other NCAA troubles. 
For the moment, the U of L 
athletic program is on hold, 
awaiting Judgment by the NCAA 
on its second recent group of 
basketball infractions, and 
awaiting the selection of a new 
athletics director. The volleyball 
scandal makes it all the more 
important to choose the right 
person - . someon~ ~~o will 
work withm the pnonlles that 
President Shumaker has voiced 
._..,... .,.f-r.-.nrl'lu 
.. "' .. -----
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II COLLEGE VOLLEYBALL 
U of L coach suspended; aide fired 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
LOUISVILLE - Louisville's 
volleyball coach was suspended 
without pay and an assistant was 
fired for NCAA rules violations, 
which university president John 
Shumaker called the worst in the 
school's history. 
with his salary frozen. Assistant 
Mitzv Donhoffs contract wasn't re-
newed, and assistant Patty Denni-
son was reprimanded. 
books for the player and arranged 
for free hotel accommodations 
and off-campus housing for the 
player. 
The university said the results 
of 'its investigation were forwarded 
to the NCAA. 
All of the violations occurred 
between 1994 and 1996 - before 
the school's basketball program 
was placed on probation for NCAA 
violations. 
■ Dennison violated NCAA 
rules by preparing registration 
forms for two players. 
Shumaker said coaches ■ Yelin let two players stay at his home and drove them to Cincin-
nati to shop. arranged for a player's tuition to be paid, bought textbooks for the play-
er and arranged for free off-campus 
housing for the athlete. Among the findings: 
He also let them use the volley-
ball office computer for home-
work. Shumaker said Coach Leonid 
Yelin had been suspended from 
coaching for 30 days without pay 
and put on probation for two years 
■ Donhoff donated more than 
$1,600 to a local charity that paid a 
volleyball player's tuition. 
Donhoff also bought text-
■ Yelin illegally taped volley-
ball scrimmages to evaluate 
prospective players. 
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Crum might nol 
seek extension :i 
1j(\ 
' Contract expires next June; coac:J,) i 
says he feels no pressure to leave .: 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
LOUISVILLE - Denny Crum 
said he might not ask for an exten-
sion when his contract as Louisville 
basketball coach expires next June. 
"I'm in a position where I don't 
have to work, probably, and there's 
a lot of things I could do," Crum 
told WHAS-TV in Louisville. "I've 
been asked to do some television 
stuff, mid with the money they're 
paying in the NBA right now, a 
guy could go to work there for a 
few years and never have to won-y 
about anything." 
Based on Crum's 1989 contract 
and annual cost-of-living increases, 
his base salary is more than $250,000. 
He also receives perfonnance bonuses 
as well as stipend from shoe contracts 
and other endorsement deals that put 
his annual income at $750,ooo: 
Crum's comments came one 
month after Louisville admitted to a 
second possible NCAA infraction 
by its basketball program and three 
weeks after Athletic Director Bill 
Olsen announced his retirement. 
The basketball program was placed 
on NCAA probation in November 
and is facing more penalties. 
"With the 
money they're 
paying in the 
NBA right 
now, a guy 
could go to 
work there for 
a few years 
and never 
have to worry. about any..': 
thing." ' 
,1,-, 
DENNY CRUM 
. " 
University president John .Shu-
maker said he wouldn't object'.to 
Crum's pursuing other job oppol'!ll-
nities. · 
"I would not discourage ariy 
coach from looking for opportuni, 
ties that they think are bettet' tlian' 
what they have now/ he said. 
Shumaker also said he probal)lt, 
won't meet with Crum about his 
contract until August. ; ; 
Crum, 60, said he doesn't fed' 
pressure to leave 
"I still like what I'm doing," he 
said. · ' 
- . °l\ h';;).;;). -4-· 5 -LJ-, 
MSU· CiiP
7 
SheectlES 
A sample of recent articles of interest to-Morehead State University 
INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1 100 MOREHEAD, KY 40361-1689 606-783-2030 
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Patton receives list •Of nominees, 
to fill boards· of state ·universities 
3 vacancies occur 
on 3 boards; 5, have 
2 positions open 
By RICHARD WILSON 
The Courier-Journal 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov .. Paul 
Patton has been given a list of nomi-
nees for appointment to the govern-
ing boards of Kentucky's eight state 
universities. 
Most of board members whose 
terms expire July 31 were nominated 
for further- service by the Postsecon-
dary Education Nominating Commit-
tee; -:six board members were not 
renciininated. 
Three vacancies will occur on 
three of the boards and two vacan-
cies-on.the other five. 
Tnistees and regents serve six-
year terms unless they are named to 
fill unexpired terms. . · 
Lonie Prichard, the Danville bank' 
er who is chairman of the committee, 
said yesterday that several incum-
bents did not seek rel)omination. 
The.nominees are: 
Eastern KentuCky University, (2) Renominated 
were JClne Boyer, a Jefferson County consultant, 
and Harold Campbell, an Owsley County banker. 
Nominees are Clay Davis, a Pulaski County bank-
er; Marv Giltner, a Kenton County retiree; Er• 
nest House, a,laurel county 'llrocer; and Sheila 
Parkey, a Pulaski Countv Insurance official. 
Kentucky State University. m Nominees are 
John Begley ot' Barren County, chancellor of 
Lindsey Wilson College; Moe Cleveland, a·Fay-
ette County retiree; James Ounn, Mercercountv, 
government; Stephanie Klrtley, Shelby County, 
government; Nancy Lovett, Calloway County, 
education administration; and Brenda Schissler, 
Oldham county business owner. Neither regents• 
Chairman Anthony Remson, o Louisville physi-
cian, nor incumbent Robert Ison of Christian 
CoUnty, was renominated. 
Morehead State University, (2) Renominated 
were Lois Baker, a Letcher County tiealth admin-
istrator, and Charles Rhodes, a BoYd County 
physician. Nominees are Robert Hess, c::i Jeffer• 
son county consultant; John Merchant, a Clntln• 
natl lawYer; Juanita MIiis, Kenton Countv bus!• 
ness executive; and Joan Small, a Martin County 
teacher. 
Murray State University. (I) Renominated 
were Beverly Ford, a Marshall County educator, 
and Arllvla Gamble, a Christian County insur-
ance official. Nominees are Olivia Burr, a 
McCracken County educator; Michael Cherry, a 
retired Caldwell County Navy veteran; Oennis 
Jackson, a McCracken County teacher; James 
Kevil, a Caldwell County banker; and John·Wa-
ters, a Graves County sales representative. One 
seat was opened bY the death of Benton lawver 
Richard Lewis.• 
Northern Kentucky University. (2) Renomlnat• 
eel were Robin Crigler, a Boone County doctoral 
degree candidate, and Owen CountY business ex-
ecutive Fronk Downing, Nominees are Kimberly 
Green, a Louisville lawyer; Katherine Browning 
Hendrickson, a Movsville lawyer; Robert Mat-
thews, a Shelby Co-untv lawyer; and George Wil• 
son, a Frankfort business ex'ecuti:-ie. 
Unlvenlty of Kentucky, (3) Renominated was 
Paul Chelleren, pi'esldent and chiet executive 
officer of Ashland Irle. Nominees Ore Elizabeth 
Alexander, a Daviess County business owner; 
Wanda Collins, a Shelby, County consultant; 
Hilma Prather, a Pulaski County educator; Gail 
Strange, a Jefferson County business executive; 
Grady Stumbo, Knott County physician; Lawson 
Walker,-o Kenton County lawyer; JoEtta Wick• 
· liffe, a Mercer Countv banker; and Sondra Wood, 
a McLean Countv agri-buslness leader. Not re-
nominated were . Lois Weinberg of Hindman, 
whom Patton hos named to the new Council on 
Postsecondary Education, and Woodford County 
horseman Robert Clay; · · 
University of Loulsvllle. (SI.Renominated were 
Morie Abrams and Sylvla Loving, both of Jeffer-
son County. Nominees are Jo Ann Duncan, a 
Martin County banker; Oonna Hall, a Greenup 
Countv volunteer; Donna Kane, a Jefferson Coun-
ty health services executive; Sandy Meft$-Snow-
den, a Jefferson CountY reoltor; Mackey McNelll, 
Kenton County business owner; and Ann Sheffer, 
a Daviess Countv minister. 
Western Kentucky University. (2) Nominees 
are Jennee Carpenter Garrett, a Barren County 
business executive; Lois Grav, a Hardin County 
education administrator; Saro Hulse, a Oavless 
County business owner; Theodore Lavlt, a Mar• 
. Ion county lawyer; Ann Padgett, a Daviess Coun-
ty office manager; and William Stone, a Jetter• 
son county business owner. Incumbents Fred 
Mudge of Logan Counfy and Raymond Preston of 
Henderson County were not renominated. 
Patton must make the appoint, 
ments within 60 days. 
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Post-secondary 
. . 
"That is a positive way to get at 
the whole issue of ... unnecessary 
duplication," she said. 
Last November, another of Patton's 
appointees, Walter Baker of Glasgow, 
found himself out of a state-level job 
when he .was defeated in his bid to 
keep the state Supreme Court seat to 
which Patton named him last year. 
Baker, 60, a former state senator who 
council reflects 
diverse interests 
helped shape Kentucky's school-re-
form law in 1989-90, said he wants to 
help the state set similarly high goals 
for post-secondary educahon. 
Stephen Barger of Louisville, busi-
can splice that with an understanding·· n~ss _manager ?f the Kentucky Slate 
of state finances and budgeting. Ed D1stnct Council of Carpenters,, said 
Ford, Patton's special adviser on edu- he will take a special interest in 
cation, said Hackbart is "totally fa- trades-related education at technical Members' fields 
include academia, 
government, law 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
fhe Courier-Journal 
miliar" with the new education law. schools. 
He will serve on the council "We agree that technical training 
through 2000. · needs to· be at a higher level" and 
A student representative on the thafit should be placed "on an equal 
council, former University of Louis- footin~ with the other professions or 
ville student government president disciplines," said Barger, 50. 
Renita Edwards, will serve until the Lee Todd Jr., 51, of Lexington, a 
end of this year.. former UK professor who founded 
Edwards, ~1, rece_ived an unde_r- two high-tech businesses and · the 
Merl Hackbart .has long been graduate pohllcal-sc1ence degree m , Kentucky Science and Technology 
equally at home in the university 1996and_hasre-enrolledatpo~Lto, Council, said he will bring to tlie 
classroom and the halls of state gov- study sociology a'.'d commumcatwns. ! Postsecondary Council a Iongstand- · 
ernment. . , Pa~o~ s appm~tees to the new , ing .belief that economic development 9 n - .., .., _ ...; :::= - .,. tti So when Hackbart was nominated council _include six holdover me"!-: in Kentucky depends on "basing 11ew. ~ "'~ 0 o"' "',a"' "' -· 
for. a facul!}' post on the '.'ew ~I.ate hers _of its prede~essor, the Council jobs on knowledge.:• His own educa-, 
0 
5· :1! §~-~~ii 8 i.;; ~ 
pohcy-makmg board forumvers1(!es, on Higher Education, and one former tion - which ranged from Murray :,ii!~o, fG;l::i:~a. '<i g_ 
community colleges and technical I memoer, Peggy _Bertelsman, of Fort State University to the Massachusetts· ,.- " c, ,.. "' ., ., - "' ·'< 
achoo ls, Gov. Paul Patton had an- Thomas, a council member from 1982 Institute of Technology - and his ex- m "' !::l c."' !!l a c. if .,. 
,ther chance to bring !"lac~bart's tal- , to I ~91. Bertelsman, 58, a formeno- . perience as. an employer haye given . c. 6. S -'l ~ er 5'., "' ~ ~ §: 
entstobear.And~ese1zed1t. . ordmator of graduate I?rogr_ams for him "expenencetolendsomeexper, ~ ::::· 8,aJa., a[c. ;"'. 
Hackbart,two-t1mestatebudgetd1- Northern Kentucky Umvers1ty, said, tise-towhat needs to be done' he,. ,~s!=c.;;::., 6.~S.;;:: .;·~ 
rector and a University of Kentucky her efforts as head of the Greater' said. ' , "' a,., "' a!!!'" ;;. =: o o 
faculty member since 1973, was Cincinnati Consortium of Colleges The other new members .,of the · [s·a~ ::i:e;ig:;;·!f i;J!~ 
named Tuesday to the Council on and Universities from 1986 to 1991 · Council on Postsecondary Education . c. ,ii c."' " "''< !D 0 
Postsecondary Education, which will might have given her an edge over are Norma Adams a Somerset law- :S.!)l g'!!j §''lllcia ~ !l. l 
oversee ~hanges in ~igher education other n,ominees. ·. · . . yer, commissioner of the Southern :P-., ~Er;;.;;.;;.;.;,= n 
enacted m May. He is among 15 peo- . Her JOb was getting schools m Cm-. Association of Colleges and Schools n ., i;;- o a cl a ., ., g 
pie named t~ the board so far. cmnal! and Northern Ke~tucky to . and former chairwoman of the Ken- . I,.~ ~ c§.c§.c§.c§. .a_~ 3 il_. 
As an adviser to Patton and a state co)laborate more, - S?mel~!ng Patton I tucky Advocates for Higher Educa- - - - - - - .. 
task force, Hackbart, 56, helped l~y thmks Ken~cky s '!mvers11les ~hould tion; Marcia Ri\lings, a-London law-
the grou~dwork for the changes. m do. She said ~he hkes. Pal\o.n s pro- ye:r and former president of the· Ken-
Kentucky s post-secondary educat10n posal that reg10nal un!vers11Ies _ea_ch tucky Bar Association; and ·Lois 
svstem. have at least one nationally d1stm- ,u,.: .. 1,. ..... "' ,.~ u: .. ..a-........ ,n, •-·-.. --
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Power to 
change lies. 
in minds of 
the people 
BY GWEN SMALL 
Remember this old expression: "Can't see the forest for the trees?•;· Well, this is part of the problem · 
with today's state of affairs in Ap-
palachia. " 
We know that we are mocked and ·• 
LTiticized. We realize that we are looked " 
down upon because of our Appalachian 
background. Everyday we see the riega- ·· 
tive portrayals of our way of life. · 
But what do we do about it? Surpris-.. 
ingly, we do nothing. · 
Oh sure, we whine and complain and 
talk about how unfair it is for the rest of" 
the world to talk about us this way. We '' 
defend ourselves proclaiming that the " 
world's accusations are totally untrue. 
"We do wear shoes," we cry, "and ··· 
we don't marry our first cousins!" 
But these are just words, unsubstan-. 
tiated rantings and ravings, which are no" 
different from those of our accusers. To " 
exploit another cliche: "Actions speak 
louder than words." 
Instead of trying to correct the prob- , , 
!em, however, we simply complain while-; 
adding to it. We spend our entire child- .. , 
hoods dreaming of the day that we can 
escape Appalachia and run away to the : 
"great big, wonderful world" that lies be-. 
yond its boundaries. • 
We go away to school embarrassed .. ·, 
to tell classmates where we are from. Ap-
palachia's greatest natural resource, its .. 
youth, are being exported annually in in-
creasing numbers. Yet, we sit by and do,. 
nothing. 
While we are quick to recognize all 
the o~stacles that stand in our way, we ·. 
are blmd to the beauty of the solutions . 
that lie just beyond. , 
The answer to our dilemma is not au:· 
attitude adjustment for the rest of the 
world; it is an attitude alteration at ., 
home, right in Appalachia. 
We have to take pride in ourselves 
before anyone else will do so. Parents 
have to teach their children to be proud · 
of their Appalachian roots, and children . 
have to listen and learn. , 
" _a 
We all have to realize that there is no 
need to lie about where we're from, that • 
there is no need to be ashamed of the • 
way we speak, and that there is no need~ LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY. ■ SUNDAY, JULY 27, 1997, 
to try ~nd _change who we are. If only we could stop focusing on the., tlK!s W!lthlrigtiln receives Chandler award:-
Preiu~tce ~e~ins at home. If we share.. "trees," then maybe, just maybe, we ... Country music star Loretta Lynn last night presented 
the worlds opmton of our culture, why : could appreciate the true beauty of the · Uniyersity of Kentucky-President Charles -:Wethington 
would there ever be cause for change? • -rolling hills that lie beyond. . . with the A.B. "Happy" Chandler Foundation's 1997 
We, the people of Appalachia, need•to · · ~; Kentuckian Award. Proceeds from the fund-raising •' 
wake up and realize that the power to '; ■ Gwen Small of_ Inez (Martin County) event at the Marriott Griffin Gate hotel' will help 'spon°· 
change public opinion of us is in our ;. graduated summa cum laude (with high- :: sor $4,000 scholarships to· students attending Kentuck) 
hands. .: est hDn_ors) _in May from Morehead State:. colleges. The 1997-98 scholarship winners are as fol-
We have to instill in ciur children the-- University with a bachelor of business • lows: Matthew Allen of Liberty; Amy_Brewer of 
impo~tance of their Appalachian up- .,•, administration d~gree in accoun!ing. . . .;: Florence; Michael Paul Brinkma_n of Fort Wright; Toni 
brmgmg. We have to encourage our best· She will enroll this. fall tn the University Casebolt of Fords Brarich; Melissa Cawood of East 
and brightest to return home after col- ,; of K~ntucky law. s&hool. TQis summer ··• Ben\stadt; Jennifer Goff of Owensboro; Whitney Hale · 
lege so that our area can grow and pros- . she 15 a senior irltern at Inez Deposit of Richmond·, Clarissa Moxley of Sturgis; Michael 
W h . . ,, Bank. \ \ h per. e ave to beheve m ourselves be- · . -. Andrew Rose of Murray; Michael David Slone of Soul 
. fore we can expect the rest of the world :.. Williamson; Brock Triplett of Louisa, and Carrie Leigh 
to do so. · · Wiiliamson of Eddyville. 
' 
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Will Patton 
now attempt 
to run off 
Wethington? 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Paul Pat-ton said last week he "absolutely" will not lly to run off University of Kentucky President Charles Weth-
ington, now that the higher-education wars 
appear to be over and the Governor has at 
his disposal a potent weapon - the power to 
replace three of Wethinfllon's 20 bosses. 
"My urrderstanding 1s he's on the. team, 
and Ned Breathitt's on the team," Patton 
ROBERTT, 
GARRETT 
said, respectively, of 
Wethington and for-
mer Gov. Edward T. 
Breathitt, chainnan of 
the UK Board of Trust-
ees. Breathitt was a 
staunch Wethington 
ally In the recent fight 
over control of UR:'s 
community colleges, 
which ended largely on 
Patton's terms. 
Patton said he has 
"great respect'' for 
Wethington's abilities 
as an administrator. 
COURIER-JOURNAL Wethington "had every 
COLUMNIST right" to lly to per-
suade the legislature to 
his position, the Governor added. 
Whatever his true feelings, Patton is now, 
by all accounts, not thinking about revenge 
but about re-election. 
True, he has a chance to weaken Weth-
ington's hold on the UK board. Tenns have 
expired for three of the 16 trustees whom 
governors appoint - Ashland Inc. chief ex-
ecutive Paul Chellgren, Hindman education 
activist Lois Combs Weinberg and Midway 
horseman Robert Clay. Patton said he and 
aides will spend two days late next week In-
terviewing the nine people eyed for those 
seats by the Higher Education Nomlnating 
Commission. 
The guess here, though, is that Patton will 
make no overt anti-Wethington moves -
certainly not until after Patton's expected re-
election In 1999. Patton Insisted that consid-
erations of people's loyalty to him or Weth-
ington "won't have anything to do with" his 
UK board selections. 
In a sense, the nomlnating commission 
strengthened Patton's hand. It did not recom-
mend' for reappointment Clay, whose stand In 
the most heated moments of this past spring's 
Patton-Wethington strurude was never clear. 
(Thus ends the closest tliin~ Kentucky has to 
compare with Greai.Britain s hereditary titles 
- Clay's father, Albert, of Mount Sterling, 
served on the UK board for years.) 
Already, Patton has rewarded Weinberg, 
his most outspoken ally on the UK board, 
with a seat on the state's new Council on 
Postsecondary Education. Now h~ can put an-
other supporter in her place - perhaps Har-
rodsburg banker Joetta Wickliffe, Who was 
women's chainnan of Patton's campaign. 
Patton then has the Clay seat to play with. 
From the list of nine nomlnees, he can pick a 
woman, a black woman, a Republican, a Re- · 
publican woman or a mounlaln doctor - all 
of whom would probably be stronger Patton · 
allies than Clay in any renewal of Patton-
Wethington hostilities. . 
You can get conflicting reports on just 
how strongly Chellgren backed Wethington 
in the spring. And certainly, Patton is posi-
tioned nicely, should he want to bump the 
oil-company executive: He already has 
named Ashland executives Charles White-
head and Martha C. Johnson to, respective-
ly, the new council and the new board to 
oversee the community colleges and upper-
division tech schools. 
But Breathitt, apparently llying to protect 
Chellgren, has named him to the UK team 
overseeing the transition of the two-year col-
leges to the new arrangement. Frankly, it's 
hard_ to ill!agine a politician unnecessarily 
picking a fight with· the head of one of the 
few major corporations domiciled In the 
state. 
So Chellgren probably stays, though this 
is one to watch - and Patton has at least 
two other Republican possibilities on the list 
of nomlnees for the UK board. 
No one would suggest Patton & Co. will 
ignore educational considerations In picking 
through the candidates. This is the Gover-
nor's pet issue, and he's got a lot riding on it. 
But it's been two centuries since a sitting 
Kentucky governor got to run for re-election. 
And they're a lot crasser about the electoral 
arithmetic these days. 
No heavyhanded moves 
For one thing, the mantra in the Gover-
nor's office is "appoint women, appoint 
women." Gender equity, you know. Or, if 
James Carville were around, it'd be, "It's 
the women, stupid." By law, Patton had 
to name women to half his picks for the 
community college-tech scl!ool board; 
and he put women in six of his 13 seats on 
the Council on Postsecondary Education. 
Now, he'll ratchet up their numbers on 
the university boards. 
With the Louisville area his new political 
home base, Patton has not been stinting to 
people from there. He gave three seats on 
both of the new governing boards to resi-
dents of Jefferson and Bullitt counties. And 
on the UK board, he actually could touch 
· three bases, by appointing a black woman 
from Louisville, Gail Strange, which would 
make two of UK's 20 trustees African Ameri-
can. 
Of course, Patton may want to mend 
fences in his old base. He has named a la-
bor-union official to each of the new govern-
ing boards, and he could name to the UK 
board Hindman physician Grady Stumbo, 
which might help with labor and mountain 
Democrats still miffed at Patton over work-
ers' compensation. 
The bottom line? Patton will stay on the 
high road. He has said he expects university 
trustees and the new governing boards to 
discipline any renegade administrators who 
ny to subvert the state's new higher educa-
tion effort. He will avoid any heavyhanded 
moves, and Wethington, 61, will glide to re-
tirement. . 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, 
Thursday, July 24, 1997 
lVISU elects 
congress officers 
MOREHEAD - Morehead 
State University's Staff 
Congress has elected 
officers for the 1997-98 
school year. 
The chairman will be 
Larry Stephenson, director 
of student activities. The 
Morehead resident has 
worked at MSU since 1967 
. in various roles including 
director of housing, 
associate dean of students, 
dean of students and 
director of administrative 
services in student affairs. 
Elected vice chair was 
Ruth Robinson, 
administrative secretary in 
the Camden-Carroll 
Library's Office of Library 
and Instructional Media. 
The secretary will be Sue 
Wright, administrative 
secretary in MSU's Office of 
the Physical Plant. 
MSU's Staff Congress was 
established in 1987 to 
promote cooperation among · 
the school's administration, 
faculty, students and staff. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Tuesday, July 22, 1997 
Ashlander Martha C. Johnson 
acting head of college board 
By SUSAN WARREN 
INDEPENDENT FRANKFORT BUREAU 
FRANKFORT - Likening 
the creation of the state's 
new community-college-
technical school system to 
development of a person, 
Gov. Paul Patton told regents 
Monday they had an "awe-
some responsibility." 
"Like a child, it is un-
formed," Patton told his 
eight appointees to the Ken-
tucky Community and Tech-
nical College System board 
of regents. "It is up to you to 
form it." 
Patton spoke briefly to the 
group, conceived in May dur-
ing the special legislative 
session to reform post-
secondary education, at its 
organizational meeting. 
Martha C. Johnson of Ash-
land was elected acting 
chairman. 
"It is truly an awesome re-
sponsibility that you have 
assumed," Patton told the 
panel. "You will get to shape 
the perspective, the charac-
ter and the productivity of 
this institution." 
The Genei·al Assembly ap-
proved Patton's plan revamp-
ing the governance structure 
of higher education, removing 
all but one ·of the community 
colleges from the University of 
Kentucky and combining them 
with Kentucky Tech, which 
has been part . of the Cabinet 
for Workforce Development. 
Patton termed the resulting 
product the "largest college in 
terms of enrollment" in the 
state, with the third-largest 
budget. 
The new regents delved into 
their first task - deciding how 
the six other board members 
would be selected - with a de-
bate over democracy. The law 
provides the board include two 
students, staff members and 
faculty from the community 
college and technical school 
systems, for a total of six. But 
board members debated wheth-
er they should limit rep-
resentation to no more than 
one from each school. Most 
members agreed that the limi-
tation would prevent one area 
of the state from dominating, 
but others argued that it might 
prevent the best people from 
being elected. 
Johnson, director of corpo-
rate community relations and 
public policy analysis for Ash-
land Inc., will serve as chair-
woman of the panel until mem-
bers know each other well 
enough to conduct a formal 
election of officers, said James 
Ramsey. Ramsey, who is Pat-
ton's budget director, con-
ducted Monctav's meetinl!. re-
. Johnson, who had been a 
member of the Ashland Com-
munity College Advisory 
board, said that group was 
ready to move forward with 
the reform. Some members 
had strongly opposed Patton's 
insistence to separate the com-
munity college from the Uni-
versity of Kentucky. 
"Any discontent there has 
been put aside," she said. 
"What's needed now is lots 
of communication about what 
this really means," said John-
son, who had to resign her po, 
sition on the ACC board to 
take the new post. 
She said she was excited 
about the selection of new 
ACC President Angeline 
Dvorak and was convinced the 
school would continue to offer 
a "wonderful liberal arts edu-
cation." Dvorack, dean of arts 
and sciences at Jackson State 
(Tenn.) Community College, 
was recommended by the ACC 
board this month. Her appoint-
ment is expected to be con-
firmed July 29 by a' team facili-
tating the transition of power 
to the new board. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentuckv. Mondav. Julv 21. 1997 
-Words of praise 
Johnson to help chart new course 
Congratulations to Martha 
Johnson of Ashland for being 
appointed by · Gov. Paul Pat-
ton to the new Kentucky 
Community and· Technical 
College System board. She 
and ·the other board mem-
bers are charged with the re-
sponsibility of helping to 
forge a new direction for 
postsecondary education in 
Kentucky. 
Johnson, director of corpo-
rate community relations 
and public policy analysis for 
Ashland Inc., is well suited 
for the new board. She has 
served on the advisory board 
for Ashland Community Col-
lege and is a former student 
at the two-year school. She is 
a highly competent, articu-
late woman who knows first 
hand the role of community 
-colleges in preparing stu-
dents either for advanced 
training at four-year schools 
or for the job market_. 
The KCTCS board was cre-
ated by the law approved 
during a May special session 
of the Kentucky General As-
. sembly. The law separates 
the community colleges from 
direct control by the Univer-
sity of Kentucky and creates 
a closer working relationship 
between the community col-
lege and vocational-technical 
schools. 
While the law establishes 
general goals for both the 
community colleges and vo-
cational-technical schools, it 
will be. up to the new board 
to determine just how this 
new relationship will work. 
The challenge before the new 
board is large, but we're con-
. vinced capable people like 
Martha Johnson are up to it. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Thursday, July 24, 1997 
Elswick named 
to ACC board 
ASHLAND-Gov. Paul 
Patton on Monday named 
Carson Elswick of Ashland 
to the Ashland' Community 
College Board of Directors, 
succeeding Martha C. 
Johnson. 
Johnson stepped down 
from the board after she 
was chosen one of four 
community college 
representatives to serve on 
the initial Kentucky 
Community and Technical 
College System Board. She 
was elected· interim head of 
that-board ·on Monday. 
. Elswick, president of 
Elswick Outdoor 
Advertising, will serve the 
remainder of Johnson's 
term, which expires Jan. I, 
2001. 
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Students' writing portfolios 
gain attention 
director of admissions. "If students 
start to know (portfolios will be 
used), this will really make a differ-
ence." A few colleges use 
them for admission; 
one awards credit 
By GIL LAWSON 
The Courier-Journal 
Each spring, thousands of high 
school seniors across Kentucky put 
together samples of their best writing 
and submit them to their teachers. 
The portfolios are a required part 
of the school accountability system 
that assigns scores to schools. But 
teachers often fret that students may 
not be trying their best because the 
portfolios don't always count for stu-
dents' grades. 
But a handful of Kentucky colleges 
and universities are starting to make 
use of writing portfolios for admis-
sion and placement purposes. One 
~chool-;-- Murray State University-
is grantmg three hours credit for dis-
tinguished portfolios, the rating given 
the top 2 percent of seniors. 
. "We're hoping if colleges are look-
mg at them, they (students) will put 
forth their best effort and do their 
best work," said Starr Lewis, director 
of the Kentucky Writing Program 
,y1th the state Department of Educa-
twn. 
Getting students - particularly 
those in high school - to take the 
portfolios and statewide tests serious-
ly has been a concern almost since 
they ~egan in 1991. They are part of 
the high-stakes accountability system 
created by the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act; teachers get cash re-
wards if their students do well and 
can be placed on probation if their 
students do poorly. 
Lewis hopes more colleges and 
universities will make use of the 
portfolios and has been meeting with 
college representatives to explore 
uses of the writing samples. 
Scott · Ballard and Kurt Martin 
1996 graduates of Carlisle County 
High Schools, each earned three 
hours of college credit at Murray 
State for their distinguished portfo-
,nos. About five students in each of 
, the last two years have earned cred-
!it, accoi:ding to Phil Bryan, dean of 
j ad~ssions. 
f BOTH STUDENTS agreed 
Ith~t•s a strong incentive for college-
'lli<iuhd students. 
.'-'For the kids who do work hard, 
!it's a greatthing," Martin said. Stu-
!de,!ltS realize, "I'm not just doing 
jth1s for nothing," he added. 
I · Martin and Ballard, who will both 
;ba)sophomores this fall, also said 
,thifwriting portfolios helped them 
,prepare for their college work. 
, · Some teachers have expressed 
!concern-that the writing portfolios 
·are too tiine-consuming and burden-
s<iinei and leave too fittle time for 
ieai:liing other important skills. 
-_ But other teachers say that port-
folios., have led to a much greater 
1emphasis on writing and that they 
1 Ii ave seen great improvements in 
jstl/-dents' writing 
1skills. 
A study of the first three years of 
portfolio use at U of L found that 
more of the students placed in writ-
ing classes based on portfolios were 
successfully completmg the classes 
than those whose placement was 
based on American College Test 
scores. , · 
Sawyer said the portfolios help 
U of L make a more accurate as-
sessment of a student's writing abil-
ity. U of L may study whether to of-
fer credit for outstanding portfolios, 
she added. 
Dottie Willis, a high school Eng-
lish teacher in Jefferson County, 
said writing portfolios can help stu-
dents make the transition to college 
work. 
Willis' classes at Wagiiener High 
School used "peer review" when 
they worked on portfolios. Students 
read and evaluated work from other 
students. The port-
i Writin_g portfo-
'.lios consist ofa per- mu , ._ . "f 
lsonal narrative; a -we re 110p1ng I 
folio piece was 
then revised based 
on the other stu-
dents' comments. ·,shortstory,'poemor colleges are 
;play;. three pieces THE WORK IS 
1tliat . _ explam a looking at them, more typical of col-
;prtjCl!5S or defend a . they (students) le!l'e composition, 
•position; and a let- said Wilhs, who 
ter to the reviewer. will put icrih has also taught 
Students usually the"ir b"'S" college freshman 
'collectworkfromall "' ~ writing. 
.four years of high effort • , ," Some colleges 
'school and can edit , outside Kentucky 
;snit·· .. revise it. Starr Le1:1is, director, also are using writ-
]Teachers assign the Kentucky Wntrng Program ing portfolios. Mi-
,port,folios. one of ___________ ami University at · 
,four ratmgs - . . Oxford, Ohio, has 
· /~9Y.ic~, apprentice, pr~ficient or dis- offered entering freshmen a chance 
•tingu1shed. Students m grades four to get college credit with writing 
liirid seven also must turn in writing portfolios since 1990 - the first 
'P.Qrtfolios, school in the country to do so. . I·· (Math portfolios had been re- Like U of L, Miami has found that 
1quired until lawmakers decided last the portfolios allow for more accu-
·year:. not .to use them for account- rate placement than other tests, 
!11~ili!Y. eurposes. This coming school such as essays written in two hours, 
!year· wtll 6e a voluntary "practice" · said Don Daiker, a co-founder of 
!Year' ·for schools, and math portfo- Miami's portfolio program. About 
tlios are scheduled to return to the 600 students will participate in the . 
!accountability system for grades 5, -voluntary portfolio program this 
:sand 12 the followinjl year, accord- year, and about 40 percent a year 
jing to Sue Rigney, director of port- usually earn three or six credits, he 
'folio initiatives for the Department said. 
:of Education,) KENTUCKY'S OTHER public 
' The University of Louisville has universities are studying the use of 
:probably done the most with writing f 1· f · I 
:portfolios. ·In rna4, it began using port O IOS. A ew private schoo s -
1~· 0·rtfoliosJrom 50 students at five Thomas More College, Centre Col-' lege, Georgetown College and 
•. ejferson County high schools to Campbellsville University - have . 
,place them in English classes. Stu- d -1· rtf 1· 1· ·1 d ·,, ,. __ e~ts with low colle8e-entrance-test use wn mg po o ios on a 1m1 e 
" " basis. Portfolios have· sometimes 
,see.res,, who woul normally be been used to make admissions or 
:(placed in ·a remedial writin~ class, . placement decisions, but are not re-
':c'!iit voluntarily submit their high quired by any school. · 
·;,chooJ ,portfoho and get placed in Thomas Mpre College considered .! 
'regular-: 'freshman composition using the portfolios for credit last 
:,cla~ses. ·An outstanding portfolio year, but Academic Affairs Vice 
!~l~Q could place~ student in a high- President Ray Hebert said teachers 
1.er class than English IOI. had a number of concerns, such as 
I ,· IHE: U OF L PROGRAM has the increased workload of having to 
· ;.continued to grow; this year about read the portfolios. The idea of of-
t;i.Oll. (?Ortfolios were submitted by I fering credit or waiving a class will 
;e_ntenng ·freshmen from schools still be considered, Hebert said. 
'a~ros~ the state. U of L teachers He said he has talked with area 
'read the portfolios·and make their high school teachers and believes in 
:ownjudgment; instead of accepting the value of the portfolios. 
,on~ofthefourratings. · "If these things are going to be 
, · '!We think our numbers will only meaningful," he said, "colleges 
igr?w," said J~nny Sawyer, U of L's have to play a role." 
l l1c Da11y 11 ,dcpuncle;nt, Asl1lancl, Kentuclly, Sunday, July 20, 1907 
A trip ·down lllentory lane ••• 
While cleaning out the attic in her 
old house on the farm, my mother 
came across a box containing issues 
of the Trail Blazer, the Morehead 
State University student newspaper, 
dating from the fall of 1966 to the 
spring of 1970. 
Those were the years when I was 
a student at Morehead State and 
worked on the Trail Blazer, includ-
ing serving a year as editor. My col-
umn writing· also began during my 
years on campus. 
My mother gave me that box, and 
reading those old papers was a real 
trip down memory lane. 
One of the more interesting sto-
ries was from an October, 1968, 
issue. In it, then-MSU President 
Adron Doran called for the separa-
tion of the 15 community colleges 
from the University of Kentucky. 
Of course, the community colleges 
system ;vas new then and Doran 
wanted . them tied to the regional 
universities instead of UK. But. 
short of that, he said a separate gov--
erning board should be established 
for the community colleges. 
If it did not have the community 
colleges, Doran said, UK "could de-
vote its full resources to professional 
-and graduate studies and to pro-
grams -and services . that are of a 
statewide nature." 
Sound familiar? It should. Similar 
. arguments were made during this 
year's debate over the future of the 
community colleges. I said at the 
time that the arguments made by 
Gov. Paul Patton had been debated 
since my days at Morehead, and this 
old Trail Blazer proves it. 
A friend told me that the separa-
lion of the community colleges from 
UK was just a thinly veile_d attempt 
by the regional universities to as-
sume control of the two-year 
schools. Maybe so, but that's not 
what the bill approved by the Gen-
eral Assembly does. There is no 
question that the regionals still 
covet the community colleges, but if 
they ever try to assume control of 
them, I will oppose it as a bad idea. 
Another issue had a little story 
about the Morehead Players present-
ing a play called "Evening at 
Topaz," written by student Mike 
Chapman. It said that John Cannon 
would play the role of a next door 
neighbor in the production. 
I remember Mike Chapman well. 
He was my roommate and good 
friend. I also vaguely remember him 
writing a play that was produced. 
However, I have absolutely no mem-
ory of performing a role in the play. 
Shoot, I can't even remember what 
it was about. 
If there had been a review of the 
play this is what it could have said: 
."John-Cannon's performance was so 
forgettble, that even he doesn't re-
member it." 
The following is an excerpt from a 
Jetter from a MSU alumnus that ap-
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peared in- the March 18, 1969, Trail 
Blazer: 
"For the past year I have read col-
umns which have contained con-
stant criticism of everything and ev-
erybody. I am referring to the col-
umns written by John Cannon. 
" ... Mr. Cannon reminds me of the 
service man who complains about 
the service constantly but stays for 
20 years! If he is so unhappy, why 
doesn't he move on? 
" ... It seems to me that he could 
indulge a little more in praise of 
good or make constructive criticism. 
He must be a very unhappy indi-
vidual to P.ass on such unhappiness 
to those around him ... " . 
Ouch! This writer went ori to call 
for my dismissal as a columnist. 
Actually, having just read some of 
the columns the writer was refer-
ring to, I must say that I also dis-· 
agree with me. I knew that I was 
much more liberal as a college stu-
dent than I am today, but it wasn't 
until I read these columns written 
more than 25 years ago that I real-
ized just how far I have moved to 
the right. 
However, the writer was wrong in 
one regard: I wasn't unhappy as a 
student at Morehead State. I was 
quite happy there and still appreci-
ate the training the school gave me 
for a career in journalism. 
I'm sure there are many who wish 
I had heeded the writer's advice and 
permanently retired from column 
writing, but none of us get every-
. thing we want, do we? 
JOHN CANNON is editorial page editor 
of The Independent. 
Iii FRANKFORT The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Sunday, July 20, 1997 
Delay· in opportunities plan questioned: 
A state civil rights leader said a delay in approv-
ing a portion of Kentucky State University's five-
year equal opportunities plan amounted to an 
insult to the state's only historically black college. 
The Rev. Louis Coleman said the Council on 
Higher Education's delay since March in voting on 
the'plaii wouldn't be tolerated if the school in ques-
tion were the University of Kentucky or the 
University of Louisville. Charles Whitehead, chair-
mai;wf.the council's committee on equal opportuni-
ties,.~§\{ed for the postponement ·in March. · 
Whitehead said concerns about the school's gover-
nance influenced his decision. At issue was KSU's 
pcirtii:iri'of a five-year plan for expanding opportu-
nities'for blacks at the state's eight public universi-
ties and· its community college system. In March, 
the council approved the sections of the plan that 
dealt .with the other schools. On Monday, the coun-
cil approved KSU's portion, which supports cre-
ation of a center for the study of Kentucky's black 
residerits, a master's degree in aquaculture and a 
teacning center based on Kentucky's school-reform 
law:"Tne school's president said she remains mys-
tified.by the delay. 
Wilson7ieads 
Prichard committee 
LEXINGTON - William 
H. Wilson, executive 
director for marketing for 
Kentucky Educational 
Television, was elected 
chairman of the Prichard 
Committee for Academic 
Excellence at its meeting at 
Lucas last Sunday. 
· Wilson previously served 
as vice chairman and 
headed its task force on 
improving Kentucky 
schools. 
Norma Adams of 
Somerset, attorney and 
chairman of Kentucky 
Advocates for Higher 
Education, was named vice 
chairman, while Sim . 
Davenport of Owensboro, 
an executive with 
BellSouth, was chosen 
secretary /treasurer. 
Jane Skidmore of· 
Barbourville was elected as 
a new member of the 
committee. New board 
members chosen were: 
Gary Bricking, Covington; 
Beverly Dalton, Bowling 
Green; Donna S. Hall, 
Ashland; JoAnn '!'. 
L. Kelly, Owensboro; Fannie 
Louise Maddux, Pembroke; 
William Mccann, immediate 
past chairman, Lexington; 
Gary Mielcarek, Louisville; 
Wad_e Mountz, Louisville; 
Hiram C. Polk Jr., Louisville; 
Ruth Webb, Winchester; and 
Lois Weinberg, Hindman. 
The Prichard Committee, a 
non-partisan, independent 
group of volunteers, has 
advocated for improved 
education for all Kentuckians 
· since 1983. 
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New parking availabl~ at ACC 
Noe expects student complaints about location of lot 
dent Roger Noe. Anyone who 
By GEORGE WoLFFORO parks there has a climb of 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT more than 100 steps to get to 
the frrs.t building. 
ASHLAND - New parking · "Unfortunately, I don't. 
spaces are ready for use at· · think we'.ll see substantial 
Ashland Community College, charige in student complaints, . 
but the man who's headed the even with the expanded park-
school for the past eight ing lot along Oakview Road," 
months doesn't expect stu- said Noe, whose last day on 
dents to be happy about the the job was today. "It's quite a 
addition. · distance away, an!l students 
That's because the 129 spac- prefer to park as close to the 
es are in a lowland along Oak- classroom · door as they· can 
view Road, said interim presi- get." · 
It all boils down to a simple 
equation, he says: "Parking 
space just doesn't seem to be 
available at the time and loca-
tion students demand, which 
is the way it is on 99 percent 
of . the campuses across the 
United States." 
Cindy Knipp of ·Flatwoods, 
parking her car this morning 
in a wide-open lot in front of 
the college's buildings for a 
summer session class, said 
Noe's reading was correct. 
"No one wants to climb up 
all those steps," she said. 
"That's pretty much what ev-
erybody gripes about." 
Knipp said summer school 
" parking has been no problem 
"but during fall ·and spring se-
mesters, the only way you can 
get a parking spot near the 
buildings is to come at 7 a.m." 
Noe, dean of academic af-
fairs at Southeast Community 
College in Cumberland, said 
he's been surprised by the at-
tention given to parking is-
, sues ·here, including a security 
i force that closely polices park-
: ing on ACC's lots. 
' "I found a parking patrol 
here, similar to what I would 
have expected to see on a 
major campus like the Univer-
sity of Kentucky, Eastern Ken-
tucky or Louisville," he said. 
"Most community colleges 
don't see the need for that, but 
Ashland apparently did. 
"When you think about UK 
or Eastern, this (lower lot) is 
close. Students at UK have to 
pay $80 a year for a parking 
space and still park a mile 
away." 
He said he has attended five 
or six colleges and adminis-
tered two, "and they all have 
parking problems. It's a bone 
of contention everywhere." 
Some of the .new spaces were 
necessary because of parking 
lost to ACC's new classroom 
building, currently under con-
struction on top of the hill and 
scheduled to open this fall. 
Jimmy J. Miller, faculty rep-
resentative on the ACC Board 
of Directors, said he expected 
changes in traffic flow on top 
of the hill in front of the 
school would produce "a more 
friendly system to get people 
in and out. We'll be going in 
one ·way and out another." But 
he agreed .that few people -
students or teachers - would 
look forward to the long climb. 
Miller said two or three of 
the sub-lots atop the hill 
should be assigned for teacher 
use because faculty members 
have trouble finding parking 
when they arrive later in the 
day. 
Knipp said students would 
like to see a faculty-parking lot 
rebuilt somewhere atop the 
hill to free up spaces for stu-
dent parking. 
Noe said if there is enough 
money left from the contract, 
pavilions or kiosks would be 
built on the long stairway 
from the parking lot to the top 
of the hill. 
"These spots could become a 
very important part of the 
campus with places to get in 
out of the rain or to just stop 
in to rest or study," he said. 
They would be provided 
with ashtrays to provide out-
door space for smokers, who 
are prohibited from smoking 
inside the building. 
"Lisa Maynard, the student 
body president, has asked 
about running a shuttle ser-
vice from the parking lot to 
the top of the hill. If someone 
would donate some golf carts, 
we might be able to do that,': 
Noe said. 
The college has been plagued 
with a parking shortage for: 
most of its history, a situation 
that at times has created fric-
tion with the surrounding 
neighborhood. Three years 
ago, the city brokered a deal to 
reserve spots in front of resi-
dents' homes for their ve-
hicles. 
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Schools 
fear 'work 
rule' ripe 
for abuse 
■ The NCAA's Proposition 
62, which allows athletes 
to work, goes into effect 
Friday. Administrators say 
it will cause headaches. 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
HUNTSVILLE, Ala. - A new 
NCAA rule allows athletes to drive 
a limo or flip burgers during their 
spare time. On the surface, it seems 
like a good idea, although some of 
the people in charge of keepinr 
track of the new 
guidelines have 
serious doubts. 
·•Everybody 
is going to have 
to hire three peo-
ple," said South-· 
eastern Confer-
ence Commis-
sioner Roy 
l<ramer. "One to 
find the jobs, an-
other to monitor 
the jobs and an-
"Everybody 
is going to 
have to hire 
three people. 
One to find 
the jobs, an-
other to 
monitor the 
jobs and an-
other one to 
turn in the 
other one to turn violations." 
111 the viola-
tions." 
Major con-
ferences are try-
ing to delay the 
implementation 
of Proposition 
ROY KRAMER, 
Southeaste rn 
Conference com-
missioner 
62, but currently, the rule is slated 
to go into effect Friday. 
It .says a student-athlete can 
earn up to the difference between 
the value of a scholarship and the 
cost of attendance. That cost in-
cludes the amount of money need-
ed for things like school supplies, 
laundry and trips home on vaca-
tion. 
That amount will vary widely 
depending on the school. At Ten-
nessee, an in-state athlete on full 
;cholarship will be allowed to earn 
$4,156, most in the SEC. An out-of-
;tate athlete at Mississippi State 
will be allowed just $875. At Al-
abama, the figures are $2,912 (in-
3ta te) and $3,437 (out of slate). At 
Auburn it's $2,306 for both in-state 
111d out-of-:;tate athletes. 
At Kentucky, the figure 1s 
,bout $2,400, a school official :;aid. 
The athletic department can 
provide jobs for full-scholarship 
athletes, or help them find jobs 
with athletic boosters. 
Athletes on partial scholarship 
can work, but their earnings may 
count against the scholarship limits 
in their sport. Virtually every base-
ball player in the SEC, for example, 
is on a partial scholarship. 
ln the past, players on partial 
aid had an unlimited right lo work. 
Now they can earn only the differ-
ence between their partial scholar-
ship and the cost of attendance. 
And if a partial-scholarship ath-
lete works for an athletic booster or 
for the school, the amount earned 
will be deducted from the scholarship 
money available to other players. But 
if the athlete checks out the want ads 
and finds a job independently, the 
money will not be deducted. 
So a baseball player can expect 
no help from the a thletic depart-
ment and no job offers from athlet-
ic boosters. A footba ll player can 
expect both. 
It's confusing and Dave Didion, 
Auburn's director of compliance, 
believes it could be used in the 
wrong way. 
" ft's going to become a recruit-
mg tool," Didion told • The 
Huntsvi lle Times. "That's not what 
it was meant to be, but that's what 
it is going to turn into." 
Along with promises of playing 
time, Didion expects some schools 
will be able to tell an athlete they 
can earn more pocket money than 
is available elsewhere. 
· In the SEC, the difference be-
tween Tennessee and Mississippi 
State is dramatic. In some partial-
scholarship sports, it may be diffi-
cul t for schools in small college 
towns to compete for recruits be-. 
cause there wi ll be fewer jobs avail: 
able to supplement whatever schol-
arship money is provided. 
Kramer cites an easy example. 
"If I was at Georgia Tech (iri 
Atlanta), I could legitimately find a 
job driving a limousine for $20 an 
hour," he said. "Have you ever seen 
anybody driving a limousine in 
Starkville, Miss.?" 
Some players, however, say the 
struggles the compliance directors 
face aren't as tough as what they 
have had to go through scratching 
for spending money. 
"I think it's good," Alabama 
wide receiver Michael Vaughp said. 
"Guys will be able to have some 
money in their pockets, and they'll 
get some job experience at the 
same time." 
Auburn quarterback Daymeune 
Craig agrees. 
·•J wish it'd been that way when 
I first came to colle~e." he said. "It 
would have really helped out a lot. 
You have personal items to take 
care nf, mainly your girlfriend. You 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL • SPORTS • TUESDAY,.JULY 29, 19! 
Charity 
unaware 
ofNCAA 
violation 
Founder discusses 
grant to a U of L 
volleyball player 
By DA VE KOERNER 
The Courier-Journal 
Louisville businesswoman Elaine 
"Cissy" Musselman says officials at 
her charitable organization, Women 
4 Women, had no idea that the mon-
er. it provided a University of Louis-
vtlle volleyball player last summer 
could be part of an NCAA violation. 
"I assumed that what we were 
asked to do was certainly according 
to Hoyle and within their rules and 
regulations," said Musselman, presi-
dent and founder of Women 4 Wom-
en, a Louisville-based, nonprofit or-
~anization that focuses on women's 
issues. "To be honest with you, the 
NCAA never popped up in my head 
in the spring of '96 when we were 
asked." 
U of L officials last week dis-
closed 12 violations in the volleyball 
program in a report to the NCAA 
following an internal investigation. 
Assistant coach Mitzy Donhoff, 
whose contract was not renewed last 
month, was named in five violations. 
The most serious appears to be one 
in which she donated $1,629 from 
funds of a volleyball camp that she 
operated to Women 4 Women, with 
the intent that it would go to pay for 
an lnteqsive English as a Second 
Language course for volleyball play-
er Marina Sinichenko. The Russian 
player came to the United States in 
June 1996 and entered U of L as a 
freshman in the fall. 
U of L President John Shumaker 
imposed several penalties against 
the program, including: 
■ A month's suspension without 
pay for head coach Leonid Yelin and 
a freeze on his salary. That's a mon-
etary punishment estimated at 
$12,000. 
■ Forfeiture of all the team's vic-
tories from last season, when it went 
26-5. 
"It's a shame that this happened, 
but the president should be applaud-
ed for taking such bold steps," Mus-
selman said. 
She added that Shumaker faxed 
her a letter Friday in which he 
apologized for "any adverse public-
ity" that Women 4 Women might 
have received from the incident. 
Musselman said Donhoff is a vol-
unteer for Women 4 Women, which 
was formed in 1993. Musselman 
added that she previous ly worked 
u ,ith n ,.,,.,.J.,,.,U n ... A ...... i,, .,... _ r r ,.,.fr ,. . ... u 
CO_N,·o 
t ~ 
"She called and asked us to do 
something that certainly matched 
our mission, and that was to grant a 
scholarship to an outstanding young 
woman who was certainly deserving 
based on need,'' Musselman said. 
Musselman said that Women 4 
Women generally chooses an annual 
theme for. its scholarships. This year 
it pertains to the cardiovascular 
area. In ,Sinichenko's case, it ad-
dressed "the formative years," Mus-
selman said. 
· "It certainly was within our 
theme, yet we didn't have the money 
to do it at the time. She (Donhofl) 
said she would help raise the money 
for it. We said that would be much 
appreciated." 
When the money arrived, Mussel-
man said, "it was a cashier's check. 
It was !liven anonymously, without 
my indication of who it was from. It 
.vas clear that it was going toward 
he scholarship because that was the 
inly thing we were funding at that 
ime. 
"It came as a complete surprise 
hat it was a donation from Mitzy,'' 
,1usselman said. "She said she would 
,elp raise the money for (the course). 
,he did not say she was going to per-
onally give the money. That would 
1ave been a red flag to me. 11 
However, according to the NCM, 
l!at would have made no difference. 
Vhether the money was raised by 
>onhoff or donated directly by her, 11 
till would have constituted illegal 
id, said Athena Yiamouyiannis, who 
; with the NCAA's Legislative Serv-
:es Division. 
Yiamouyiannis, speaking. in general 
irms and not addressing the U of L 
ituaticin in particular, said a school 
cannot raise funds to earmark to-
rard a specific athlete." 
And even if Donhoff had not been 
ivolved in raising or donating mon-
y, Yiamouyiannis said, her involve-
lent in approaching Women 4 Wom-
n could have violated NCAA rules 
ecause such a grant must be avail 
ble to all students and must be made 
without regard to athletic ability." 
Musselman reiterated that her or-
anization had done nothing illegal 
from our side, that's what I don't 
•ant anybody to misconstrue. We had 
o idea of any NCAA connection." 
Musselman said Women 4 Women 
as awarded hundreds of scholar-
lips, including 500 one year to Girl 
couts for math and science camps. 
"I have to say that I and we acted 
1 good faith. That's not going to 
l!ange,'' said Musselman, a 53-year-
ld insurance executive, "We're going 
> continue to do the work that needs 
> be done, and there's plenty of it, 
auch beyond my years. 
"Tht?re's np question that we're 
my it happened, not just for the uni-
arsity but in particular for women's 
,lleyball." . 
Musselman is a U of L graduate 
nd a former trustee for the school 
nd as part of Women · 4 Women 
elped give U of L's Women's Center 
$13,500 grant in 1993. 
She also is a general sports fan, 
ad she's a sister of Bill Musselman, a 
ve-time Kentucky state amateur golf 
1ampion. 
"It's very hard to separate my 50 
1me-odd years from my involvement 
1 the organizations in this town," she 
aid. "As Women 4 Women is dedi-
cated to the mission for helping worn-· 
en and girls, it's going to overlap 
many of the activities I've personally 
been involved in, and many of our 
board members." 
. Musselman said Women 4 Women 
probably will review its procedures 
for accepting _anonymous gifts. 
"In this situation we weren't given 
all the facts,'' she said. "We will do 
our best to get those facts in the fu. 
ture. But I can assure you that it will 
be impossible for us or any not-for-
profit (organization) to keep up with 
all the rules and regulations of the or-
ganizations that we fund. And that is 
why we deal, and did in this case, 
with folks that we hold in respect and 
certainly trusted." 
Donhoff, meanwhile, issued a state-
ment through Louisville attorney 
Grant Helman that read, in part: "I 
did some· things to help the Russian 
players which were violations of 
NCAA rules. 
"My actions were well-intentioned, 
but were nevertheless bad judgments 
on my part, and I would like to apolo-
gize to the Cardinal volleyball team, 
the U of L fans and to President Shu-
maker." 1 
Donhoff declined further comment. 
The Daily lndenendenl, 
Ashland, Kentucky, 
Monday, July 28, 1997 
Ashland-
Marathon 
venture 
gets name 
Consumers 
will see 
few changes 
By KENNETH HART 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
RUSSELL - The joint 
venture between Ashland 
Inc. and USX-Marathon 
finally has a name. · 
The new company, 
which combines the re-
fining, ·transportation 
and marketing assets of 
both companies, will be 
known as Marathon Ash-
land Petroleum LLC_ (li~-
.ited liability company). 
Consumers should no-
tice little chan_ge as a re-
sult of the alliance, Ash-
land spokesman Chuck 
Rice said . 
"For the forseeable fu-
ture, all of the brand 
names will continue to 
operate," he said. "That 
just makes sense, with 
the equity in the brand 
names that the compa-
That will come from elimina 
tion of redundant distributior 
and transportation assets con 
solidation of material' pur 
chases, reduction of inventorJ 
levels and access to new crud1 
oil supplies. ,-
Mar a thon ·Ashland Pe 
troleum should be "a leadin1 
force in Midwestern gasolim 
marketing," they said. 
nies have." 
The new company will 
have about 5,400 retail 
outlets in 20 states. 
Marathon markets its 
products under its own 
brand name and those of 
its Emro marketing sub-
sidiary - Speedway, 
Bonded, Starvin' Marvin, 
United, Gastown, Wake 
Assuming the completion al 
the joint venture agreement, 
the analysts said Ashland 
could see ,its 1998 earnings in-
crease to $3.80 a share, up 
from their previous estimate of 
$3 a share. . 
Ashland earned $211 million, 
or $2.97 a share, in fiscal 1996. 
Up and Kwik Sak. 
Ashland markets under 
th e A s h I an d , - S u-
perAmerica and Rich Oil 
brand names. 
The joint venture -
announced May 15 and 
expected to be finalized 
by the end of the year -
will have seven refiner-
ies and about 6 percent of 
the total U.S. refining ca-
pacity. 
Some of the 550 employees 
who work at Ashland Pe-
troleum Co. headquarters at 
Russell will be transferred to 
Findlay, but how many and 
which have not been revealed 
yet. 
The joint venture is also ex-
pected to result in some down-
sizing, but company officials 
haven't said how many jobs 
will be eliminated. Personnel 
decisions will be made. by 
management of the new com-
pany. 
The company has said that 
production employees, in-
cluding those who work at the 
Catlettsburg refinery, will not 
be affected. 
Wall Street analysts are say-
_ing that the deal has the po-
t en ti al to considerably 
strengthen Ashland and im-
prove its shareholder return. 
In a recent report,. analysts 
Ann Kohler and Scott Smith, 
who follow the petroleum in-
dustry for UBS Securities of 
New York, said the joint ven-
ture should substantially im-
prove Ashland's refining and 
marketing performance. 
more ➔ 
,, A limited liability com' 
1pany is cine in which. lim-
,its-. are placed ·on., the 
amount of money an . in-
vestor. or corporation can 
lose as a result of a· law-
suit or other loss suffered 
by the company. 
, At the same time, they_ ·said, 
ihe deal will free up capital for 
the company's more profitable 
The ·new company will 
be headquartered in 
Findlay, Ohio - Mara-
thon's former home be-
fore it moved to Houston 
in the early 1980s. Mara-
thon will own 68 percent 
of Marathon Ashland Pe-
troleum, Ashland 32 per-
cent. 
ventures, · including Ashland 
Chemic<!L.Yalvoline and. the 
APAC highway-construction 
subsidiaries. 
The joint venture should re-
sult in about $100 million a 
year in cost savings for Ash-
land and Marathon, Kohler 
and Smith said. 
1 .• 
I 
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Venture expected to result 
in chemical firm growth 
DUBLIN, Ohio (AP) - D'Antoni said what Ash-
Ashland Inc.'s joint venture · land Inc. officials are "ask-
with USX-Marathon may ing now. is if we can make 
allow Ashland to expand the more acquisitions and larg-
headquarters of its Ashland er acquisitions." 
Chemical division head- Ashland Chemical, which 
quarters in this Columbus had sales of $3.7 billion last 
suburb. year, hopes to hit the $6 bil-
The expansion could add , lion mark within five years. 
660 jobs and two office Such a jump in sales 
buildings to Ashland Chem- could increase Ashland 
ical's campus. Chemical employment to 
The merger, combining 2,000 from 1,340 and lead to 
the refining, transportation the construction of two of-
and marketing assets of fice buildings at -its com-
both companies, is expected plex, D'Antoni said. 
to free up cash for Ashland John B. Parry, an analyst 
Chemical's expansion, said with John S. Herold Inc. of 
David D' Antoni, company Stamford, Conn., said Ash-
president. land Inc. wants to have less 
To grow faster, D'Antoni to do with the "low-growth, 
said Ashland Chemical highly cyclical" oil-refining 
plans to expand the division business. 
at a rate above the 8 percent Ashland Chemical will be 
it has averaged annually the largest revenue pro-
this decade. The company ducer in Ashland Inc.'s new 
has spent $500 million on 42 lineup. It has been the best 
acquisitions during the contributor to the bottom 
1990s. line for the past five years. 
4 finalists named for WKU presidency 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky, -A Western Kentucky University admin-
istrator and the president of Fort Hays State University are among 
four finalists to become WKU's next president. 
A presidential search committee submitted the names yesterday to 
the Western Kentucky University board of regents .. 
The finalists are Western's vice president for finance and adminis-
tration, James Ramsey; Fort Hays State President Edward Hammond; 
Eugene Payne, executive vice president of Financial Industries Corp., 
a life insurance group; and Clemson University's vice president for 
administration and advancement, Gary Ransdell. 
The university is seeking a person to succeed . former President 
Thomas Meredith, who left earlier this year to become chancellor of 
the University of Alabama system. 
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Universities taking note of writing portfolios 
LOUISVILLE (AP) - A cou- from 50 students at five Jef-
e of universities have raised ferson County high schools to 
e personal stakes for high place them in English classes. 
hool seniors across Ken- Students with low college-
cky who put together sam- entrance-test scores, who 
es ·of their best writing each would normally be placed in a 
ring and submit them to remedial writing class, can 
eir teachers. voluntarily submit their high 
Murray State University is school portfolio and get placed 
anting three hours credit for in regular freshman composi-
stinguished portfolios, the tion classes. An outstanding 
ting given the top 2 percent portfolio also could place a stu-
seniors. dent in a higher class. · 
"We're hoping if colleges are The U of L program has con-
:iking at them, they (stu- tinued to grow; this year about 
nts) will put forth their best 300 portfolios were submitted 
fort and do their best work," by entering freshmen from 
id Starr Lewis, director of schools.across the state. 
e Ke'ntucky Writing Program "We think our numbers 'will 
ith the state Department of only grow," said Jenny S~w-
lucation. yer UofL's director of admis-
The portfolios are part of the •siohs. "if students start · to 
hool accountability system know (portfolios will be used), 
at assigns scores to schools. this will really make a •differ-
1t teachers often worry that ence." 
11dents may not try their. best Lewis hopes more colleges 
•cause the portfolios don't al- and universities-will make use 
1ys count for grades. of the portfolios and has been 
The p.ortfolios are part of the meeting with college represen-
countability system created tatives to explore uses of the 
· the Kentucky Education Re- writing samples. 
:m Act; teachers get cash re- Kentucky's other public uni-
trds if their students do well versities are studying the use 
d c~n be placed on probation of portfolios. . 
their students do poorly. A few private schools -
!'he University of Louisville Thomas More College, Centre 
s prob~~ly done th~ most College, Georgetown College 
.th writmg portfohos. In and Campbellsville University 
l4, it began using portfolios _ have used writing portfolios 
on a limited basis. Portfolios 
have sometimes been used to 
make admissions or placement 
decisions, but are not required 
by any school. 
Some teachers have ex-
pressed cb_ncern that the writ-
ing portfolios are too time-
consuming and burdensome. 
But other teachers. say that 
portfolios have led to a much 
greater emphasis on writing 
and that they have seen great 
improvements in students' 
writing skills. 
-\I'"..,..., I .._,, ~j 
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Ea~ overrule$.~ 
player-
Macy, restores grant to 
BY MARK STORY He said overturning the coach's 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER · • decision was in no way a rebuke of 
Saying it is a "matter of principle," Mor~hea~ S\ail: Macy. 
President Ronald Eaglin has restored the fmanc1a!__a_1d "Kyle Macy did nothing 
of a basketball player whose scholarship was not re- wrong," Eaglin said. 
newed by new coach Kyle Macy. ··- Macy was out of town recruit-
As a result of Eaglin's decision, Kyle Sherman Will ing, a secretary said, and unavail-
go back on basketball scholarship although Sherman able for comment. 
said he will not play. Sherman, a former Mason Coun-
Shortly after he replaced Dick Fick as Eagles coach ty player, said he felt like Eaglin's 
last spring, Macy informed Sherman and t~ammates decision had made the best of a bad 
Heston Beverly and Mark Spurlock that their schQJm.~ situation. 
· ships would not be renewed. ~ "I really think I have been treat-
None of the· players contributed much last season, ed· about as fairly as I could have 
Sherman averaged 2.5 points, Spurlock 1.8 and Beverly I.3: been in this situation," Sherman 
Of the three. Sherman was the only recruited atll; said. "I think this shows that More-
lete. Beverly and Spurlock were walk-ans, players who head does honor its commitments." 
had been granted scholarships after coming to sckoel -- After his appeal was turned 
· on their own. down by the financial aid commit-
Sherman was also the only one tee, Sherman said he had pretty 
to appeal Macy's decision to MSU's much decided to let the matter drop. 
financial aid committee. But he said Eaglin called him 
That committee ruled for Macy, and told him that if he appealed for-
but Eaglin overruled the committee. mally to the president, there was a 
Eaglin noted that Macy was good chance of getting his scholar-
within NCAA rules when he chose ship back. 
not to renew Sherman's scholarshii: Sherman said he has not spoken 
and that his actions were under- to Macy or any member of the 
standable for a coach. coaching staff since he learned that 
"But when it was appealed tc he was getting his grant-in-aid back. 
me, I personally feel like the univer- But he said he has talked with a 
sity has a stronger obligation to our member of the university's athletics 
scholarship than (pulling it for) 'just administration, and they have 
not playing well,' " Eaglin said. reached a "mutual understanding" 
"As I reviewed the record in this that Sherman will not rejoin the 
case, Kyle Sherman had done every- basketball team. 
thing we had asked of him in the Sherman, who would have been 
classroom. He had not broken NCAA a junior in athletic eligibility this 
rules. He had not broken team rules. season, said he has been assured 
"To me, it is a matter of princi- that he will get two more years of 
pie. 'Not playing well' was not financial aid. 
enough reason to pull a scholarship." An English major, he hopes to 
· · Eaglin said he had not spoken become a high school teacher and 
directly to Macy since reinstating basketball coach. 
Sherman's scholarship. · Morehead Athletics Director 
·. "But he told me early on that he Sreve Hamilton said that as long as 
had three athletes in this position," Sherman is on financial aid, he will 
Eaglin said. "At that time, I told count against the school's 13 men's 
him he might find myself on the basketball scholarships. 
other side of his concerrL" · 
Although Beverly and Spurlock 
did not appeal the non-renewal of 
their scholarships, it is unlikely they 
would have succeeded anyway. 
Hamilton said he wrote both 
players a letter during last season 
that told them they had one-year 
grants whose renewal was subject 
to the discretion of the next coach. 
And Eaglin said he likely would 
not have ruled in their favor had 
the two appealed to him. 
"In all probability, I would have 
let (the decision not to renew their 
scholarships) stand," he said. "They 
were walk-ons. It is a completely 
!different situation than a recruited 
athlete." 
Beverly, a former Dike Combs 
High School star, already has left 
Morehead and will play at Pikeville 
College. 
According to Hamilton, Spur-
lock is expected to return to MSU 
as a student. 
' 
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Firm .will.investigate: 
importance _of sports 
at Westem:Ke.~tucky 
BOWIJNG GREEN, Ky . .:., Western 
Keiltueky ·. Uliivetsify's .Board• of• Re-
gents·voted-Monday' to· conduct a full 
review, cit: the school's. athletic: pro-_ 
gram-·-- .. ' .;'·,;., ..,;. . .__ :, , .::. ' .... 
Interim: President· Bari>ara· Burch' 
said the need for a.reviewJiecan)e evi~ 
dent lluring the school's sean:h:for. a 
replacement · fordongtime•·•women•s 
basketball, .coach Paur,. Sanderford,. 
who .resigned ~r · this, ,spri_ng J~ 
coach at•Nebraska:, · ·• · .... _. · · 
Burch:said the .review; wbich .will 
be conducted by·a·_private,firm; will 
look ilffuilding for.athletics;the pn>-
gram's relationsbip ... to academics and 
athletics' value to·the university. : 
"We·welc:cime·review; :, provided 
it's ·not ·prejudiced· from the-~• 
football coach Jack: Harbaugh said •. : • 
Westem's -fOOlball P!llllrlim· was 
nearly:eliminatetl-in .thifearly--1990s 
because of·fuilding concerns. ' • · 
Harbaugh said, atbletics•benefit·to 
the school; For,manr:-Sbiclcent,s,.: he: 
said, .. atliletic scholarships. • are ·· the 
only way they can attend colleg~. And 
players' relatwes, friends and.fans _of-
ten, follow-,them .to .. schooI,.,making 
atbleticsm•rtant stlident:rec:ruita 
inent' tool• and ·an important :way .to 
retain alumni. S11Pl'8rl, h4'! added. . 
"One of- the 1D1stakei.-that we all 
make· is asking if ·your· program will 
be self-supporting;" he said. i'I k.Jtow 
the women's'· (basketball} ~annsn:t;· 
and .I. don'i think.the men's team· IS. 
Everybody depends on some support: 
So the thing we have to do is.to ask if 
the mo,'!.ey we
11
_..!!,~ ~~-I_>~ 
grams' .. we • .,...,.. . . 
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WKU up for water-systems grant 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky Uni-
versity is in li~e _for a $500,000 grant for a n~w tech-
nology and training center to help small public water 
systems. 
· The U:S. Senate approved the request, which goes 
to a conference committee in September and then to 
the House for a final vote, said a spokesman for U.S. 
Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-!{y. 
The center would provide trainini: in measuring the 
health safety of water, system design and setup, wiv 
ter-piping systems, administration, information sys-
tems and funding for water systems that are-not oper-
ating under the Public Service Commission. 
The pr~gram, if approved, woul~ ~eceive .another 
$500,000 its second year and $1 mtlhon each of the 
following three years. 
Ed Houston, assistant to the dea.n of WKU's Ogden 
·College, has tentatively been named the director of 
the center. 
WKU·exP.ects to have it operating within a month 
of the vote if Congress approves it. 
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C~mmunlty college president appointed: 
Aigeline Dvorak has been appointed president of 
A hland Community College. The vote came yester-
d • 'from the Kentucky Community and Technical 
C l~ge System transition team. Unanimous·approval 
fo bwed by the _ACC Board of Directors. Dvorak is . 
n ·• '. dean of arts and sciences at Jackson State 
C unity College in Jackson, Tenn. She takes office 
A. st 1. She has held faculty positions at Michigan 
S te University, Enterprise State Junior College and 
G If Coast Community College. She holds a doctorate 
in English from Florida State University and a law 
de'gree from the Thomas M. Cooley Law School. 
l I . I 
MSU ARCHIVES 
MSU Clip &heet 
A sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University 
INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
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UK official, former NKU chief 
will work on new college system 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT, Ky. -Two familiar 
figures have been hired to help unite 
the new community and technical 
college system in Kentucky. 
on where the new system will have 
its headquarters. 
earlier this year. 
The transition board also voted 
yesterday to hire Angeline Dvorak as 
president of Ashland Community 
College. Dvorak is now the dean of 
arts and sciences at Jackson State 
Community College in Jackson, 
Tenn. Dvorak has a doctorate in 
English as well as a law degree. 
Anthony Newberry, who is now 
vice chancellor of the University of 
Kentucky Community College sys-
tem, will help the new system in the 
critical area of accreditation. New-
berry will divide his time between 
UK and the new Community and 
Technical College System. 
Newberry is a member of the 
Commission on Colleges of the 
Southern Association of Colleges and 
Schools, the accrediting agency that 
will have to review Kentucky's re-
vamped system, which includes both 
community colleges and the Ken-
tucky Tech system of post-secondary 
vocational schools. . Ashland was one of the centers of 
opposition to the part of the higher 
education plan that removes the 
community colleges from UK's con-
trol. Jack Moreland, who was interim 
president of Northern Kentucky Uni-
versity until earlier this summer, will 
work full time for the new agency on 
a temporary contract. Moreland will 
concentrate on budget and personnel 
matters and help make the decision 
The unification of the new system 
depends on its obtaining accredita-
tion. If it does not, the legislation 
specifies UK may maintain control of 
the community colleges. 
Moreland was superintendent of 
the Dayton Independent School Dis-
trict. He was active in lobbying on 
behalf of the overhaul of higher edu-
cation advocated by Gov. Paul Patton 
Dvorak will take office on Aug. I. 
Roger Noe, the interim r.resident 
at Ashland and a former egislator 
who was one of the most araent op-
ponents of the plan, was not consid-
ered for the permanent position, 
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Sue Bennett raising 
funds to save college 
School hopes to put 
finances in order, 
keep accreditation 
Associated Press 
that accreditation is pulled. 
"The garne1s not over," said 
Cheek, who succeeded six-year Presi-
dent Paul Bunnell. "In many ways, 
it's afoot, as Sherlock. (Holmes) 
would say." 
About 360 students attend Sue 
Bennett. Cheek scheduled registra-
tion for Aug. 18, and classes are set 
LONDON, Ky. - Sue Bennett Col- to begin Aug. 20. 
lege announced a $2 million fund Brewer said the school's unsecured 
dnve yesterday in an effort to save deficit is $!.4 million, although it op-
the falterins, century-old school from erated in the black last year. He said 
the academic scrap heap. s B d · d h 1 1 
The trustees of the Laurel County ue ennett un erpa, t e nterna 
Revenue Service by $210,000 for 
liberal-arts school voted Tuesday, withholdinton its 80 employees, and 
after a six-hour session, to proceed h b d ki 
with the fall semester while the col- t e oar as an attorney wor ng 
out a settlement and payment plan. 
lege appeals a recommendation that The trustees voted to ask the 
its accreditation be withdrawn. Board of Global Ministries of the 
Board Chairman Jackson Brewer 
said shoring up the finances is the United Methodist Church, with which 
key to everything else. the school is affiliated, to commit up 
"This has been caused by financial to $500,000 in support. If not, they 
problems, and we want to assure that would like permission to use school 
we get past those," he said yesterday. property as collateral for future fi-
A committee of the Southern Asso- nancing. 
ci.ation of Colleges and Schools rec- "The board of trustees does not 
ommended pulling the Laurel County own this college, so we cannot use it 
school's accreditation. The commit- for collateral or mortgage it," Brewer 
tee, which visited in April, cited con- said. 
tinuing problems with planning and Cheek said two church-related 
evaluation, library resources and fi- boards, in New York and in Nash-
nances. Loss of accreditation would ville, Tenn., also have agreed to 
likely mean Sue Bennett would not stand by Sue Bennett. 
be able to confer degrees. Trustee Dale Eads was named 
The college has appealed that rec- chairman of the fund drive, and he 
ommendation, and a hearing is opened it with a $25,000 pledge. 
scheduled for mid-September, Brew- In _1991, the Uni~ersity of Kentu_cky 
er said. Interim President James considered absorbmg the college mto 
Cheek said the board has voted a its community college system. But 
"good, heartfelt commitment" to Sue Bennett backed out, thinking the 
keep the school open. · church would not let the col_lege di~ .. 
"Some commitments were made, The school has faced mcreasmg 
and of course that relieves me a · competition in recent years from a 
bit," said Cheek, the school's vice branch of Somerset Community Col-
president for academic affairs. lege in London and a satellite cam-
But Cheek said the board discussed pus of Eastern Kentucky University 
"contingency plans" for the event m nearby Corbin. 
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DI FRANKFORT 
Higher education transition team hires two: 
The transition team charged with integrating the 
state's community colleges and technical schools has 
hired the vice chancellor of the old system to help 
guide the process. Anthony Newberry, vice chancellor 
of the University of Kentucky Community College 
System, has been hired by the Kentucky Community 
and Technical College System transition team to work 
\Vith accreditation issues for the new system. The tran-
sition team also hired former Northern Kentucky 
University interim chancellor Jack Moreland to assist 
with the day-to-day operations, including the search for 
a president and determinin.~ a site for the system's 
headquarters. 
The Daily lndeoendent. Ashland, Kentucky, 
Wednesday, July 3('. 1997 
Newberry named' 
KCTCS aide 
LEXINGTON - A former 
president of Ashland 
Community College has 
been hired as a staff 
assistant to help guide 
transition of community 
and technical schools into a 
combined unit. 
Dr. Tony Newberry, now 
vice chancellor for academic 
and student affairs for the 
University of Kentucky 
Community College System, 
is already a member of the 
Kentucky Community and 
Technical. College transition 
team that hired him. 
He is charged with 
helping to create a . 
temporary 50-50 
memorandum of agreement, 
on personnel issues and 
accreditation. ~e will split 
his time between UK and 
KCTCS. 
Jack Moreland, former 
interim president of 
Nort4ern Kentucky 
University, was hired to 
assist with day-to-day 
operations. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Wednesday, July 30, 1997 
'It's a long way to Harlan ' ••• 
Interim ACC president lauds community 
BY ROGER NoE 
As I step down as interim presi-
dent of Ashland Community College, 
I thank people of Ashland Com-
munity College and the people of col-
lege's service area for making my 
eight-month stay an extremely pleas-
ant and rewarding one. 
A special thanks goes to the fac-
ulty and staff of Ashland Com-
munity College. These bright, dedi-
cated individuals truly care about 
the students, the community and 
their peers. I cannot say enough • 
about their commitment to the vi-
sion and goals of Ashland Com-
munity College. The residents of the 
area served by Ashland Community 
College are extremely fortunate to 
have them, 
I commend ACC's Board of Direc-
tors for being 100 percent in support 
of the mission of the college. The 
members of the board fully sup-
ported the institution throughout 
the trying times of politics in higher 
education this past spring. 
Bruce Leslie, Sonny Martin, Pam 
Potter, Ed Maddox, Wendell Banks, 
Martha Johnson, Dana Ladd, faculty 
representative Jim Miller, and stu-
dent representative Peggy Sue 
Moore contributed their time and ef-
fort to see that Ashland Community 
College remained the strong viable 
institution of higher learning it has 
always been. The ACC board. in my 
opinion, is the best in the com-
munity college system. 
A heartfelt thanks goes to a couple 
of my friends who are, by the way, 
originally from Harlan - Harold 
Kelley and Dr. Walter P. Cawood, 
During several occasions over 
lunch, Dr. Cawood, Mr. Kelley and I 
shared many memorable stories of 
Harlan County and Eastern Ken-
tucky. Mr. Kelley, in addition to tell-
ing great stories, served ACC admi-
rably as a member of the University 
of Kentucky Community College 
System Access Committee. 
Many thanks go to Professor Jim 
Miller, who by virtue of his position 
as a member of the University of 
Kentucky Board of Trustees, was 
able to provide me with essential in-
fol'I!lation concerning various poli-
cies of the University of Kentucky 
and Ashland Community College, in 
addition to becoming a good friend. 
Professor Miller will no longer be 
serving on the University of Ken-
tucky Board of Trustees as the re-
sult of legislation which passed dur-
ing the special session in May of 
this year, but he was the best while 
we had him. 
My personal gratitude is extended 
to the president's secretary, Brenda 
McGlone, whose hard work and ded-
ication to the job keeps the presi-
dent's office at ACC the most ef-
ficient and effective executive office 
in the system, The incoming presi-
dent of ACC, Dr, Angeline Dvorak, 
is truly fortunate to be coming into 
such a smooth running en-
vironment. 
I have stated before that the Ash-
land area is a wonderful place be-
cause of the people who live there. 
That notion has certainly been rein-
forcedjn my mind through the op-
portunity to live and work in Ash-
land as interim president of the col-
lege for those delightful eight 
months. 
There could be no better place in 
the system to serve as an interim 
president than Ashland Community 
College. It is a special place with 
very special people. 
The warm, caring, accepting en-
vironment which is uniquely Ash-
land will long be remembered by 
this departing sotil. I hope to visit 
again and again. My gratitude goes 
out to everyone in the college who 
helped me and many thanks for ac-
cepting me into your wonderful com-
munity, 
ROGER NOE ended his brief tenure as 
interim president of Ashland Community 
College Friday. He is dean of academic 
affairs at Southeast Community College 
in Cumberland. 
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Kentucky State awards degrees to program's first 15 
BY HOLLY E. STEPP 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
FRANKFORT - When they arrived in 
Kentucky nearly two years ago, only a hand-
ful of the 15 spoke English and most had 
never been far from their subtropical homes. 
But yesterday, they surveyed how much 
they had accomplished - learning a new 
culture and, in some cases, a new language, 
and earning degrees from Kentucky State 
University. 
Fifteen students from developing nations 
in the Caribbean and Central America yester-
day received associate degrees in electronic 
technology. 
The graduates· were part of a two-year 
federally-funded exchange program called 
CASS, or the Cooperative Association of 
States for Scholarships . .Yesterday's graduat-
ing class was the first at KSU. 
"There were some shocks, like the first 
winter - it was beyond anything I imagined 
- but once we learned to understand each 
others' culture, we really became friends," 
said Milbert George Miller of St. Elizabeth 
Parrish in Jamaica. , , 
Miller plans to teach at his community 
high school when he returns toJamaica. 
The nationwide CASS program selects 
students from countries targeted by the U.S. 
Agency for International Development and 
gives scholarships for them to send citizens 
to study in the United States. Kentucky State 
became part of the program after submitting 
a proposal in 1994. 
Among the countries represented at KSU, 
El Salvador, Honduras, and Jamaica. 
"These young people represent the very 
best their nations have to offer," said public 
administration professor Don Anthony 
Woods, who coordinated the program for 
Kentucky State. 
For the past two years, the students took 
the same classes as any students to 
earn their degree, and some took Eng-
lish as a. Second Language. For the first 
year, they lived with host families in 
Frankfort; later they lived on their own. 
For the students, instructors and 
host families, yesterday's graduation 
was an emotional event. 
"This experience has left indelible 
meinories ,with us," said Miller. 
Host parents such as Brenis Taylor, 
iwho hosted· Panamanian student 
:sumaya McDonald, turned out to sup-
port the students as they received their 
diplomas. "I couldn't be more proud of 
her," Taylor said. 
Woods summed up the emotions of 
many: "I just graduated 15 of my chil-
dren." 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Wednesday, July 30, 1997 
Dvorak officially nam.ed 
as new ACC president 
Certainty of post prompted early move to Ashland 
By GEORGE WOLFFORD 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
ASHLAND - Dr. Angeline 
Dvorak wasn't officially 
named president of Ashland 
Community College until 
Tuesday, but she and her fam-
ily were certain enough of the 
job to buy a home here last 
week. 
Her husband, Mark, was so 
sure he sold their home in 
Lexington, Tenn., weeks ago 
while she was in Kentucky 
for finalist interviews for the 
position. · ;;:,: / 
The Dvoraks and their 
daughter, Nikki, 14, were 
waiting for their furniture to 
be delivered to theirhome..in 
East Ashland this morning. 
Nikki's horse arrived at Lau-
rel Creek Stables in Boyd 
County earlier. 
Mark Dvorak said he got 
positive vibrations about his 
wife's candidacy when he 
talked to people from the 
school and community during 
her initial interview here. 
"When I was being inter-
viewed for the job, they asked 
if my family was flexible," 
Angeline Dvorak said, "and I 
told them extremely - they 
had to be for me to follow this 
career." 
Mark Dvorak, an attorney, 
said he will open a practice 
here after he takes the Ken-
tucky bar exam in January. 
Angeline Dvorak also holds 
a law degree, as well as a doc-
torate, two master's and a 
bachelor's in English. She has 
also done post doctoral work. 
She comes from Jackson, 
Tenn., State Community Col-
lege, where she was dean of 
arts and sciences. 
The Kentucky Community 
and Technical College System 
board ratified Dvorak's unan-
imous selection Tuesday. The 
ACC board of directors had 
unanimously recommended 
her July 9. 
Dvorak said she and her 
husband "did our homework 
and studied this community' 
and_ saw the m:,tential for Ash-
land Community College -
even with the change it faces." 
Dvorak interviewed at the 
school March 26, the same day 
Gov. Paul Patton visited ACC 
to unveil his controversial 
plan for higher education re-
structuring in Kentucky. She 
sat in the auditorium during 
Patton's stormy session with 
students and staff critical of 
his desire to separate the com-
munity colleges from the Uni-
versity of Kentucky. The legis-
lature in May passed Patton's 
plan in a slightly revised form. 
But even before she spoke, 
Dvorak told interviewers that 
she was aware of Patton's plan 
and believed she was the can-
didate who could handle it 
when change occurred. 
"Even if it doesn't go over 
this time," she said that day, 
'"it's a sleeping giant' that will 
have to be addressed." 
This morning, Dvorak said 
that "everything clicked" in 
her introduction to Ashland. 
"We found tremendous rapport 
with the people." - --
She said she expects to start 
with a new needs assessment 
for ACC, based on anticipated 
economic shifts. "ACC is at 
the center and we need to 
make sure Ashland continues 
to thrive." 
She finds change awaiting 
her on campus. Seven faculty 
members are retiring and a 
new building will open in Sep-
tember. Areas of student ser-
vice are likely to be consoli-
dated into one location at the 
school "to provide one-stop 
shopping for students," she 
said. 
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U of L's activism 
T
HERE IS the easy way 
to implement Gov. 
Paul Patton's vision for 
higher education. And 
there's the hard way. 
The easy way is to continue 
doing business as usual when-
ever feasible, while nagging for 
more resources and grabbing 
hold of as many new dollars as 
possible. 
The hard 
way is to 
shake things 
up. Try new 
approaches. 
Create new 
structures. Re-
c r u it new 
ideas. Which 
is how the 
University of 
Louisville 
seems to be 
approaching it. 
As many as 117 of the univer-
sity's tenured faculty will be giv-
en an opportunity to retire early. 
Of course there is some danger 
that this could result in the loss 
of some top folks. But special ef-
forts can be made to keep spe-
cial people in the university's 
academic orbit. 
Rather than bank the savings, 
U of L will use them to fund 
radical changes in program and 
emphasis, to upgrade technol-
ogy, to boost graduate studer 
stipends. As Board Chairwoma 
Minx Auerbach put it, this wi 
create a 11pool for reinves 
ment." 
That's a more constructh 
view than the one expressed I: 
fellow trustee Bill Samuels, wh 
characterized the tenure syster 
as "confiscating taxpayer: 
money'' and "feeding the cow. 
He suggested, rather ominousb 
that "mayti 
we don't fee 
the cows quit 
as much" i 
the future 
This is not th 
message th, 
one sends c 
part of an e 
fort to build 
great researc 
university. 
Magnet fa, 
ulty are the foundation for a, 
such effort. If you recruit tho 
and create an environment r 
ducive to their- scholarly w 
the best graduate students 
the big research dollars will 
low. But these big-time acac 
ics won't come to a place wi -
they are regarded as so m, 
livestock. 
In this instance, Mr. Samue: 
may have let his acknowledge-
skill at creating colorful meta 
phor get the best of him. 
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~orehead 
player has 
scholarship 
restored 
Associated Press 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead 
State University President Ronald 
IEaglin has restored a basketball play-
er's scholarship that was not renewed 
by new coach Kyle Macy. 
"To me, it is a matter of principle. 
'Not playing well' was not enough 
reason to pull a scholarship," said 
Eaglin, who overruled Morehead's fi. 
nancial aid committee that supported 
Macy's decision not to renew Kyle 
Sherman's scholarship. 
Shortly after replacmg Dick Fick as 
coach last spring, Macy told Sher-
man, Heston Beverly and Mark Spur-
lock their scholarships would not be 
renewed. Sherman was the only re-
cnlited player. Beverly and Spurlock 
were walk-ans and awarded scholar-
ships later. . 
Beverly and Spurlock have not ap-
pealed, but it is unlikely they would 
succeed. 
"In all probability, I would have let 
(the decision not to renew their schol-
arships) stand," Eaglin said. "They 
were walk-ons. It is a completely dif-
ferent situation than a recruited ath-
lete." 
Last season Sherman averaged 2.5 
points, Spurlock 1.8 and Beverly 1.3. 
Sherman, a former Mason County 
High School player, said he talked 
with a member of Morehead's athletic 
administration and they reached a 
"mutual understanding" that he will 
not rejoin the team. 
Eaglin said Macy was within NCAA 
rules in not renewing the scholarships 
and that his .actions were understand-
able. · 
"But when it was appealed to me, I 
personally feel like the university has 
a stronger obligation to our scholar-
ship than (pulling it for), 'just not 
playing well,' " he told the Lexington 
Herald-Leader. 
Eaglin said he has not spoken to 
Macy since taking the action. 
Macy was out of town recruiting, 
according to a secretary, and unavail-
able for comment. 
Sherinan, who would have been a 
junior in eligibility, said he has been 
assured he will get two more years of 
financial aid. He is an English major 
and hopes to become a high school 
teacher and basketball coach. 
Afh!etic director Steve Hamilton 
said as Jong as Sherman is on finan-
cial aid he will count against the 
school's 13 men's basketball scholar-
ships. 
